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CLASSICS IN KEY-KOLOR
For the Piano
430·40092 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... $1.00
A way of writing in which each note is the color
of its corresponding piano key: black j f played
on black key. white if on white key. \Vilh this
slight change you can read music in any key
without first mastering scales and signatures!
Pedal signs are used and necessary smaJJ
changes have been made in existing notation.
24 selections. For the fusty reader, for adults
or for grades 3 to 5.
THE ADULT APPROACHto the PIANO
430·40087 $1.00
While designed as a first instruction bookfortb
teacher 10 use in giving piano lessonsto studenl~
of high school, college age or older, manyre.
ports prove it of value to seH-heJp student'
Sight-reading. a most desirable accomplishme;;
(or those of malure age laking up pianostudy
i stressed (rom the very beginning. Memoril~
ing also is ncoureged. The total absenceof
childish rules and musical themes has inspired
its use by some teachers with students in the
teen ages.
FOLKSONGS and FAMOUS PICTURES
430·40094 . . . . . . . . . . ... $1.25
A practical introduction to the keyboard based
on folk tunes of many lands. First work in
harmony, ear-training, memorizing, etc. Imagi.
native titles, 75 pictures including reproductions
of composers' portraits, musical art subjects,
etc. 35 paste-ins, color charts, and 48 cut-out
cards. Oblong form. Age group, 7-11.
AUTUMN AIRS and SONGSof SPRING
430·40189 $.75
Based .on folksongs, traditional melodies, la.
ver-ite airs. and compositions of the masters,the
recreation pieces in this collection are about
grade 2 in difficulty. Verses for singing. Illus.
trated with line drawings which may be colored
by the pupi/. Oblong form.
FIRSTCLASSICSand FOUNDATION
HARMONY
430·40093 $1.25
A second year book to follow "Folksongs and
Famous Pictures." Selections from Bach. Mo-
zart, Schubert, Grieg and many others. Simply
arranged, set to interesting verses. Cut-outs,
color charts, instructive games. Oblong form.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Made Easy to Ploy ond Sing
430·40038 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.75
A gift hook that any child will appreciate. Here
are all of the most-beloved Christmas carols in
arrangements piano beginners can play, thor-
oughly fingered and carefully phrased. Complete
texts are given, one or two of the verses being
printed between the staves. Adjoining each
carol is a space for pasting a Christmas card
so that, when completed, the book becomes a
treasured souvenir.FAVORITE PIECESAND SONGS
430·41005 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.00
Adapted for use in classes or with jndividuaI
pupils. Designed to follow "Folk Songs and
Famous. Pictures." Aimed to foster a real love
of mus!c, WIden the range of reading, build
rhythmIC ·sen~e, give strength and control to
fingers, and Increase practical knowledge of
keys, scales, and. harmony by consecutive study
10 one.k:y at a ume. The first 32 pages consti-
t~te mtrumum requirements; the remainder con.
srsts of su~pleme~tary pieces, studies, and duets
for recreation, recital, or reading. Grade 2 to 2~.
BOY MUSIC
A First Piano Method For Boys between
8 and' 6
430·40089 $.75
In this book everything-music, titles, texts and
iJIustr'ations-is designed to interest the boy. He
is encouraged to memorize, transpose; yes, to
"play by ear." Exercises are termed "Stunts,"
practice is a "game." AJI camouflage, however;
there are 73 songs and pieces, 40 technical exer-
cises, 30 chord exercises, 8 scale exercises, 9
rhythm drif ls, 8 notation studies, 10 transposi-
tion studies, etc. in the book. Oblong form.MARY BACON MASON FLASH CARDS
430.40018 .. " $1.25
For notation dr-ill, an .envelope containing 30
cards, 60. faces. Especially designed for class
use, they Illustrate 36 notes on the Grand Staff
key slgnatu~e, time signature, rhythms, rests,'
repeats, accJdentals and expression marks Size
6~ x 10 inches. .
MARCHING MUSIC
430·40054 $.75
28 selections from a variety of sources: American
cowboy ballad, dignified music of great mas.
ters, national anthems and operatic airs. All
arranged in march time with texts for enjoyable
singing. Attractive illustrations. Grade 2.
Prices subject to change without notice.
-
NOW
FREE
the
NEW GUIDE
containing:
• .... 128 pages,
•••.... over 660
piano solo
thematics,
. complete
classified list
of piano books
and ensemble
pieces,
and many
improvements
gathered from
among the 35,000
users of the 1950
guide
YOU will want
this NEW guide
as a permanent
source book.
This illustration is two-thirds actual size of the guide
E-1
........•.....••.............•....•.............. __ ........•-
Please send FREEcopy of the NEW 9uide fo:
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
235 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 4
(or post card)•••I••••••~-.-..__ .._ .._ •..••••...._._ _ .
mail
this coupon
for your
FREE guide
ETUDE-APIiIL 19:;/
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Parents! This valuable
FREE GUIDE
will help you
in
YourChild's
Development
give your child the
RIGHT START IN MUSIC
Written by CIfamous expert on child
care, .this practical, useful guide will
answer your questions about the place
of music in your child's personality.
Gives you factual, common-sense
assistance - shows you how to make
music a part of daily life, s~ your child
doesn't have to he "taught" to like it-
helps yOll decide when your child is
ready for lessons. Write for your per-
sonal copy today! ,
Fomous for muskol excellence since 1875
r----------------------~ I
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I
I
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JESSE FRENCH & SONS
Dept. E-41, Elkhart, Indiana
Without obligation, send me these free
bouklets:
o "Music in Your Cliild's Deyelopmcnt"
D ';How to Choose the Best Piano"
Namc' _
Street _
City Zone__ State _
o Please check here if )'on are: a teacher
,----------------------~
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---If yOll sing, play"
or illst like to listen
yOll'lI enioy these
uronderlul
books
mustc I
~l.o
..H ow-fo" bools
On Studying
Singing
By SERGlUS KAGEN
"1 recommend the volume highly ... "'illsme
m3ny s.ngers to be. smgers who are singe
\l,·ho have been. The srudem will hav~a ~
~uide and fri~nd in this book."-M,lggillIJtr
S'IlNrJal Rtf'lrw Stoo
Music for the
Voice
A DESCRIPTIVE LIST DF CDNCERT
AND TEACHING MATERIAL
By SERG/US KAGEN
"Om: IIf the IOlen"sung boob of lilt decade...
hundreds of pages or UJdul inrornution about
'i)('.11 rc;pc:ftolft . . . ,hould be ~il'tllto ,II
),1\101;~In tr'i."-P."I fI/OIlI. N~ltI 55.00
ltlusic for the
Violin and Viola
By HANS L£TZ
~hu\u ill ;a _bllcc thl: ~l flt'CU, old andllr\I.•
lur \"011" .1nd \flub IOlIh I'r \Il11hOllIpilnu; 1
I:f.1dW LtlUf'C" 01 luthilll( nutcrial lor In,
'1OI,n; 1«lImc,t Jh,d,. r'lI" the \I,\IJ. S2.50
The Concert
BamI
8y IU HAR.D FRANKO GOLDMAN
.. 'I"lhle, •• \InllJU11 ••. tt".1tUble... dips
mh~ I.;n<Jtcyrrubl<:tn$ •• , thtdtfelOflllltll!, II!
'hc b;and
olo
fUM'1loos of the IllSU\:IOOlts. -
~1.lI"ulm,nl suo
Books on appreciafing music
THE GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Guide to lusieal
Enjoyment
By GEORGE R. MillK
"l,; 111m _pcncl(Io'l . _' . Uf'tN \If. tM proM:
ur I Icnlng tiJ mldlC. o~bcsln. ~r1!OOl!S
.ntonnt: • :,' ~ttl1tt1Tt.tK'W P,""I:lted. Sl.5OcompoKn. -,', Y. ,.n r
Gre ..,t Orchestral
lusic
A TREASURY OF PROGRAM
NOTES
EJiI~J by JULIAN SEAMAN
"" I~ of hd"•• nh'..Ihk ,UIJ1Il'>CI IQ _ (I.IIld llIll!ic 111
JI t<>f lho_ ..00 ~ tOOr h lil bar S<B
r«tltdwl=' 01 ~Jlf \if! lAte COOJIIn~rudkct {l'fl\'
.>ttr Ihar local ndto - . -=-~--I..I "_6 . I
rcndlUIQ _ • " biJ.bly ~~. $5.00'.JI
Jo epb Haydn
HIS ART, TIMES AND GLORI
By H. £. JACOB
(l. f'iI"
Tf'~.J1.,J ., RifiMJ nJ .ut,k ...'Hl'~
··Utdlcot •. , hll~. 1D"'tt rtJ is.
Il«s'''-' • Y.T,./.J
Al .It "..hl.,,,
yort l'
RIHEH ...IlT l COlolr~"T NeW
HUDE-APRIL /9;1
LeTTeRS
Music Seclion
Sir: Many of us would appreci-
ate larger notes in the music
section.
Mrs. Laura Koch ctuicrlct
Downers Grove, Ill.
Sir: ... the notes are blurry,
almost as hard to read as shaped
notes.
Mrs. Harvey Edwards
Crystal River, Florida
Sir: We've always been rooters
Ior the ETUDE. but the music
this year is so hard to read my
pupils and I are about discour-
aged with it. Why is the music :-'0
hard to read? It's not a pleasure
anv more except for the article".
C. Eflsasser
Conneaut, Ohio
Sir: I have been a subscriber
fur over 40 years. I still enjoy tile
articles. but do not like the print-
ing of the music in the recent
Ilumbers. It is too small and in-
di,,:tinct.
Mrs. Martha F. Gale
Con.cord, N. H.
• Beginning wilh lhis issue,
ETUDE hopes "caf/c,'s will find
the IJI'inting of Ihe music seclion
itlll)l'o,"eri. ED.
"Albert Schweitzer Was My Teacher"
Sir: I read your article on Dr.
Alben Schweitzer with interest.
,rill rou please send me Dr.
Sehweitzer's address? I wish to
make a small gift to his work a",
a memorial to a dear relative
\I'hom \\-e have lately Jo.<:t.
Ma.bel S. Horrillf!toll
Hazleton, Indiana
• ETUDE is forwarding 1\1I'S, Har-
I'iugton';;; letter 10 D.·, Sehwcil-
ZCI·. ED,
ETUDE Articles
Sir: I like your new lrcntl of
chatty comments on writer.':i past
and present. Maybe ETUDE has
always been thlls and I bu\'e been
unubSCfving. Anyhow these are
thing;:- I like.
Martha B. Snow
Boonville, N. Y.
Sir: Please accept my sincer-
f'~t congratulations for your ex-
cellent articles, especially that on
":""olation" (December). It an-
.<:wen:a great need. And its claro
nUDE-APRIL 1951
ity and interest are unique.
Brother Boniface, F. S. C.
Napa, California
Sir: The ETUDE looks as if
you were going out of business. _,
Mrs. Ed'ward H. Sherman
Greenwich, N. Y.
Sir: I have been a musician
and teacher of music all my life,
and began taking the ETUDE in
1907. Through the years I have
seen the standard lowered. the
many repetitions of musical se-
lections and other changes I do
not Iike, but today when I re-
ceived my copy of the new num-
ber. my disappointment was too
great. to hold. I am not a fanatic
or a complainer, but what. has
lmppened to the ETUDE?
Mrs. IV. /-I. Walton
Dwight, Kansas
"It's All Done with Muscles"
Sir: For several years I have
been a subscrjber and cover-tO'
cover reader of ETUDE. I always
read everylhjng abolll piano
playing_ and have found the arti-
cles and piano departments help-
ful and inspiring .
However~ this month I was
lTluch surprised by the ending of
Andor Foldes' "It's All Done with
Muscles" (ETUDE. February
1951), which quotes djrections as
to the playing of the opening
movement of BeetllOven's "Moon-
light" Sonata: " .. e Sl'llZa sor-
dina," meaning "without pedal.'·
I may be wrong. but my musical
dictionary defines "senza sordino"
as without dampers, hence with
pedal. ..
How djfficult is it for an ama·
teur in both music and writing
to achieve publication in the
ETUDE?
Mrs. A. /-1. Cray
Coronado. California
• (L) ill1'S, G.'a)' is quite right ami
ETUDE WHS l\'I'ong. (2) l\1anu-
SCI'ipls {I'OIlI new wriler"s ,U'Cwel-
comed, and read with g.'cat in-
le.'esl, ED,
"Adventures of a Piano Teacher"
Sir: Why go on enjoyjng some-
thing and never make it known
to the author? As I read the Feb.
ruary ETUDE I am filled with
laughter at the funny side of a
serious part of Dr, Maier's life, ..
Edith L. Love/.l
Long Beach, California
Its new,
it's a Wurlitzer,
you can play it !
New Wurlitzer home organ
with 1000 different tonal effects
~ .._-_ , .
r------
M\OSl
COURSE
So easy to play you can
teach yourself from this book ..•
Music of the masters, or music of the moment-play either,
play both on this new Wurlitzer Organ. Even if you've
never played an organ before, you'll find this one easy to
"get on to." A new book shows you how to start right off;;;:·:~~:i:::'::,:::;:m".~. \;\1
majestic full organ _ -
Let your hands wander over
the keys-and listen l There's
the voice of the clarinet, the
fife, the French horn, the pic-
colo. Now yOll hear the har-
mony of diapason and strings
-a multitude of tonal colors
that puts new fun in pbying
and new joy in music.
Built in the tradition of the
"Mighty Wurlitzer," this new
vVurlitzer Organ is complete-a
musical instrument the whole
family can enjoy. Two full 6L.
note keyboards for your fingers.
A 25-note pedal keyboard for
your feet. And fully equipped,
ready to plug in and play, it's
the lowest-priced standard two-
manual organ you can buy.
r-----------------.
I The Rudolph Wurlitrer Company I,
W1 ill I Dept, E, North Tonawanda, N. Y.URLI ZERYes,I'dliketoknowmoreabouttheNew IWuriitzerOrgan and Easy Course Booklet. I
.World'.lcuge,1 BuilderofOrgon, ond Piono. ,I Please send me full details. I
Under One Greo' Nome I
• I Name I
Mail Coupon for I Street I
Free Literature I City ZOne~_S'ote___ JL _
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Even the simplest melodies reveal the "grand piano"
tone of this new spinet. Secret of this amazing performance
is dyne-tension, Everett's extra tension string
principle ... until now available only in costlier models.
Beautiful furniture-styled models arc now on display
... exclusively in America's leading music houses. write
toduy for free catalog and list of authorized dealers.
Everett Piano Company. South Haven 3. Michigan
dyna-tension EVERETT
••• A SPINET ONLY IN
PRICE, SIZE AND STYLING
••• PRECISION-MADE BY
SETH THOMAS CRAFTSMEN
Students and teachers of music and
dancing arc enthusiastic users of the
Metronome de Moelzc!. Recognized as
the flUest made, it is renowned for
dependable uniformity and accuracy.
Faithfully measures the time audibly
by a clear, distinct tick visibly by
oscillating pendulum and you can
readily adjust it from 40 to 208 beats
per minute.
Seth Thomasol<- world·famed for fine
clocks since 1813- fashions the Metro-
llome de Maelzel with care and preci-
sion. Its sturdy key-wound mechanism
is handsomely encased in birch with
rich mahogau'y finish_ Ask to see this
fine Metronome in better music, depart-
ment and jewelry stores cyerywhere.
Its price ... only $12.95t. Seth Thomas
Clocks, Thomaston, Connecticut. "'Jl~".U. S. 1'''1. Off.
tl'ri~..bubjec( to dumae.
By NICOLAS SLONJiUSKY
AN ITALIAl'l" MUSICIAN~ Carafa
l\.. de Colobrano, who lived in
Paris, asked Rossini to help h~m
in his straitened fi ua nc ial
circu mstnucea. "1 have no
money to give you," said Ros-
sini. "but here is an unpub-
li~h~d manuscript. Take it 10 a
pubfishcr, and he will gi\ yOll
1000 francs." It \ as R ini"
fantasy of Meyerb cr" music,
subtitled "Sweet Mornorice of
L'Africaine". The publi h r wn
delighted to have the piece,
particularly since Rossini's dis-
like of Meyerbecr was noiori-
ous, and he gladly paid ar-rfn
the sum of 1000 Ir ..uics for it.
But upon exnminatiou. Hoseio i's
"sweet memories" of \It,y f-
beer's opera proved to h d fi4
nitely sour. The music was full
of deliberately ontrivcd dis 0-
nances and noi y trelll 10<::.
Needless to ay. th manus ripl
was never published.
A young IJian;st \,as mak·
ing his debut. As he sat at the
piano, he noticed that the piano
bench was loo far fr m the
keyboard. He seemed I' rplexc<!
as to what to do. [ler amI')-
menes he5italion~ he pu:lrd the
piano with all his miO"ht toward
the bench. His effort wa re-
warded by a storm of applause.
Encouraged by this sign of ap-
proval, he played at hi be t.
The critit.:s~ too, were put in n
pleasant Illood~ and the reviews
were excellent.
CA~IJLLE BELLAIGUE. the
French music critic, who
was in the same class with 0 .
hussy at the Paris Conserva-
tory, reports that Debussy hUll
the habit of breathin'" violently
on the first beat of every mea.
ure when he played the piano.
and that his schoolmates COll-
stantly teased him about it.
When BeUaigue rc,-iewed De-
bussy's opera, HPeUeas et .Meli.
sande" in "Revue des Deux
Mendes," he commentedsarcas.
tically that Debussy was well
cured (uccentillg the fir~l
b at, and that now in hismusic
··all beat are weak beals." Bel.
laigue \\lung out violentlyat
his f rm r friend and co-disci.
pi . "I t i not the least original
trait of M. Dcbu sy," he wrote.
"I hal h 'an compose a com.
pletc opera without a single
I hras , \\ ithout a ingle bar of
melody. Ther arc no leitmotifs
in Pcllea , 'lelieende, forthe
.. imple reason that there are no
motif r any kind. Rhythm
sc In no les hateful to M. De·
hussy. "In his opinion, rhythm
is, like mel d)'~ an obsolete
f rmula. nn old encumbrance
fr III \\hich music must be
fr . In hi doublyamorphoo,
art, th ob Iilion of rh)1hm
~ han 1 in hand withthe sup·
pr ion of In IOOy.... The
or·h Ira r M. Debussy ""m,
mnrle d with smallpox. It isthin
and Illa int d. When it pre·
t nels to car s, it scratches and
hurts. It makes little noise1I
admit but the little noiseit, I .makes is r~erniciou5. (ll a~t
peu de bTuiJ, it! l'accorde, mal·~
un vilain petit b,uil).~l Thus
spoke a French mUEic critic of
one or the greatest French
opera!
OJ time and music: An
eminent piano teacher plar~
two pianos with one of Ins
pupils. uYou are a wholebeat
. db " aid thebelund, my ear 0Yl 5
tea hr. H ut of respect for
you," replied the pup.il.rerer.
ently ... Franck's Vlolm S~.
nata was plared at a conce.
5 the last movement beg.an,
·tIl· I canonicionta·WI Jts amou- .
tion a lad - in the audIence
, . hbof'
remarked 10 her nelg b·., ut
''They are fine mUElclan~~ 01
it' too bad thaI they dl?, n
r hearse enough together. rt-
. qua '"'A member of a 5trm~. _after
asked Leopold GOOo"k)
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a concert: "HoI\' did you like
the tempo?" "Fine," replied
Godowsky, "particularly
yours!" ... A local pianist
plavr-d an operatic selection at
a party. "Do you know what
it is out of?" one guest asked
another. "Out of time," replied
the other.
In a letter to an American
admirer, written around 1900,
George Bernard Shaw made
some pert observations about
heredity. Some of the theories
about the heredity of acquired
characteristics reminded him of
the remark of an old woman
whose daughter played the
piano. "Your daughter plays
well," a woman said to her.
"Yes," the old woman replied,
"she does have a fine touch,
and it's no wonder, for she
loves the piano, and never tires
of it. Ye see, she's a great taste
for music; but, then, that's Oldy
natural, for her grandfather
had his skull fractured with a
cornet at a picnic."
If/hen a sports writer IS
sent out to review a concert,
anything can happen. A news-
paper ill Quincy, Illinois~ car·
ried this account of a recital
by the famous violinist, Eduard
Rf'tllE'llyi. in October 1893:
"When it gets right down to
a quesliull of what's what~ this
man Rcmenyi can outficldle any
man in Adams County, barring
no man, He fiddled up olle side
and down the other-hippity.
hop. skip and a jump. He can
take a violin and hold it as a
htrca lnii.;l w91]1da catfish, and
he KOllid Inake it sound Hkli
the celestial choir singing as
if their hearts would break.
Maestro Remenyi trains at 186
pounds and his head is as bald
as all onion and as yellow as
gillger,"
11\' .1i\- OLD ISSUE of The Boston
Musical Herald, a magazine
long extinct, we find this quaint
description of the fugue:
A fu.gue is a fOrln in.
wlr.ich the right hand says
In Ihe left: If fugue get
Ihere before 1 do, Tell
them I'm.. a.coming too.
Playfulness and profundity
are comhined in a perfect blend
in the most popular fugues of
B,wh. such aE the C l\tlinor
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Fugue of the first book in tlrc
Well·Tempered Clavichord (Ex.
1. 2 and 3). ]t has elements
that can be played in polka
ryhthms. So much for the fri-
volity; profundity comes in this
fugue in its expert triple coun-
terpoint which is elaborated so
that the harmony sounds pleas-
urable and natural even to un-
tutored ears. The tonal answer,
which is the relic of an old tnt-
! r b
Real lI.flswer
b j. t-
Ex. ;) Tonal lU'swer
~!rtr c!rby
Ex. 4. Subject in C"ha.rp major
_~ II "JOlE i I) m
~ T"" answerta I , ,)"jj2'J::Js±H:jE". . ...
dition, here does not wreJll:h
the melodic line as it docs in
the C-sharp Major Fugue~ for
instancc (Ex. 4 and 5). Many
a musical lad and lass might
think that the answer to tllP
subject of that C'sharp Major
fugue is ~~wrong." The inter·
vallie progression of the subject
itself seems strange, with its
emphasis on the major seventh:
and it soumIs cven stranger in
its tonal answer.
Incidentally, here is a recipe
fo; writing a tOlia! aii;;~rer;
Transpose the subject a fi fth
up, thus forming the real an-
swer; then change the first
supertonic in the real ans,,'er
to the tonic, ·without altering
any of the other notes. This will
satisfy the tradition that re-
quired a reciprocal response,
so that the dominant answers
the tonic~ and the tonic ans\\'~r5
the dominant. For instance, the
real answer to the subject of
the C Minor Fugue would .b~
an exact transposition into the
key of G Minor. By changing
the super tonic of the original
key, to the tonic of the origjnttl
key, we obtain a tonal answer.
which retains the feeling of the
basic tonality.
Model T-100
$1695.0
complete
TAPE RECORDER
Here's how yOll yourself can appraise your
own performances and improve your
technique!
With the Revere Recorder, you hear every
note, every delicate shading of tone, played
hack with true-as-life fidelity. As often as
you choose, you can repeat short passages or
hour-long recitals for comparison and study.
Yet, this invaluable aid to a successful
musical career is rcmarkably low priced! In
addition, Revere alTers such outstanding
advantages as simplified controls ... erase-
able, re-usable tape ... pO"\"erIul, constant
speed motor ... time and footage indicator
... and many others.
See Revere demonstrated at your dealer-
onc trial wilJ convince you of its value!
REVERE CAMERA COMPANY. CHICAGO 16
TIlE RECORDER OF
5
Give your pupils the benefit of
ensemble training with these
four new duet books for piano.
Lois Long has expertly
arranged "Musical Moments" in
simple, four-handed versions
to be played by teacher
and pupil (Grades 1 to 2).
~
~~
Familiar airs your pupils like ... from the
best-known of the world-famous piano con-
certos. Price 75c.
1Il ••w....... ,_ ..
NEW
lrom·i'~~1tii~~~~~~~~..11
,h• .-:;,a;...,..:;W1~~;;,:;l:.I:~:;I:il~1I
DUET
Popular symphony themes, brilliantly ar-
ranged to sound very full, yet easy enough
for young pupils to play. Price 75c.
BOOKS
Simple.fou~.handed versiona. of familiar
Operatic !--irs. Easy to play. Orchestral .
effect. Price 75c. In
See Your Music Dealer-or Write
Marches-always popular-ran' fr
Schubert to Sousa ... representi:ne . om
styles and music periods. Price 7~. vanOUB
THE WILLIS
124 East Fourth Street •
MUSIC
Cincinnati
co.
2, Ohio
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By GEORGE
Prudes Festival
A musical event of inter-
national importance was the
festival at Prades, in southern
France, which took place und r
the direction of Pablo Casal
last June. Columbia Recor Is.
which acquired exclu ive re-
cording righl r I' th f rival.
has now released th re ult f
its efforts on t n LP Ii is, The
all-Bach pr gram r th f ti-
val include nil the "Brand n-
burg" Concerto, uites, sonn-
tas, both solo and accompani d,
and other works.
A roster of Ii tingulshed mu-
sicians to k part in th I rode!';
Festival. The) inclu I d Hud If
Serkin, Mieczy law Horszow-
sky, Joseph zig ri, Al xander
Schneider, Isaac tern, ug IlC
lstornin, lara lin kil, Mnrc I
Tabuteau, J hn WUl11m r. Leo·
pold Mannes and v lin lefe-
bure.
Most strikin« of all i Ih
playing of Casals himsclf in
three sonatas f r ('clio: "ilh
Paul Baumgartner al the pi n _
Once again t.he areal mast r
dcmonsb'ates thal he is out-
standing among living mu i-
cians.
The Prades Festival records
are of rare historic and musical
interest, and cannot be recom-
mended too highJy.
BCelho\'cn: "Fide/io"
Beethoven's great irs me-
what uneven opera i seldom
heard in the opera houses of
this country. Therefore Bee.
~hovel1 lovers will take pleasure
111 the announcement that th
~ntire work is availnlle on an
Imported recording. 10st of
the singers, who have not been
heard in lhis country. are ex-
c~lIent. Margarete Ba umer
sll1gs the title role, and Han
Sauerbaum the tenor role of
norestan_ The well-paced per-
formance is conducted by Ger.
hard Pflueger, and the orchestra
an~ ~horus are those of the
LeIpZig Radio.
GASCOYNE
Bowles: TlCI(I-/~ifl/jOConcerto
Paul Bowles wrote this work
for the two-piano team of G ld
and Fizdale, who perform
0
it
on the record. The work is
scored for two pianos, winds
and pcrcu sions. It is an odd
intriguing work. played \l'i~
gu to by Me rs, Cold end Fir.
dale. n the other side is Mil.
haud' U arnival at New Or.
I an ,It 01 a written for the
pi no duo. Daniel Saidenhern
conduct th performance, (C;'
lumbia, one LP disc).
Buell: Ilridlll/ll O,aforio
The va t musical panorama
or Ba h's U hri tmas Oratorio"
is rr red in an uncut version
h Renaissance Records (4 LP
dis ). Th work was designed
b Ba h I be performed 00 ,ix
• Iarat cia) of the Chrislrn~
f lival. and i a little over·
I>owcring \vh n heard at a sin·
gl iliin. Each seclioo. how·
v r, contains magnificent mo·
_i Ulnt ,,-ill reward man)
I' ·heari" . The performance
wa recorded in Europe by the
lull arl Choral Society and
the \\Iabinn ymphony.
Ibnd I: 011010'
onala 01 Handel for flot~.
boe and continuo are played
011 a Ilew Allegro LP disc hy
Philip Kaplan, Lois haefer.
amu I layes. Joba Holme;
and Erwin Bodky. Tbe moSlC
is channing. and lIle perform,
nnee is e.~rt.
lrnu_": "Ver ROIclikocolier"
el tions Irom Act II 01
"Der Ro nka\'alier" are of·
lered 011 a Columbia LP disc.
;\{usic included is lIle 'lpresel~
tatioll of the rose" scene an
the finale 01 Acl II. Eli"be~
hwarlzkopl, a, Sophie, ~n
Irmgaarcl Seefried, 85 Ocl""n.
sing e.~pressi,·ely, and Lud~'l~
Weber is sonorous and efiectwe
as Baron Ochs. Otto Ackerman'
conducts the Vienaa philhar-
monic.
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lUusic Lflver's
BOOKSHELF
By THOMAS FAULKNER
The Rumance of Ihe
Mendclssohns
By Jacques Peutpierre
Tl"{lflsfatetl by G. Midwlot-Cote
Even in England, the cen-
ter of what George Bernard
Shaw called "Mendelssohn-wor-
ship" in the 19th century, there
has to date been a dearth of
Mendelssohn biography. Read-
ers who know all about Clara
Wieck Schumann and Cosima
von Biilow Wagner might be
pardoned a moment of uncer-
tainty about Cecile Jeanrenaud.
who later became the wife of
Felix Mendelssohn-Barrholdv.
Mendelssohn's bride catll~ of
a family of French origin who
moved La Frankfurt, Germany,
early in the 19th century. She
met the composer when he came
to Frankfurt in 1836 to conduct
the St. Cecelia Society in place
of its regular conductor, who
was ill. The two young people
were married the following
year, and set off on a honey-
moon journey down the Rhine.
Both were gifted artists, and
their pen· drawings and water-
colors from the journey are re-
produced in Mr. Petitpierre's
volume. Then they returned to
Leipzig, which Mendelssohn's
Gewandhaus concerts had made
one of the most famous music
centers in Europe.
Besides being excellent biog-
raphy, Mr. Petitpierre's volume
offers a quaint and charming
picture of life among well·to-do
German music lovers of the
early 19th century.
Roy Publishers, $3.50
Wagner: Robert, HilgrlT
Tchllikovsk:r: LOllis Birlrlcolli
Schubert: Herbert F. Peyser
.I Bach: Herbert F. Pe"ser
The New York Philhar-
monic-Symphony, for years a
Sunday afternoon radio fixture.
has decided to bring to its radi~
I audience the same sort of pro-grammatic information avail-
able to concert-goers on its Car-
negie Hall programs. These
small, inexpensive volumes are
the result. Each contains a brief
biography of the composer and
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notes on his most frequently
played works. Though unpre-
tentious, the little books offer
a good deal of valuable infor-
mation.
Grosset & DUI/Lap,50 cents each
Handbook uf J. S. Bach's
Cantatas
By Werllt!r NCUIIl,,""
A systematic catalogue of
Bach's 217 church cantatas. list-
ing contents of each work. in-
strumentation, solo voices' re-
quired and range of each solo.
The work appears in the orig-
inal German, and it is likely to
be of interest mainly to ad-
vanced scholars. Associated
Music Publishers, New York;
Breitkop/ & Hartel, Leipzig,
$3.50.
P.a;;mlini, i\1asICi' of Sn-Ines
/1.,. O,ml Wheeler e
Addressed to younger read·
ers, this book presents in fie-
tionized form an account of the
life and doings of the fabulous
Niccolo Pagallini. The story be-
gins with Paganini's tempestu·
ous boyhood in Genoa. and
follows him to his eventu'al trio
umph as a world-famous virtu·
oso. An appendix introduces
two melodies from Paganini's
First Violin Concerto.
E. P. Dulton, $3.75
A Diclionary' of VOCI,J TllCmes
By Haroltl Burloro
1",,1 Sam ~lorge"sler",
Jt is an uncomfortable ex-
perience to have a tune which
one cannot identify runninO'
through one's head. Harold
Bauer was driven almost fran-
tic~ he tells us in his autobiog-
raphy, by a fragment which
turned out to be frolll von
Suppe's "Beautiful Galathea"
Overture. Many other musi-
cians have experienced the same
difficulty.
To relieve these sufferers. and
incidentally to provide a u~ique
and worthwhile reference book
Messrs. Barlow and Morgen~
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
the Steinway?
ISTEINWAY
Hepplewhite
in mahogany
"HOW TO CHOOSf
YOUR PIANO"
This helpful booklet,
handsomely illustrated, will
be sent free on request.
Write to Steinway & Sons,
Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th
Street, New York 19, N. Y.
If.W.~YCR
CURZON uses the Steinway exclusively,
as does virtually every famous artist of
today: Gorodnitzki, lateiner, Menuhin,
Mildner, Morley & Gearhart, Siokowski,
Templeton, Kraus, and many more.
Not income-but the satisfaction of owning a
fine piano is the basis for choosing the Steinway.
This piano's golden tone and matchless perform-
ance attract persons from every walk of life. If
you can afford a piano, you cannot afford anything
less than a Steinway!
You will find-as all Steinway owners do-
that though the initial cost of this piano may be
higher, the benefits are so great as to make it the
most economical of pianos. Mastery becomes
easier. A keener sense of tone is developed. More-
over, so skillfully is the Steinway made that, with
proper care, it will serve your grandchildren as
magnificently as it serves your children. Consider,
too, these significant factors:
• Only the Steinway has the patenled Accelerated
Action, so essential in developing sensitive tOuch. '
• Only the Sleinway has the patented Diaphragmatic
Soundboard, which permits big piano lane in even the
smallest Verlical.
• Only the Steinway is used by nearly all of th. nation's
leading musicians, orchestros, conselvatories, radio and
television stations.
What wiser investment can you make in your
family's happiness? For information on prices and
convenient terms, consult your local Steinway
dealer. You will find his name and address listed
in your classified telephone directory.
IMMORTALS
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Let ...
EXQUISITE
•crosonzc
BY BALDWIN
gIve them this
wl~ole new,
wonderful world
As your children learn the first simJ>le
melodie6~111:18ic:d world of music comes
to life undc-;' their e,lgcr lingers, ,I wOlld
for them to heep and treasure .111 their lives.
Time Il1d time ,Igain, they'll tll'lllk you for
their Acrosomc.
Every Acrosome PIlllO has the [amoua
"full.6Io\v" action, the big tone md be:lu-
---------------------------
Please send my free copy of "Planning for the
Future."
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY
Dept. ET.4, CINCINNATI 2, O.HIO
Baldwin. Acrosonic
Hamilton & Howard Pianos
Baldwin Eledronic Orga~s .
•
Name-, __ ,- _
Address'_· -'---, _
City __ .c...._StQte 'Oept.~l ~ _
l_8 _
MVS'C LOVER'S BOOKSIlf:Lf/
(Continued [roni Page 7)
stern have· catalogued some
8.000 vocal themes of all sorts.
Works found here range from
"I Hear You Calling Me" to
Rodolfo's Narrative in "La Bo-
heme." Composers span many
centuries, beginning with Rich-
ard The Lion-Hearted (1157-
1199), who is represented by
his "Ja nun hons pr is," and
ending with such contempo-
raries as Hindemith and Wil-
liam Walton.
A unique and useful feature
of the book is its n ration in-
dex. ]f one can rem mb r a
tune but not it title, IlC simi ly
transposes the tun to Maj r ,
looks in the back of th b k
and locates titl and . mpos r
instantly.
Altogether the I k is a use-
ful companion-pi ce 10 th die-
tionary of instrumental music
which the am auth rs com-
piled four year ng.
Cronm Pub/i. her." 5
Hiator-ieu! Anthology or fu.,.i
Edited by Arct.Umtd T. D(,,·i.oll
(HilI Willi A/leI
This i the con I and final
volume of the "IIi tor! 1'1 n-
thology" prepar d by Dr. Oavi.
son and Dr. Ape!. and 'ontinu
the survey from the early 1-th
cenlury lo the nd of th 18th.
The editors' aim i to pr s:ent
music which is not ea ily n cc .
sjble elsewhere. Thus the pres-
ent volume include only a sin.
gle work of J. S. Bach, and none
of Handel; but there is a ri h
variety of compositions by their
obscure contemporarie and
predecessors-Giovanni Maria
Trabaci, Johann Hermann
Schein, Manuel Rodrigues Coel.
ho, Henry Lawes, Andrea Ham-
merschmidt and others.
The result is an absorbing
survey of music written before
tl.le 19th-century Romantic pe.
nod. A SOurce of perplexit in
regard to Mozart, Haydu Bee-
thoven. Schubert and Schumann
is the fact that Ire hal' fe or.
gotten the music they k
I neil-w len they were boys Th. e new
anthology is a valuabl. d e ~
mill er. There is, for examI
a clear anticipation of leI' P'I·
I' "C ore.o s atalogue" Aria Iron
"Don Giovanni," in l<Baldi;
Blonde, Bald die BrauneII f
I rom
a forgott~n opera by Johann
dam Hiller. The "SthlaRio!
des turrnwald" by Karl Ditters
von Dittersdorf demonstrates
that. chubert did not invent the
I \ ICC (portraying agitation
by mans of rapidly repeated
eighth-n t in the treble and
til wise passages in the bass.
nd th four examplesof a
·h ml prelud, a treated Ol'er
the cour of a hundred rears
by nmu I heidi, Dietrich
B",t hude, Johann Pachelbcl
and J. . Bach, i a graphic
demonstrnti n of evolvingcon,
trapuntal technique.
In tl1 e days when our COIII·
1)0 r are preoccupied with
.. eiginality" at all costs, it
might n t be ami to note how
lilt I the great rna tcrs werepre·
OC 'UI ied with originality for its
0\\ n sake, and how much 01
their cr ative output took the
rorm f borrowing and refining
Ih work o( earlier composers,
lIarvard nh'ers;Jy Pressl 10
The lory or an Orf:heslra
By Boyd Neel
In 1932 a busy general
practitioner in London with a
flair (or music was told b~'
fri nd thal he should lake up
mus; professionally. The Bard
eel Orchestra was the result.
which shortly became famous
in England and later touredin
ustralia and 1 ew Zealand.Mr,
Neel here lell the story of the
orch lra' beginnings, on a
apital 01 I tban 100, it,
early slruggl and el'entunl
triumph. The foreword is b)'
Benjamin Britten.
fIox .1ll1ndi, 2.50
Tn,s iUONTn's COVER.
James Tamburilli (right),
trumpeter of Lbe Detroit Little
Symphony, examines an orches.
tral score with music librarian
Arthur Luck. (See "DiI~lllma ill
Detroit," p. 9).
Luck a former double·ba~
, .e<J
player, donates all scores u~.
at performances of the DetrOlt
Little ympbony.
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Va Iter Poole (standing) and other Detroit Little Symphony men listen glumly as clarinetist-manager Rosen outlines prospects.
DILEMMA DETROIT•in
. . . . Survivors of the Detroit Symphony
support themselves with odd jobs and look
violist and assistant conductor Valter Poole, and other out-
standing players, who refused to let the Detroit Symphony die.
Unable to finance a full-scale symphony orchestra, they re-
organized as the Detroit Little Symphony. Their grit and de-
votion, and the loyalty of their ticket-buying public, have
kept the Little Symphony going ever since.
Clarinetist Bernard Rosen doubles as the Little Symphony's
business manager and press agent. His apartment serves as
the group's office. Wives and friends of musicians take care
of the typing. mailing and bookkeeping.
Before their first concert, members of the Little Symphony
went to their tough union, the American Federation of Mu-
sicians, demanded and got a flat rate per concert so they
could rehearse as often as they pleased. As a consequence the
concerts have been an artistic triumph but the players have
wound up owing themselves money. Though the Little Sym-
phony invariably sells out, no orchestra, large or small, can
support itself from ticket sales alone.
Little Symphony musicians hope for better times, and mean-
while support themselves as best they can. One of the country's
finest oboists manages a roofing and siding business. A dis-
tinguished flutist repairs instruments in his tiny hotel room.
for a successor to Sponsor Henry Reichhold
By SAUL H. SHIEFMAN
i\THIS MOMENT, Detroit is the only U. S. city with abig·league baseball team that does not also have a full-size symphony orchestra.
The Detroit Symphony expired in 1949, after a six-year
feud involving Conductor Karl Krueger, millionaire chemist
Henry H. Reichhold, financial mainstay of the orchestra, De-
troit's newspapers, and orchestra men themselves.
When the orchestra went under, Illost of its players drifted
away to engagements in theatre pits and night clubs, recording
jobs, or positions with other symphonies.
Left behind were 30 determined musicians, including first
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Dilemma In Detroit CONTINUED
A cellist sells brushes, a violinist plays saxophone in a taven.l.
Of the three trombonists, one sel1s mop handles, another IS
timekeeper in an auto plant, the third makes picture frames.
A bassoonist sells musical instruments over the counter, a
cellist paints portraits. Many of the musicians are supported
by their working wives.
Detroit music-lovers for their part have supported the Little
Symphony in numerous ways. A ballet instructress lends her
studio for a rehearsal hall, spends hours preparing cake and
coffee, personally scrubs up before each rehearsal. A music
librarian who once played double-bass donates the scores for
every performance. A night-club owner has experimented with
combinations of oboe, bassoon, clarinet, trumpet, bass and
piano-rather exotic by ordinary jazz standards-to provide
work for Little Symphony members.
All these praiseworthy doings, however, do not take the
place of the estimated $200,000 a season which Mr. Reichhold
formerly contributed to make up the Detroit Symphony deficit.
He also bought it an impressive theatre and office building
(now leased for wrestling bouts), and sponsored it for two
years in a nationwide ABC broadcast.
No one could deny that Chemist Reichhold was lavish in
his support of the orchestra. Detroit music-lovers felt, however,
that the millionaire chemist, a-novice in music, had received
and acted on bad advice. Orchestra men were dissatisfied
with Conductor Krueger. Paid attendance at concerts was,
dwindling. Detroit's critics wrote stinging reviews of the or-
chestra's performance.
The blow-up came in April, 1949, when Georges Miquelle,
famous first cellist of the Detroit Symphony, was charged with
apologizing to a visiting soloist for the orchestra's shoddy
playing, and was fired on the spot.
Frayed tempers exploded in crackling newspaper head!'
The DAC News, ollicial publication of the Detroit Ath~n~.
Club to which a majority of prominent Detroiters belon cth", g, 0 •
served in a blistering editorial titled "Stop the Music!" th
"Mr. Reichhold has made of his presidency of the organilatio~
a reign of contradictions."
The editorial continued: "He has brought to it, ill many
cases, rare enthusiasm, genius and sincerity of purpose:bUI
in others, mere flamboyance •••
"Largely, however, the fortune which could. have beencon.
centrated 011 building a really outstanding symphony orches.
tra was channeled into a bewildering network of projects-a
magazine, two recording outfits, the Carnegie tpops' series
a proposed artists' bureau, a nationwide broadcast-all of
which failed to accomplish what was upposed to be theirprime
purpose, that of making the D troit )'mphony both greatand
self-sustaining •••
"In tead, amateurish ineptitude hn cham ·tcrized the show,
from managcm III through to the artistic side, and DelroiCs
music-lover hay \\ ill! ssed the -f'PC tacl of a one-man band
jigging 31 110' 1 the t un of a J ad I)r $5, di n ion andWy
adverse crit ici Ill." .
The Detroit Tim T prinrcd the edit rial in full. Other
comment indi .nt ·d that tunllY Detroit music-lovers felt thesame
way. But hov ev r well-taken the IJo:-iti n of the club paper,
no m mber of the I etrch till ·ti· lub am forward to take
the place vacated by Ir. Rei ·hh Id.
This year, l) trott I brnt th 25 th anniversary or ill
founding. LiLtI ymphony III ml r hope one of die birthday
events will be a on 'crt ri 8 uud r on internationally famed
conductor. The sizht of Iroil's musi inns peforming undera
great condu 'lor may b a pr III I I th r birth of the Detroit
Symphony. Thus th Lilli ymph 0l' faith in Detroit may
be finally vindicet L TIIF. no
How Detroit ployers moke ends meet· Flutist Otto Kr. :. ueger
(no relation to former conductor) repairs rnusicol instruments.
10
Bassoonist H h C t ,tug ooper, shown demonstrating rump,
clerks in a music store. Cellist Ray Hall is a portrait painter.
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Little Symphony has no conductor. First violist Poole (standing) is musical coach. He was associate conductor under Krueger.
Douglos Morsh, cellist, dis ploys his brush solesmon's kit to od-
miring violinist Jack Boesen and percussionist Arthur Cooper.
While strings reheorse (bockground), Little Symphony wives ond
friends do paperwork. Man in mouton collar is buying tickets.
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Zolfan Kodaly
Zoltan Kodaly
was my teacher
By GYORGY SANDOR
12
A"YONE WHOPLAYSa mu,icalin.
strument should, In my opinio, L, maKe
the study of composition an integral
part of his education, Once he u dn e-.
stands how a work is created his I' In er-
pretat.ion as a performer of almostany
composition will be far more searchina
and more nearly as the composerin~
tended it.
In my own playing I have foundin.
\ aluablc the early training I receired
from one of the greatest li\tingCom.
po er , Zoltan Kodaly. I tudied compo.
siti n with Kodaly for five years,from
1929 to 1934, nt th Budapest COllserva.
tory. I w'as ne of a class of 10 who
stnrted with the mast r and one of fil'e
who finished the five-year term. I did
1101 \\ ant 10 be 8 cmposcr but J did
\\ ant to fin lout how masters, whose
\\ orks T \\ as pia ing, had put their
r-omposhion« together.
Knrlft/y' me/hod of teachingcom.
pusition diflerc I fr III that of anyother
r-outposer 1\ mel. Fir t of all, hedid
1I0t seck to turn ut cmposers in as-
-cmbly-liuc fashion. Through building
u sound kn wl dg of earlier composers
un I their ompositions, he soughtto
eliminate imp rfection in the music
\, C \\ rote. J lnrm Il)r. ounterpoint and
(..h ral writing occupied much of our
time. C onc ntrated on vocalcom
t rpoint \\ hile we \fcnt through the
various mu~i al forms. We spent three
YC<1r p) ing ul til two and three
part motets of Palestrina.
E\ ery rear we had an examination
\\ !lich concluded indh'iduaJ phasesof
the cou rse. hen we finished, we felt
we should just b starting to studythat
parti ular subject) so cnormouSdid its
difficulties and manifold forms appear
lo us. Kodaly took lor granled that
at this point we kllC\\' ornethingof the
different forms. so he did not tell us
how to \\ rile a rondo. for instance.He
would say, "Bril1g me a few rondos.:'
We \\ ould do so. and then he wouldtaXe
our compOSlllOns apart and showus
wbere \\ e had failed. This was a nega·
tive approach. but it developed in us an
ability to analyze our O\\ll and other
composers) creations.
Creath-e talent which can produce
lasling works_ Kodaly told us, is a coOl'
bination of gelliu and acquired crafli'
manship. Kodaly' idea was tllat e\·ery·
One ~hould be able to write in any COOl'
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h
poser's style, and no one could hope to
achieve individual style until he had
mastered the styles of other composers
in all periods, from Palestrina to
Scriabin and Ravel.
Composition under Kodaly was taught
as a main course, and not as an auxil-
iary one. We delved into the writings of
the greats of the past: we studied what
they wrote and tried to master their
styles as completely as possible. We all
entered the class cocky and self-assured.
thinking we were good composers, and
gradually we realized we had been
writing in someone else's style.
Music, Kodaly taught, is basically a
formalistic art. It is the form that
counts and what is done with the funda-
mental musical idea. Anyone can write
a melody but a symphony or mass re-
quires skill. Kodaly frequently used
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony as an ex-
ample. The first four notes which open
the initial theme could have been writ-
ten by anyone, but it took genius and
skill to develop those four notes into the
structure of this great symphony.
Most modern composers elaborate on
one or sometimes only part of one of
the elements which make up music-
melody, harmony and rhythm-and fail
to recognize that the other basic factors
me just as essential. Because these
composers seek to avoid the traditional
technique of developing their musical
ideas, they sometimes take a short motif,
keep on repeating it over and over and
then modify it slightly. The public's
relief when the initial theme has been
discarded is sometimes so great that
it f1ctually believes a new theme has
been introduced
These were and are the fundamental
teachings of Zoltan Kodaly.
After I left Hungary I saw him thrice
again, once in Budapest, once in London
and once in Dallas where he was guest-
conducting. He is now president of the
Academy of Sciences in Budapest, not
writing or teaching music, but studying
the Hungarian folklore and literature to
which he and his colleague, Bela Bartok,
devoted themselves.
From 1906 until Bartok's death in
1945, Kodaly and Bartok lived in Buda-
pest and collaborated in collecting be-
tween 3,000 and 4,000 Hungarian na-
tional melodies. Most of these are still
in manuscript form, although some were
published as "Bartok-Kodaly" arrange-
ments. Since Bartok's death, Kodaly's
interest in preserving Hungarian folk-
lore has increased to the extent that it
has almost crowded out his interest in
composing his own works.
Kodaly has never been a good pian ist,
in the professional sense of the word,
but he is a good conductor. I do recall
his statements on the erroneous inter-
pretation of some of his works for piano
and orchestra. He pointed out to me the
failure of western interpreters in realiz-
ing that his own compositions and other
typical Hungarian music have a charac-
terlstic short accent on the first syllahle.
Other Europeans and Americans usual-
ly misplace this accent by holding the
first note too long. The result is a dis-
torted interpretation.
As a teacher, Kodaly was one of the
most laconic I've ever met. He's mel-
lowed a bit with age and grown a little
softer. He seldom said a complete sen-
tence and when he spoke it was biting
and to the point. His memory is fantas-
tic; it is my belief that he remembers
every composition he has ever seen, not
only of the masters, but of everyone who
studied with him in the past 40 year~.
I have seen him read a score, listen to
someone play the piano, correct mistakes
on a blackboard and dictate at the same
time. He is thin, of medium height with
deep-set eyes, long hair and a pointed
beard. When he was past 50 he took up
ice skating and became an excellent
figure skater. He is one of the most
brilliant men I ever met, speaking a
dozen languages and well-read in all.
Indicative of the intense musical-
ity of the man was his reaction to a
recital I gave in Budapest wher. I was
18. I played the Liszt B Minor Sonata
and lost a chord somewhere along the
way. Kodaly's (Continued on Page 61)
1110st of tOllay's composers are
afraid to write a melody. Hence the
main characteristic of modern music is
dissonance, the result of searching for
cacophonous intervals or sonorities
which are meant to give the impression
of being new and different. Occasionally
a modern composer will put in a banal
melody, a copy of a romantic tune, and
we are so relieved to find melody at all
among Lhe dissonance that we welcome
it as new and fine.
Needless to say, melody, harmony
and rhythm must not be used hap.haz-
ardl)' but they must follow the same
basic principals that existed in classical
and pre-classical music.
Kodaly photographed his friend Bela Bartok (Jeft center), with whom he collaborated
in collecting Hungarian melodies. recordinlJ folk-sinlJing in 1910 in a Transylvania town
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How to Teacll Adult Beginners
• • • • •
them is certain to be a fascinating experience
By R. M. GOODBROD
DR. WARREN is a successful practi-tioner in our town, Whatever hedoes, he does well. He plays an ex-
celJent game of golf, and his flowers have
won prizes at the county fair. When he
asked me if I would take him as a piano
pupil, explaining that "he had been telling
so many of his patients to take music les-
sons that he thought he would try some
himself," 1 knew what was coming.
"That's fine," I said, "and I'll bet you
want to play Rachmaninoff's Prelude in
C-sharp Minor right off, don't you?"
"Yes, sir!" said Dr. Warren. "When do
we start?"
The doctor did start, and while he is
not yet playing Rachmaninoff's Prelude,
he is making good progress and enjoying
it. He realizes that he couldn't teach me
to perform an operation in one year, so he
is content to take things as they come. We
are having a fine time with piano, and
next year I am su re he will be able to
play the Prelude.
There are hundreds of adults like Dr.
Warren who have taken up the study of
piano in middle life.
All teachers whom I have queried sup-
port this statement. At a recent piano
forum, we teachers compared notes and
found one-eighth to one-third of our classes
made up of adult beginners.
Many other grownups are interested, but
hesitate to begin music study, either from
timidity or the belief that they are "too
old to start."
Now there is no reason why anyone, of
whatever age, ea.nnot study piano with
gratifying results. (And hy this I do not
l
mean learning to play like Horowitz; but
almost anyone can with patience acquir
sufficient musical skill to compen ate in
enjoyment for the time and effort spent
acquiring it.I
However, adult beginners do constitute
a special problem for the teacher. In some
ways they make faster progress than chil-
dren. They have more patience, and their
concentration span is longer. And since
they are studying not because of parental
urging, but because they really want to
play, they work harder and practice longer.
On the other hand, adults are at a eli _
advantage in many respects. They goner-
ally have poorer coordination than chil-
dren. Twenty-year.old Tom could barely
make one finger work \\ hen he bezan
studying. To playa three-note chord ~vas
a tremendous effort. Yet eight-year-old
Billy could play chords firmly the first time
he came for his lesson.
Adults will as a rule be slower in the
mechanics of phrasing~ accenting and peel.
aling than children. The lifting of the
hands for many adults is a clumsy proc-
ess, whereas younger students can gener.
aHy do this with ease_ They can .imitate
desired touches with greater facility Lhan
adults.
Adults are often very self-conscious about
their playing. Mrs. Jones, aged 30, was em.
barrassed by her meager skill. She was so
timid that it hampered her progress. Her
~aughter~ who was studying at the same
tIme, had no such inhibitions, and ad-
vanced far more rapidly than her mother_
Adults are not always pliable where .in-
terpretation is concerned Miss L .. '. owe, In
her twentles, lacked imagination. Her play-
l__14 _
ing was stiff and unmusical. Yet to drama.
tize the music with visual imagerywould
have made her self-conscious. She would
have felt rather silly if asked to thinkof
flying bird, say. in a rapid arpeggiated
pa age. Liule andre, on the other hand.
ha I k n imagination and would ha\'~
be n (a .inat d by such an idea.
Adult ft n hale difficulty in memoriz-
ing if they lire not in a business or pro-
f ssi n \\ hi h demands memory. All a
skill d auto mechaui 1 had better control
or his finger1'l than most grownups, but
eould hardly memorize f ur measures.
whi]e j immy. who had to learn something
I'\('r) (In) a~part of his fifth-grade school-
work. memorized rapiflly nnd accurately.
Thus teaching nduhs is a challenging
nsslgrunem (or <tfI) piano teacher. Tomeet
the chnll ng(' 011(' must know all he can
about methods nud materials. He mustbe
a shrewd psy .hologist. and must have an
ample supply of patience and enthusiasm
for use \\ hen the student's runs out.Above
all he IlIU t be r sour eful in dealingwith
the various I) I)('~ of adult beginners.
I hone found that most of them fall
into one of three categories. There is the
true adult beginner. \\ ith 110 knowledgeof
the piano und \'ery lillie experience in
listening rll- musical participation; the
adult \\ ith some experience in singingor
playing a musical instrumentj and the
adult beginner \\ ho plays by ear.
Most interesting in many ways is the
true begillncl·. \VhaL wonderful enthusiasm
these people bring to their first lesson!
One lady wants Loaccompany her husband,
who likes to ~ing. Another wants to try
that Boogie- \Voogic stuff. Still another is
eager to Jearn ··Cleaf do Loon," by Da·
buzzy. All are full of anticipation.
This is the time, while you have their
interest and enthusiasm, to attack theproh.
lem of coordination. I won~t forget Tom,
who had ne\"er had a lesson in his life.
He was a big, hulking feUow with hands
like hams. \,'hen he spread his fingers
over the keys he cOl-ered about fifteen
notes with each hand. To pull them in and
play live notes (Conlinued 011 page 56)
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THE YOUNG VIOLINJST-S greatest needtoday is for something he cannotrush off to acquire in three months'
practicing.
He needs the solid, unhurried continuity
of background which formed the taken-
for-granted training of the violinists who
are now over 35. That is the only kind of
training which can produce an eminent
violinist, and the chief reason members of
the older group continue eminent is that
they had it.
I know perfectly well that present econ-
omic conditions speed up the need to start
earning-not only in America but aU over
the world. Not being an economist. I have
no idea what to do about it, hut I do know
that a quick snatching at income is not the
way to build an enduring career.
I have watched young violinists hurry
through background material in a quest for
short-cuts into the major works which will
allow them to show themselves. I have had
them come to me when, as professionals,
they suddenly realize that something has
gone wrong.
The "raining from which solid careers
emerged (and continue through middle
life) centered in the unhurried acquisi tion
of skilled controls. It included a thorough,
practical mastery of an the accredited vio-
lin studies-De Beriot, Sauret, Rode, Kreut-
zer, Wieniawski, Paganini. It included a
study of Spohr. And the lad who went
through such a program of study developed
qualities which enabled him to transform
youthful fire into mature control.
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Music has
no short-cuts
• • • • Solid careers emerge
They pose many problems not
encountered with younger pupils, but teaching
only from unhurried, systematic training
By JOSEPH FUCHS
As told to Rose Heylbu.t
Today, it is, alas, not uncommon to cut
corners. After Rode, students often want
to go straight into Paganini-and then on
to a recital. They like to learn the one or
two Mozart concerti they may Heed for pro·
gramming, but they don't want to bother
to learn others merely as study pieces.
Spohr is virtually untaught. I've often been
asked why one need spend time on Spohr
-c-he's not an important composer. True,
he isn't-but he is .indispensible for phras-
ing. I know no sounder initiation into the
management of the long phrase. Students
who find 'Mozart a problem demonstrate a
lack of background in phrasing.
Cutting corners produces a very glib
technique wholly unsupported by the finer
arts of phrasing and bowing. We have
numbers of youngsters who can fiddle
Paganini but get lost in Bach or Mozart.
When they realize how lost they are, they
seek further short-culs and cure-aIls, Hguar.
anleed" to patch up whatever ails them in
ten lessons.
The point is, it doesn't work that way.
You cannot pounce on tricks, as an after-
thought, and come out with skills that rep-
resent a long continuity of study. I had 12
years of solid work under Svecenski and
Kneisel before I dared show myself as a
player. What they gave me enahled me to
carryon throughout my professional career.
In approaching actual technique, pay
attention to nuances. Don't worry about
the big line until you know the meaning of
a sman line. Subtlety of nuance is devel-
oped through the medium of the bow.
You speak through your bow. With a
fair left-hand technique and an expressive
how, you can produce a beautiful phrase.
With colorless bowing, it is virtually .im-
possible to bring out a beautiful phrase no
matter how fluent your left hand may be.
Naturally the left hand is important to
your playing, but the right arm gives it
life. Great violinists assert themselves
through the bow. Kreisler, Heifetz, Casals
have wonderful left hands-c-ol course. BUI
their greatest ability lies in the subtle
nuances of their bowing. Whenever you
find a fine violinist going splendidly on into
his 40's, his 50's, his 60's, be sure that his
motive power is a superlative bow arm.
How do you perfect bowing? You be-
gin, of course, with the classic exercises-
long bow, spiccato~ staccato, etc. First you
practice to learn them. Then you practice
to make them habit. Next you work for
expressiveness of nuance.
Try to develop equal strength at the
poiut and at the frog. (The studies of
Gavinies are excellent for the point of the
bow j those of Casorti, for the frog-where
most players are weakest!) Practice cres-
cendi at the point of the bow, and decres-
cendi" at the frog. Since the bow is lighter
at the point than at the frog, this develops
control.
In addition to exercises, play chamber
music~all Y0lf, can. The quartets of Haydn
and Mozart help bowing, because they
help phrasing. Their howing prohlems are
considerable, even more so than those of
Beethoven or Brahms-which is why they
offer opportunities (Continued on Page 57)
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.Jr(ore about theIT'S FREE •••IT'S FUN ... "I LoVE MUSIC
BUT
I DON'T UNDERSTAND IT" PHARYNGEAL VOICE*It's Forum!
???
o
A widely-used method III the golden days of Italian Bel CantoA sprightly get-together introduces Knoxville
audiences to their symphony orchestra and tells
what orchestral music is all about
•
By E. HERBERT·CAESARI
bUL of a pale, insignificant, breathy sort, and quite anaemic.
The falsetto mechanism is set in motion with little breath
and a barely appreciable tension. Little will is needed. In
other words, the singer does not deliberately seek, nor does
he feel, any definite resistance to the slight breath pressure
he is exerting. Indeed, he can barely feel any resistance
because the cords, now in oval formation, permit a consid-
erable escape of breath, as explained above. If, however, we
mix this wishy-washy sound with even a small percentage
of pharyngeal voice, we get a mixed tone really worth while.
The falsetto, therefore, has some importance, for it acts as a
softening carpet to the somewhat steely quality of the
pharyngeal mechanism, particularly in male voices. The
falsetto is best produced with the AH and the open EH
vowels, with mouth well open; the resultant tonal sensation
is very high in the head and apparently cre~ted there.
A A COROLLARY to my article on "ThePhnryngeal Voice"in the November 1950 issue of ETUDE I now pro-pose to explain, as clearly as is possible with such a
complex subject, how the three mechanisms comprising the
vocal cord system can be engaged isolatedly at will, how any
two or all three mechanisms can be employed simultane-
ously, and what sensations peculiar to each mechanism the
singer should experience when they are correctly engaged.
First, however, I would advise the student to re-read the
aforesaid article by way of a refresher for what follows.
Next picture the three mechanisms-falsetto, pharyngeal,
and basic or so-called chest voice-as three horizontal viln-a-
tory layers superimposed, three depths of vocal cord. The
falsetto has less depth than the pharyngeal, and the latter
very·much less depth than the basic or normal mechanism.
To illustrate: the falsetto has, say, the depth (thickness) of '
one visiting card, the pharyngeal of two cards, and the basic
of five cards. Which goes to show that the basic mechanism
producing the normal voice has considerably more depth
than the other two.
The falsetto, or uppermost layer, is generated JI~ the
thread-like upper edges of the vocal cords which, in order
to produce this washy sound, separate much more than is
the case for the production of either the pharyngeal or
normal tone. Consequently, during falsetto a much greater
quantity of breath is expended, in that not all of it is em-
ployed in producing tone (as is, or should be, the case with
normal and also pharyngeal tone) but escapes through the
relatively big slit, thereby diluting the tonal product. The
Old Italian School used to call it Falseuino di testa (vfalse
little head voice") because, as a sensation, it seems to be
generated high up in the head cavities. It is a "head" "Dice.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE, was proudof its symphony orchestra. Mem-bel'S of the orchestra's board of
directors were eager to get maximum at-
tendance at concerts, and also to make sure
that listeners enjoyed the music.
Many in the Knoxville audience, how-
ever, were hearing concerts for the first
time. They were perplexed by the learned
technicalities of musical form and the un-
intelligible French and Italian expressions
that appeared on symphony programs.
Dr. George L. Inge, one of the moving
forces of the orchestra, asked: "Why not
have a forum, explain to people what sym-
phonic musk is all about? We can stress
the idea that we're all learn! ng together."
Members of the orchestra's board of di-
rec tors thought it was a good suggestion.
So did Conductor David Van Vacror, who
offered to help"
A sprightly booklet (right) told what
the forum was all about. Meetings were
scheduled for Sunday afternoons, once a
month. Guest lectures briefed audiences
on what to expect at the forthcoming con-
cert. Conductor Van Vactor lectured both
as conductor and composer. Piano soloist
Alfred Schmied discussed "Our Orchestra
with the Piano." Concertmaster \ViIliam
Starr appeared as violin soloist. John Teg-
nell demonstrated an aria, and with his
University of Tennessee Chorus gave a
preview of Bach's "Christmas Oratorio,"
later done by the orchestra and chorus.
Forum meetings, which began last fall,
went over so well that they will probably
be repeated next season. All concerned
agree the forum idea is a pleasant and
painless way to introduce a symphony
orchestra to its listeners, and to prepare
listeners for what they are to hear. THE END
To engage the second-layer mechanism, responsible for
the so-called pharyngeal voice, the cords come together
leaving only a thin slit, the thin upper edges only being
engaged. To gear in this mechanism by itself, the singer
should employ a very narrow or closed eh. vowel (as in pen)
and, with very little breath: produce a series of short staccato
tones, making no attempt to produce a big tone, but just a
thin. compressed, bright little tone like a taut silver thread.
Let the tenor experiment Oil, say, high A flat or A natural,
and the soprano, mezzo, or contralto 011, say, A or C (second
and third spaces). This bright: thread-like tone offers poei-
tive 'resistance and gives the singer a feeling of flexible
firmness (not stiffness).
To produce this narrow eft sound with which to seek
out and engage the pharyngeal, the mouth should not be
opened wide but kept to a horizontal slot-like shape. It
is a peculiar little sound: when produced in this way,
something akin to that of a "penny trumpet." The ex-
ponents of the Old Italian School called it "old woman's
cackle."
Once the singer feels he has found and isolated this
mechanism both from the falsetto and the normal voice, let
him "push into it" a little more to feel his way and see how
it responds to a spot of crescendo. This slight crescendo
pressing must be made with a downward thought: light,
firm, never heavy or rough. As with pen or pencil the
downward thought accompanying (Continued on Page 481
* Since JUr. Herbert-Caesari's article, "The Pharyngeal
Voice," appeared in the November, 1950, ETUDE, many
readers have tvri.tten in to ask for further iniornuition
on the subject. This article is the result. In addu.ion,
Mr. Herbert-Caesar;' has offered to explain by personal
letter any aspect of the subject which readers find puz-
zling. Queries m.ay be addressed to him in care 0/
ETUDE, Bryn 1I1uwr, Penna.
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Classpiano teaching
c .gets results
• • A successjid. teacher reveals the [ormula• •
she has developed through years of trial and error
By ESTHER RENNICK
FOR TEN YEARS my weekly teachingschedule has included one privatelesson and one class lesson for each
pupil. Occasionally I've wondered it I could
he right when every teacher of my acquaint-
ance was advancing arguments against
class teaching, or refusing even to discuss
it.
For my part, I thoroughly enjoyed both
kinds of teaching, my pupils loved class
activities, parents were warm in their ap-
proval, and the results I was getting were
for the most part wonderfully satisfying.
Yet there were, inevitably, periods of dis-
couragement when it seemed foolish to
stress the class-piano method when virtually
the entire teaching profession seemed dead
against it.
Today, however, class piano teaching, is
no longer in the experimental stage. It has
been tested thoroughly in the public school
curriculum. And we don't have to read
books of psychology to learn that children
and young people love to work and play
together. We know how much they enjoy
games, competition, companionship, and
an audience of their own contemporaries.
Class work provides all these things, which
in turn makes it an easy and pleasant way
to teach rhythm, accompanying, ensemble,
sight-reading, key-signatures, scales, chords,
ear-training, memorizing, music appreci-
ation, and preparation for the pupil's rep-
ertoire classes when he becomes an artist
pupil.
Group work also provides a proving
ground for creative expression of musical
thought and feeling-something which is
very necessary 1£ music is to he a valuable
18
social experience. A child becomes a good
accompanist by accompanying; he learns
to play ensemble by playing with others.
When a pupil begins the study of music
his teacher has three responsibilities. First:
The pupil must enjoy his lessons. Since he
already loves music, we must guard against
making him dislike it by distasteful instruc-
tion, attitudes, materials and methods. The
cultivation of his taste is a process of
growth, not a quick change-over.
Second: His foundation must be laid
slowly and sturdily. It must not only be
pianistically sound, but must be able to
support him in any field of music he chooses
to enter. It must be adequate to enable him
to use his music as a hobby, a social asset,
or as relaxation when he becomes a dentist
or a president.
Third: His lessons must fit in with his
other activities as to content, methods, and
material. They must offer him something
rather than constitute a threat or a promise
that he will be either glad or sorry he din
or didn't practice twenty years from now.
As a word is the carving and color of a
thought, our vocabulary should be chosen
with great care. The words "practice and
work hard" should be used sparingly with
children. "Play at the pjano; make ready
for fun in class" works 1U0re effectivelv_
When we fit our vocabulary to that of o~r
student we may expect to be rewarded by
hearing, "You seem just like one of us_"
At the beginning of each new season I
start my beginners in classes of four. As
they stand or sit at the keyboard we learn
the keys by the "two-car-three-car-O"aracre"~ ~
game. We call D the sandwich note and B
the stinging note. But with older pupils,
we go about things in a more dignified
manner. \,Te start by playing a game called
"You-uame-and-you-get-it." Even after lhq
know the keyboard backwards it's vel')
hard to get them off the game because they
like making a score and trying to be win.
ncr. In order to progress into new class
activities we call on the parents' coopers.
rion, asking them to play the game with
their children at home.
At this first le s n I distribute beginner
books to c\ cry child, and to keep Ill)' OWIl
intere t alive I use different books with
each class. B for Our cond class meeting
ea ·h I upil ha received a private lesson so
- that he is ready to play with other pupils.
In class, then, four students sit in pairs at
the tw o pianos. While onc student at each
piano plays, his keyboard partner points
for him lind watche for \\rollg fingerings.
From this tim 11 the iurriculum Illa}
develop alona any lin the teacher' imago
inatiou suggests. And it's always a good
idea to invi t th suggestions and help of
1110readvanced stud nts, extending pecial
invitations to backward t !l-age pupils.
Their help with b ginner classes works
mirnclcs toward improving their own self-
confidence. •
Duriu!! 'he first months in beginuer "
classes pupils take turns clapping rhythms.
!=oinging_ and supplying a rhythm band,
while others play the piano. \Ve draw
musical signs on the board and on theory
paprrs. play games with flash-cards, musi-
cal checkers and such.
Each child has a set of theory papers
with key boards to color, signs to d.raw,and
notes under which to print. A simple book
of familiar songs and a duet book are
added \"cry SOOI1. As soon as the pupils
learn 10 play double duets together, the
morale of the das hits the .ceiling. Also
the leacher's troubles begin. Pupils want to
do nOlhing but play duets together.
r let Ulem_ But anoUler teacher might
feel duets are a waste of time, and so prefer
to substitute a talent program witl] each
child playing whatever he has learned, in-
cluding tunes for other class members to
sing. Or pupils may be easily distracted
from their ensemble fever by ~le rhythm
band, a new card game, an ear drill.
As soon as the classes are on sure foot·
jng--one to three months-I djvide and
in SOme cases (Continued on Page 61)
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Through. systematic practice
and use of correct basic principles
you can master the "singing tone"
charact eristic of the greatest pianists
Ar THE I'BESEj\'~' TDIE, pianu pia) inrhas been raised to a plane of me-chanical perfection never known
before. Among public performers: virtuos-
ity is taken for granted. Yet it often appears
that having developed a formidable tech-
nique, taday's performer has nothing to
say with it.
Much of the uninteresting piano playing
we hear today is the result of teaching that
iznores the "sineins tone." Skeptics haveo ~ ~
even doubted that such a thing exists, main-
taininrr it makes no difference whether thee
keys are struck by a pianist's finger or the
end of a broomstick.
Theodore Leechetizeky , greatest piano
teacher of the 19th century, took just the
opposite viewpoint about the "singing tone"
in piano playing. As a result there came
from his studio such virtuoso performers
as Paderewski, Gabrilowitsch, Hambourg,
Schnabel, Leginska and Bloomfield-Zeisler.
Their playing was polished and technically
brilliant; but it was, abo\'c all else, ex-
pressive.
By MARY
a blank wall of frustration, Lobe re-iuspired
and put on the proper track again simple
through an understanding of this phase of
piano study.
The basic skill needed for a singing
piano-tone is simple, and can be readily
understood. Mastering it is merely a mat-
ter of systematic practice, using correct
basic principles.
The first step is to assume the correct
hand-position. The hand should be held in
the shape of a vault, with the knuckles at
its highest point. The fingers, relaxed and
slightly curved, rest on five consecutive
notes-Middle C, D, E, F, and G. The
wrist is held low, parallel to the keyboard.
The muscles of the wrist should remain
flexible. The arm should be held in a sus-
pended position, ,!way from the body.
There should be no stiffness ill the arm
position; nor should it dangle from the
shoulder like a flabby dead·weight.
Now consider the instrument before you
solely as a medium for expressing beautiful
tone quality. Begin with the third finger
on E. Sound the tone by a slight upward
movement of the wrist, followed by a barely
perceptible sliding of the finger on the key.
In this manner the tone is set in vibration.
~lhen the tone is sounded, relax the pres-
sure of your finger on the key, but do not
release it entirely. Sustain its vibration
IOl1fF enourrh to carryover to the-next tone~ ~
played. After the tone is released, the
hand should return to its original position.
BOXALL BOYD
Continue practicing in this manner until
you have mastered the playing of a single
full. sonorous tone. Then see if you can
acquire a crescendo and diminuendo 011
one note. Continue with the third finger
on E. Play the first tone as softly as pos·
sible. Then repeat it with a barely per-
ceptible increase in volume. See how man}
gradations of tone you can create between
your softest pianissimo and your most
thunderous fortissimo. Try to increase the
number of gradations, and the range of
dynamics also. In this way you will Iw
able to provide all the shades of nuance.
When. the third finger has run the
gamut from pianissimo to fortissimo, and
back again, proceed to the forefinger and
practice with it in the same way; then to
the fourth finger, the fifth finger, and
finally the thumb.
Durinu aU these exercises. neither the~ .
finlYers nor thumb should leave the keys.~
Each finger should glide in and out over
the surface of the key to prepare for a
new stroke. Gradually the fingertip will
become more sensitive to the surface or
the key, and thereby will become more
elastic and more obedient to the player's
requirements.
Check constantly to be sure that the
position of hand, wrist and arm are conect.
free of stiffness and tension: yet free of
flabbiness.
When the right (Continued on Page 51)
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I once heal"ll a series of operatic tran-
scriptions pia) ed by a Leschetizsky pupil.
He played the arias with a tone so sonorous
and expressive that one listener exclaimed:
"He does with his fingers what many sing-
ers fail to do with their voices."
It is a fascinating and rewarding pro-
cedure to learn to sing with your fingers.
I have known many students, up against
jtlUSIC IS ii'll' HOBBY
IN HIS HOUSE
With parts salvaged from
- '
discarded p~pe organs, a psychology
professor builds a modern in-
strttmenr <It his seven-room bungalow
,
N EIGHBOns of 4.3·year-oldDr. Hunter Mead~ professor ofPsychology and Philosophy at California Instituteof Technology, good-naturedly comment as they look
over toward his Pasadena seven-room, one-story bungalow:
"Well, there goes another wall to make r00111 for that monster!"
"That monster" is a pipe organ built by Dr. Mead. To date
it numbers 1050 pipes. In addition there are in the Mead attic
1200 second- hand pipes, in the garage 300 and in the cellar
another 30Cl--making a stockpile of 1800 from which Dr.
Mead will augment his ever-growing hobby.
This home-built organ represents a 29-year-old dream come
true. Hunter Mead was only 14 years old when he first envi ..
sioned a pipe organ built into his own home so that when
the mood came upon him he could sit down and play to his
soul's content. He hnd started piano lessons at the age of six
and at 14 had turned to organ lessons. It was too much for a
young man bent on a Ph.D. degree to consider the expense of
building his own organ immediately, so he set the idea aside
and went ahead paying for practice time on various church
organs.
But he could dream. And occasionally he substituted at
funerals and weddings, making a few extra dollars from his
avocation.
In 1947 Hunter Mead bought a house. His choice didn't
hinge on the size of the closets, the nature of the kitchen fa-
cilities or the number of bedroom windows. A cursory glance
showed that they were adequate for bachelor's quarters. His de-
cision was governed by the organ potentialities of the house.
It. wasn't long before Hunter Mead had converted the extra
I
II
!
I
I
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By WELDON D. WOOD, ON
bedroom in his new home into a chamber for organ pipes, and
had begun planning how he would arrange his organ console
in his 15 by 30-footliving room.
Originally, Hunter Mead planned to save his money for
several years and build a new organ. But his program changed
when in June of 1949 he learned that a nearby church was
trying to dispose of its 1907 organ for a mere 1200. After
completing the purchase he had only 100 left in the hank.
Even worse, a condition of the sale was that the organ must
be dismantled and removed immediately.
With the help of a crew of fellow organ-addicts and curious
friends, utilizing a trailer and an auto rumble seat, Dr. Mead
carried away the thousand pipes and several thousand pounds
of chests and blowing equipment-all in three days. Almost
overnight his back lawn and garage took on the appearance
of a salvage business.
As he pawed through the several tons of equipment and con-
templated putting the parts together, he was faced with a
myriad of questions his previous reading left unanswered. A
professional organ builder, 27.year-old ex-Gl Marvin Blake,
came to his rescue along with Robert Humphreys, a photog-
rapher who had made electrical work his hobby, and Raymond
Durant, who is in the department store display business and
makes carpentry his avocation. These and other friends who
have devoted an occasional week-end to the job made the Mead
home look like a boarding house, for they all joined around
Hunter Mead's table at mealtimes.
.~o beg~l with, Dr. Mead learned that the pipes required a
ceiling height of 13 feet, and as the room he had planned for
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their chamber was a mere eight feet three inches high it was
necessary either to rip out the ceiling or remove the floor
and excavate. The latter proved to be the only answer, for it
was necessary also to provide a stronger foundation for the
heavy pipes, as well as adequate thermal and sound insulation.
The floor was two feet above ground, which with the eight-
foot room totaled ten. So with pick and shovel the men dug
a three-foot-deep pit, the width and length of the room
(11' X 14'), pushing twelve tons of earth in wheel barrows up
a steel ramp and out a window two feet above the old floor level.
For their slab and sidewalls they shoveled sand and cement
into a mixer. More than eight tons of the mixture went in
by the same window through which the dirt had come out. To,
dry it they boarded up the windows and covered them with felt
for insulation. Next they lined the cemented surfaces with pine
planks backed with felt. After a month of arduous labor they
had an organ chamber that rates A-I for both thermal and
sound insulation.
Installation of the organ proved to be not quite so simple
as merely putting the old parts together again. Aiter all,
Hunter Mead couldn't sacrifice completely his dream of a new
organ. His goal of an up-to-date organ called for SOUlerenova-
tions 011 the 1907 relic. He and his friends, therefore, modern-
ized most of the action, employing electricity where the initial
builder had used pneumatic tubes and pouches. They retained
the original pipework, merely rearranging it to make the
instrument conform to the best current tonal thinking.
Dr. Hunter Mead carefully fits into place one of the 1050 pipes
of his home-built organ (left). He still has a stockpile of some
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In September of 1949 Hunter Mead obtained anotber and
still larger organ, built in 1886 and now discarded from a
neighboring church. Again his back lawn, garage, attic and
cellar went into salvage service-a veritable mine of equipment
for experimenting with tonal effects and enlarging the resources
of his instrument. Parts he obviously could not use he sold to
churches and to fellow hobby enthusiasts.
ACTUALLY it would probably h.ave bee~l easie~ to build: new. organ. But the process of uitegratmg relics of 190 ( and
1886 together with required new parts saved Hunter Mead
hundreds of dollars. Furthermore, the problems he faced as-
sumed the invigorating aspect of challenge. Meeting them, Dr.
Mead experienced a glow of satisfaction. Like clay in the
potter's hand, a scrap heap had been shaped into an instru-
ment that brings forth dulcet music.
After this new experience, too, both faculty and students at
the California. Institute of Technology regarded Dr. Mead as
more than a teacher. He had become a builder, meriting a new
kind of respect.
Most recently, Dr. Mead and one of his loyal crew, Raymond
Durant, have been remodeling the front of the Mead house to
make use of the porch, where they plan to install 600 to 800
additional pipes. Eventually this will call for a new console with
a three-manual keyboard. (The present console has two man-
uals.) And there are other plans. Dr. Mead admits, however,
that a seven-room bungalow does have its limits. THE END
1800 pipes stored in attic, garage and cellar, which will be add-
ed to the instrument after he has finished rebuilding his home.
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BAND AND
ORCHESTRA DEPARTUEII'T
Comluctetl by William D. RerJelli
The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra,
most of whose 90 members are pro.
fessional musicians, has drawn play_
ers from Atlanta and across the U.S.
Southern youth
builds a symphony orchestra
By WINIFRED WILKINSON
IN A BRIEF rOUR EA ONS the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra has achieved the position f one of the 25 major
symphony orchestras in the country and the leading sym-
phony in the Southeast.
But the roots of the Atlanta ympbony are firmly im-
bedded in the youth of the South: and the present symphony
owes its existence to the In-and-About Atlanta High School
Orchestra, which gave its first concert 011 February 9, 1939.
Today the symphony personnel contains top-notch profes-
sional musicians from all over the country. But the group
also has many of the young southern musicians who origin-
ally played with tlie high school orchestra and now are
mature, finished performers.
From the original high school orchestra came the Atlanta
Youth Symphony in 1944 to 1946; and the Atlanta Youth
Symphony, augmented by selected musicians from all over
the country, became the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra in
January, 1947.
During the past two seasons the Atlanta Symphony has
included on its concert series such outstanding soloists as
Rise Stevens, Jan Peerce and Dorothy Kirsten of the Metro-
politan, Vronsky and Babin, pianists, Oscar Levant, and
many others.
V;'hen Rise Stevens finished her concert on the opening
night of the 1950-51 season of the Symphony, the beautiful
mezzo-soprano walked to the front of the stage and said:
"~'m going to say something to you I never told an
audience before. I know that you must be very proud of such
a wonderful orchestra and such a fine conductor."
Oscar Levant, who appeared with the orchestra III the
spring of 1950, showed his appreciation of the Atlanta
Symphony by inviting the orchestra on a seven-city tour
with him this season.
Most of the artists are (Continued on Page 631
Atlanta Symphony Conductor Henry Sopkin advises a new re-
cruit (upper left), Cellist Geraldine Dahlquist, and discusses
a tricky spot in the score with Concertmaster Robert Harrison
Oboist Helen McKawn and English horn player A. V. RancheHi
concentrate on their music during a passage for woodwinds.
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SOME YEARS AGO, when my eldest
grandchild was two years old, at the grand-
parents.showing-hill1.o.ff-stage~ we used to
ask him to conduct. With a grin on his
face, he would wave his arms frantically
in the air. Since he had observed both his
father and grandfather conduct, conduct-
ing to him was merely ann movement. I
am not too sure that man y of us in the
conducting field do not have this same
concept of conducting. However, waving
the arms in the air is the least of a COil-
ductcr's technique. He nurst be intelligent.
He must be poised. And he must exercise
over himself, as well as over tile individuals
who sing under his direction or who listen,
absolute mastery and control.
Music-making today is an expensive
business. Thousands of dollars are involved
in a rehearsal of orchestra and choir. There
is no time for anything that docs not. im-
mediately and quickly produce the results
the conductor demands. HoI\' much truth is
embodied in a statement Sergei Kousse-
vitzky recorded in the NEW YORK TIl\IES
some ten years ago: "The conductor must
be a professional athlete, H professional
actor, a good psychologist and a grout
musician" !
The cOIUluCLO,. must be able to stand
on his feet from two to six hours a day.
He must with his face, his hands and IIi:"
body transmit to the performing group and
through them to the audience all the feel-
ings the composer has thought into till'
music. He must control the minds o l the
performing group so that the gruup be-
comes an instrument upon which the COIl-
ductor plays and, through the control of
sound, carries the emotional content to the
listener. Since in larger groups each indi-
vidual is so busy, so active and so men-
tally alert that he does not hear the other
performers, the conductor must through
his technique blend and fuse all sounds
into white hot sound that glows with the
magic of art and carries to the listener
an aesthetic experience.
Unfortunately the many-sided responsi-
bility of the conductor is not Iully under-
stood by some of us who attempt to con-
duct. Instead of achieving a sound that is
white 11Ot,too often we achieve a sound
that is cold, clammy and out of tUIlCand
rhythm. Invariably ·we blame this uupleas-
ant result upon the performing group or
upon the acoustics of the hall or upon an
unappreciative audience.
In reality no performing group CaJlreach
a level in performanc.e higher than the con.
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THE
CHORA.L SINGING
The group he directs is the choral conductor's instru·
ment, and there lS much to know about playing it . . .
By JOHN FINLEY WILLIAMSON
cept of the conductor. Too often conduc-
tors classify themselves as bad conductors,
orchestral conductors or choral conductors
when in reality. regardless of the medium,
they must bear the responsibility of re-
creating the music of the composer. At 84
years of <lge Maestro Arturo Toscanini
makes every individu al in his immediate
audience, as well as in his radio audience
thousands of miles away~ alive to the magic
of his music. It would matter little whether
he were conducting an orchestra, a band
or a chorus.
Although tile method of conducting re-
mains constant whether one is conducting
a choir or an orchestra, our interest in
these articles pertains more specifically
to the choral conductor. The technique of
each individual singer varies just as the
technique of the oboe player differs from
that of the violinist or horn player, but
the purpose still remains the creation of
beauty through sound. The drill-master is
a very important man with specific re-
sponsibilities .. However, we must not con-
fuse his field with that of the conductor.
It is the d r ill-master who should see
th~t the choir is balanced as to parts, that
it sings all time values correctly, that each
individual in singing does not press, and
so sharpen, the pitch, or relax and flatten
the pitch. He must also see that acoustical
laws are obeyed, so that the chords are
always in architectural balance. He must
see that diction. is not an end in itself, but
is a result of a phrase line that conveys
the message of the poet 'and composer to
the listener. When all these duties of the
drill-master have been accomplished the
conductor is ready to begin his work.
It is a mistake to believe that in our
conducting we must have points to our
beats so that the choir can keep time.
Singers do not keep time because of what
they see. They keep time because of the
forward-moving rhythmic pace the con-
ductor creates through empathy. When one
sings under a great master he cannot make
a mistake because he is too busy to stop
and think. The conductor presses him for-
ward with such electrifying power that he
hasn't time to think how many beats he
gives to a note or even what pitch he is
singing. Everything in sound moves for-
ward with such urgency that it is impos-
sible to do anything other than the right
thing.
Ij each one of us could cease project-
ing our individual ideas and accept the uni-
versal purpose and techniques of the great
conductor, time beating would cease. A
few weeks ago Mr. Koussevitzky conducted
the Boston Symphony. Shortly after that he
conducted the Israeli Symphony. The first
orchestra was made up of musicians who
had played under Mr. Koussevitzky for
mallY years and knew his every movement.
The second orchestra was made up of musi-
cians of different (Continued on Page 49)
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ORGANIST'S PAGE
Six manuals
aren't essential
There are no "inadequate
instruments" - only inadequate organists
By ALEXANDER McCURDY
ISOMETIMES have a fit of plain
speaking when organ students complain to
me about the "inadequate instrument" on
which circumstances compel them to prac-
tice.
Students' ideas of what constitutes an
adequate instrument are apt to be on the
grandiose side, especially if they are study-
ing at a conservatory or university which
has a more elaborate organ than they are
accustomed to playing. There is something
about sitting down at the console of a big
four-manual organ that affects the novice
like sliding behind the wheel of a custom-
built Cadillac. One's own weatherbeaten
jalopy seems unbearably shabby thereafter.
In. the same way, after one has played
a large, versatile instrument, it is hard to
settle for anything less grand.
I should not be so foolish as to den y
that, all else being equal, a large pipe-
organ is better than a small one. The six-
manual Wanamaker organ is admittedly a
more flexible, versatile and expressive
musical instrument than a parlor reed-
organ pumped by the player's feet. At the
same time, a student who is reduced to
prnctioing on a three-manual or even two-
manual instrument need not feel that he is
underprivileged.
Such students would be interested to
learn that a great many of today's most
famous organists do their practicing on
small organs, electric or electronic, for the
excellent reason that these instruments are
compact, relatively low-priced, and offer an
inexhaustible variety of tonal combina-
tions. They are for the mast part two-
manual instruments.
Recently 1 had occasion to spend consid-
erable time at the console of a small two-
manual organ designed by Ernest White,
with the cooperation of G. Donald Harri-
son, and built by Aeolian-Skinner. I found
it a striking example of what can be accom-
plished despite apparently severe restric-
tions in size.
In studying the specifications (see next
column), it is at once apparent that there
are no frills. AU the essentials are present,
however; Mr. White has seen to that.
Moreover, in performance the organ :is
more effective than rnany an instrument of
much more elaborate specifications. be-
cause it is well installed.
In this Aeolian-Skinner installation,
the church committee has adopted the com-
mon-sense if slightly revolutionary plan of
putting the organ in the church, where it
can be heard, rather than in a small room
where it can't be heard. The Great is
placed ill the transept itself. The Swell is
installed in, a shallow recess along the south
wall of the transept, and instead of the
usual shutters approximately the size of a
dormer window, through wl;ich the torte is
expected to force its way, the whole side of
the wall is taken up by the shutter open.
iugs. The ceiling of the church is high, and
there is ample opportunity for the pipes
to speak.
The specifications of this organ suggest
a Classical instrument best suited to trio
sonatas and other works of the pre-Bach
masters; but in practice almost anything
can be played on it. The organ js adequate
for every need of the service. There is
plenty of variety in the soft stops for Com-
munion services. The instrument also offers
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abundant color contrasts for accompanying
the Canticles, Psalter and anthems, as well
as oratorios done at this church.
It is a tribute to the builder's skill that
every stop counts, both individually and
collectively. There is not a pipe in the organ
that does not have a chance to speak and
be heard in the church. The warm strings
and clear flutes are expressive as solo stops;
the full organ has power and brilliance.
Not all small instruments are as well
planned and executed as this one. There
are many two-manual instruments on which
the builders have economized at every turn,
with a consequent sacrifice of effectiveness.
Even a mediocre .instrumenr, however, can
be made to sound better by an experi-
enced and resourceful organist.
All of us tend to get in a rut at times.
to take for granted the materials at our
disposal, and to feci we might clo better
work if only we had a better instrument.
hi such a case we might recall the old
proverb, ':A bad carpenter always com-
plains of his tools." Instead of sighing for
a magnificent Iour-rnunuel concert model
with all the latest gadgets, it is perhaps
pertinent to ask our elves whether we are
getting the most out of the pipe-organ
we already have. Tnt END
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t s: Diapason
t s: Bourdon
1.' flute Conique IGtl,.' Lieblich Gedeekt (5 ......
Stopped Diapason I
8' Principal
8' Flute Ou ....erte
8' Gedeckt (Sw. Stoppe~
Diapason)
GREAT
1.' Flute Conique
8' Principal Diapason
8' Bourdon
8' Gemshorn
8' Dulciona
4' Gemshorn
4' Octave
S W ELL
8' Geigen Diapason
8' Stopped Diapason
8' Viole de gambo
8' Viote celeste
8' Viole aetheria
4' Flute Triangula,.e
4' Pr-inc.ipal
Mixture 4 Ranks
8' Oboe
8' T"ompette
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VIOLINIST'S FORVltl Co"d"cte,zby HOTO'" Be,kle,-
A controversial bowing
the Bruch Concerto•In
Not long ago a friend of mine showed
me a. copy of Bruch's'C Minor Concerto
with rour markings on it. He had them, he
said, from a fanner student of yonrs ...
I liked YOllr bowings and fingerings very
much, bnt there was one bowing I did not
understand-that for the -leading phrase
in the first movement. (See Ex. 1.)
Why do you use this bonnug? Every
edition I have ever seen begins on the
Up bow. I know you must have a good
reason Jor it, but 1 should like to know
what the reason is. -A. C. R.,California.
l\'ly feeling is that both sustained half-
notes in the second measure must be fully
sustained. If the phrase is begun with an
Up bow, one cannot avoid playing the
first half- note as a dotted quarter-note fol-
lowed by an eighth rest, for the four-parr
chord must certainly be taken Down bow.
To my mind, this break between the two
half-notes detracts from the strength and
the breadth of the passage.
I'll admit that the bowing I prefer is
not quite so easy to perform as the other
bowing. But the ultimate musical effect
must always take precedence over mere
technical ease. The difficulty in my bowing
is only that of sharply accenting and detach-
ina the sixteenth note. This skill can beo
attained by a very little concentrated prac-
tice.
While we are discussing this phrase, it
might be as well to point out that the chord
must not be broadly spread. It should not
be played as if it were written as in Ex.
2. The four notes must be taken as closely
together as possible, sO that the sustained
Ex.S
~V r ~
effect may be maintained. The best way to
play the measure is the follo\ving, with the
understanding that the grace-note chord is
pnshed as closely as possible to the half-
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notes. (See Ex, 3,)
If you will keep these thoughts in mind
and experiment a few times 'with the two
bowings, 1 think you will agree that my
bowing brings out more completely the
strength inherent in the phrase.
Ho.., to read notatioll
for part-plallin"
Will yon kindly tell lne how the [otioui-
ing measures-s-Sv (Ex, A) and 77 (Ex, B)
-from the 24th study of Cuoinies should
be played? It seems impossible in Ex. A
Ex. A-
U@i' : q ~~f
to sustain tlre G, the F, and the B fiat
simuluineously, The F is surely the melodic
line; then why are the C and B flat wriueu
as half-notes? In Ex. B is the half-note E
supposed to be sustained while aile plays
the G and the lower E? And why is it so
many artists play the Bach Sonatas in so
many different ways?"-T. W., New Jersey
When involved in the complexities of
part-playing, one soon realizes what an in-
adequate system of notation we have. This
accounts in some measure for the varied
interpretations of the Bach Solo Sonatas:
there are movements in which many pas-
sages cannot be played exactly as written.
nor were they ever intended to be. If a real
effort were made to convey in print an
exact interpretation of the G minor Fugue,
for example, the result would be such a
welter of eighth and sixteenth rests, and of
short tail.hooks, that the notes themselves
would be obscured. Therefore, certain con-
ventions have arisen and are observed.
In the first example you quote, the B
flat must actually be played sljghtly shorter
Ex.C
~b!! • J Ji
than the F, in order that the listener should
not hear the melodic line as in Ex_ C.
The chord could be written as in Ex. D, but
you will agree, I'm sure, that if all such
chords in the study were so written it
would be much harder to read.
Ex.!)
411 H; J
The chord C, E, B flat, on the third
beat of your first example, could be written
and should he played as in Ex. E. But this
gives the eye a great deal more to do than
is required by the conventional system.
The first two beats in your second exam-
ple (Ex, B) should be played exactly as
written, the half-note E being sustained
first with the E string and then with the D.
As an example of a phrase that cannot
well be wrinen as it should be played. take
the following (Ex. F) from the G minor
Fugue of Bach:
I Ji'r
If this is played exactly as written, the
ear hears the melodic line as in Ex. G-
which is certainly not what Bach intended.
The true melodic line can easily be brought
out if the double-stops in Ex. F are care-
fnlly played. It merely reqnires thought
and a good control of the bow. For each
double-stop in the example, the bow should
be slightly firmer on the lower string than
on the upper, and the upper note should
be slightly shorter than the lower. In ?ther
words, though both notes are taken simul-
taneously, the lower is somewhat sustained
while the upper is somewhat staccato. It
is an effect more easily demonstrated than
described.
A knowledge of part-playing is essential
for a good performance of contrapuntal
music such as the Fugues and many other
movements in the Sonatas and Partitas of
Bach, and also for many short passages
in other solos. In its simplest form, which
we have been discussing, it can be
thoronghly studied in the 42nd etude of
Kruetzer. THE END
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PIANIST'S PAGE
Adventures
of a piano teacher
PART THREE
• • • Let Toscanini suig with the• •
music-Pianists should stick to piano-playing
By GUY MAIER
STUDENTS SHOULD BE CAUTIONED
not to sing or hum as they practice. It's a
bad habit; for, no matter how relaxed they
may seem to be, this sets up an unconsci-
ous tenseness-two sets of sensitive mus-
cles, fingers and vocal mechanism, striving
to express the emotional meaning of the
same melodic line. It's difficult enough to
realize the music's content via one set of
complex physical co-ordinations!
Furthermore, when a pianist sings along
as he plays, his emotion tends to be released
through his voice. He feels and sings his
effects but unfortunately they don't emerge
through his fingers. Players should often
sing phrases or melodic lines of course but
it is better to do this away from the piano.
"But what about Toscanini?" Somebody
is sure to ask, "Isn't he supposed to sing
constantly as he conducts?" Yes, I am told
he does. But remember, the Maestro is not
playing anyone of those tricky orchestral
instruments himself~he's just inspiring
his men to do that for him! The men, alas,
have quite enough to worry about without
indulging their emotions vocally. They
leave that until after the rehearsal!
So, let us pianists sing exclusively fr0111
our hearts through our fingers.
SWING LOW SWEET PIANO
The an.cien.t and grizzled little waiter
had served me silently for five days while
I made the Atlanta hotel my headquarters
during a teaching and concert tour. At the
last breakfast the old fellow shuffied over
26
close to me, and in a deep, hesitant voice
began, "Pa'don me suh, but are you the
mewsic man that played last night?" I
grunted. "Ah just wanted to talk with you
a little," he continued shyly. "Ah's studyin'
mewsic, too."
Astonished, I asked him, how come?
"Well suh, from readin' the Good Book,
Ah figured that just about the only thing
we got down here on earth that they have
up in Heaven is Illewsic. So I begun to take
piano lessons a few months back, so's not
to feel too strange when I got there. I can
play real good "When the Roll is Called
up Yonder" and "Shall We Gather at the
River?" Now I'm practicin' "Swing Low
Sweet Chariot" and hope to learn it good,
too - _". Before I could reply, he had
faded away.
Six months later I returned to Atlanta.
The old waiter was gone. I'm sure his
chariot had a piano in it as it drifted down
to carry him home. How the Pearly Gates
must have rung as he rolled through, with
all the cherubims and seraphims chorusin ....0_
"When the Roll is called up Yondcr~" and
the new angel, already happily at home,
answering back with his mewsic, "I'll Be
There!"
CONCERT ARRANGEMENTS OF WALTZES
Look ont when you play or teach any
of those sizzling concert arrangements o"{
waltz-sets. Most of them foam, fizz and
boil so long tllat the waltzes themselves are
hoiled out. Godowsky's are by far the
hardest and most unrewarding but look
out also for all the others, even the less
pr-etentious ones like those by Gruenfeld.
The secret of playing such paraphrases
and transcriptions effectively and alluringl}'
is never to lose the basic waltz swing and
tune. Change the overall waltz speeds as
little as possible by holding on to the
same tempo as long as you can, in spite of
ornamentation and flamboyance. (Most
"concert" waltzes arc far too fluffed up, any.
how.) If members of the audience can al-
ways hear the waltz theme and feel the lift,
lilt and dip of the rhythm they will love
your waltzes. Otherwise they will prefer
them in their unadorned form.
Years ago in Berlin, Vladimir Horowitz
discovered on my piano a simple unarrangcd
potpourri of waltzes from trau s' "Rosen-
kavalier", which T planned to turn into one
of these "concert transcription" desecra-
tions. "But they are so perfect as they are!"
said Horowitz as he 10 ked them over. "If
I were to play the e in public I would not
change or add a single note."
That prevented me Irom mutilating these
masterpieces, Has anyone else tried his
hand on them? 1 hope not.!
CYRIL scorr's "LENTO"
This week, in my intermediate piano
class, a piece that I have not heard or
taught for many years was played-Crril
Scott's "Lento", one of hi "Pierrot" pieces.
Its freshness and charm are still undimmed.
I wonder why we have dropped it, whcn it
has such appeal to sentimental young peo·
pIe. Perhaps, alas, the youth of t.his day
are no longer romantic. I like to think of
its first measure like this:
I lo\"e yOIl
and the next measure's extension of it:
~ t
:
ifCCi?;J'1
love )'ou.De&T
.T hope teachers will rediscover the Lento's
usefulness as a big, luscious, stretching
chord piece for adolescents, and as a sure-
fire developer of warm, ardent phrasing for
timid young people. THE EXD
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De Camptown RacesNo. 430·40139
This transcription of an old favorite song IS a brilliant, effect ive recital number. It is an excellent .study in chord. playing
and execution of rapid passages. Be g-i nn ing WIth Measure 27, emphasize the melody, played by the nght thumb, wh il e pl ay ~
ing the upper voice as quietly and evenly as possible. Players with small hands may have difficulty WIth the big chords of
the final section, which should be played as percussively as possible. Grade 5.
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Palos Verdes
No. 130-41052 The Green Cliffs of California
This is a study in alternation of staccato and legato tOUCh, with the former predominating. Interpretatively it poses the prob-
lem of securing contrast in its four sections. Observe tempo indications carefully in the transition from the opening section
to the passage in D-flat. An organ-like sonority should be sought for in the 16-measure passage in E major, and the closing
section should be played brilliantly, at top speed. Grade 4.
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Carefree People
Gr.'\de 3. MORTIMER BROWNING Op. 40, No.1~.
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Chanson Pensive
As its title ("Pensive Sc ng»] suggests, this piece is to be p l ay e d exprcs~ivcly, with careful a t t e nt ion to phrasing and
nuance. It is a useful study in legato playing. Grade 31/2.
Amoroso (~:8~·88)
II
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Quasi Valse
No. 26440
"Like a waltz" is the title of this lyric piec~, another excellent study in phrasing and legato playing
rubato of well-played waltzes should be employed, though not exaggerated. Grade 31/2. .
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Country Dance
SECONDO
FRANCES TERRY
Con moto (i,69)
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God Is Love
No. 131.41022
Text from
The First Epistle of St. John
H. ALEXANDER MATTHEWS
A.!,-;. C. A.i'.
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Farewell EYVIND ALNAES
The Sailor's Last Voyage. A,r.by Jeno Don.th
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Song of the Jally Miller
Allegretto gioviale (J,ss) GEORGE F. 11cKAY
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Minuet
Solo for Clarinet in B~ with Piano Accompaniment
GEORGE FREDERIC HANDEL
A1T. by Angel del BustoTempo di Menuetto (Moderato J,126)
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Come; AU ;ye Roving Rangers
. from . I .,; .
Two Pieces for Brass Quartet
(In American Folk Style)
, .,
GEORGE FREDERICK Me KAY
Allegro con brio
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No. 110·40130
Grade 2.
Cowboy on the Trail
Words and Music by
ADA RICHTER
Moderato
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The Carnival Parade
Grade 11/2 •
H. P. HOPKINS
In march time (J'132)
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Rough and Tumble
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No. 110-40132
Grade 2.
Roundelay
MARTHA BECK CARRAGAN
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CharlesMunch and the Bes-
Ion Symphony Orchestra
played an all-French program
honoringVincent Auriol, Presi .
dent of France, during M.
Auriol's visit to Washington,
in Constitution Hall last month
, .. Artur Rodzinski, back
from a tour of 18 concerts in
Italy, has just completed guest-
conductingassignments with the
LosAngeles Philharmonic and
LesConcerts Symphoniques of
Montreal.
Rll.dolf Firku,sny, pianist,
plays in Zurich and Athens
nextmonth as highlights of his
fourth postwar tour of Europe
· .. Serge Koussevitzky will
lead a performance of Tchai-
kovsky's"Pique Dame" at the
Berkshire Music Festival on
July 30 ... The New York
Philharmonic.Sym/Jho ny,
conductedby Bruno Walter
and Dimitri iUitropoltlos,
withRobert Casadesus, Zino
Francescatti, ilfyra Hess,
Rudolf Serkin and Solomon
as soloists,heads the list of or-
chestralattractions at the Edin-
burghFestival this summer .
ClaudioArran, pianjst, will
be heard for the first time in
Israelnext month when he tours
the country under the auspices
of the Israel Philharmonic ...
Dr. Howard Hanson, COlTI-
poser and director of the East-
man School, last month received
the honorary degree of Ll. D_
(his 13th) from the College of
the Pacific ... Four concerts
of American music will be pre-
sented by the New England
Conservatory on April 24,
April 27, May 1 and May 2 as
part of the school's current
American Music Festival ...
The film version of Gion-
Carlo Mell.otti's "The Medi-
um," featuring Marie Powers
and Leo Coleman of the orig-
inal Broadway cast, and the
Ld.year-old Italian coloratura,
Anna Maria Albergheui, is
to be released shortly. The film-
ing took place in Rome, under
Mr. Menotti's direction. The
movie "Medium" is performed
in English.
Washington station WTTG
currently offers on television a
series of film concerts by the
Vienna Philharmonic Or-
chestra, Concerts were orig-
inally filmed in Vienna and
Salzburg ... Tenlple Univer-
sity this summer wiII again of·
fer an all-expense 35-day tour
of European summer music fes-
tivals. Total cost of the tour,
which leaves Philadelphia July
28, is $987. Those taking the
tour will receive six semester
hours' credit on graduate or
undergraduate levels .
CO~IPETITIONS (For details, write to sponsors listed)
• 19thhiennial Young Artists Auditions in piano, violin, organ, voice_
Prizes:$1,000each. To be held in March and April, 1951. Sponsor:
National"Federationof Music Clubs, 455 W. 23rd St., N-ewYork H, N.Y.
• Chambermusic or small orchestra work, by composer under 19.
Prizes:$25, $10. Closing date: April 30, 1951. Sponsor: Jordan Col·
legeof Music, Indianapolis 2, Ind., aU. Mr. William Pelz.
• ChoirPhoto Contest. Open to non.professional choral groups only.
First prize,$382.50; nine other prizes. Ends June 30, 1951. Sponsor:
ChoirGuide, 166 W. 48th St., N. Y.. C.
• School song, Canyon High School, Canyon, Texas. Prize, $100.
ClOSingdate: May 1, 1951. Song Chairman, Box 899, Canyon, Texas .
• Ballet score commemorating life, exploration of Co~umbus. Pri~e,
$1,000.Closing date, June 1, 1951. Sponsor: Columbian Centennial
Committee,Genoa, Italy .
• Setting for solo voice of texts from the New Testament. Prizes,
$200.Contestcloses June 1, 1951. Sponsor: Avenue of American Art.
Box174--C, Pasadena, California.
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ALTO 6 BASS
CLARINET
Wherever conductors demand
perfection, top-salaried artists choose
Martin Freres alto and bass clari-
nets. Arrange trial at your dealer's
today, or write for complete
Martin Freres catalog-showing
Bb clarinets, alto and bass
clarinet, oboe and
English hom.
Model 10
Baas Cla.rinet
$540.
complete outfit .
Mode19
Alto Clarinet.
$500.
complete outfit.
Sale distributors
Buegelelsen 8v...~
5-7 .• 9 UNIO.N SQUARE, NEW YORK 3, .N. Y.
.~t4 D..&;~ 7,20 ;BAT~HURS:r S ~ ,TORO
THE FIRST NAME IN PIANO METHODS
combines student and'-- ..... ll...
teacher appeal. Devised to sustain students' in-
terest and enthusiasm. Smooth step-by-step advancement,
combining the elements of piano technic with melody •
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence-Natural Progression
MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER "....... .60
GRADE ONE , ".""." ,.. , .. " , " .•....... "., 1.00
GRADE TWO .. , ,., ,." " ,.. , " .. " 1.00
GRADE THREE ,.,."" " , ,., 1.00
GRADE FOUR ,."., , ". 1.00
MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE.................. 1.00
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC - Book One ..... , .75
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC - Book Two...... .7S
ELEMENTARY TEACHING PIECES by MICHAEL AARON
ALL ABOARD ..............• 3S
ICE CARNiVAL ............• 35
PRAIRIE RIDER ............• 30
TATTLETALE
(with words) ..........• 3S
CLOWNING .............• 35
INDIA ......................• 35
STORY·BOOK WALTZ .30
WHIMSy , ...• 3S
WOODLAND CASCADE .40
MILLS MUSIC~INC •
1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
of
The University of Rochester
HOWARD HANSON, Director
RAYMOND WILSON, Assistant Director
Undergraduate and Graduate Departments
SUMMER SESSION
June 25-August 3, 1951
FALL SESSION
September 24, 1951-June 2, 1952
For further information address
ARTHUR H. LARSON, Secretary-Registrar
EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Rochester, New York
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Llither A. RichrnCln, Dean of Faculty
Established 18b7. Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts
affiliated with University of Cincinnati. Complete school of music-Faculty of
international reputation. Degrees, Diplomas, Certificates-dormitories, 10 acre
campus. Address. C. M. Benjamin, Reqistrar.
Dept. E. T•• Highland Ave. and OClk St., CINCINNATI 19, OHIO
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, College, Special, and Graduate Departments. Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Master of Music, and Teacher's
Certificates in Music and Theatre Arts.
Clarence Eidam Rossetter Cole
President Member NASM Dean
Edwin L. Stephen-Mgr., 306 South Wabash, Chicago 4, IlIlnois
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art
65t.h year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a free catalog-Address: John R. Hattstaedt, Pres., 573 Kimball Bldg., Chicago
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director 3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0,
Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music
~ ~~ ~.
Learn to sing HIGH
TONES
with confidence
and ease
Once 'I 'u lea,n the WHY and
HOW 0' high tones, 'IOUaC'lul,e
the eon!ldence needed to add
,ichness and quality to 'IOU'
"Higll Tanu and t~i~:il:'ia~~sm~~~~~. i~~~~~::
How to Sing Hem" ~~;esm~~~e:i~gth~l~h"~~~e~UI~~
hi. p,actlcal book "HIGH
by TONES AND HOW TO SING
THEM." It's a find for everyFrederic slnge,-c:learly written and easy
to follow. O.de, you, copy to·Freemantel day fo' only S3.
Founded 1912
FREEMANTEL VOICE INSTITUTE
Extension Division
Dept. E·2, Steinway HolI, 113 W, 57th St.,
New York 19, New York.
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PHARYNGEAL VOICE
(Continued from Page 17)
the stroke can result in a thin, me-
dium, or thick line, or even broken
paper, according to the "weight" of
the thought. Next, try increasing
the crescendo to see whether or not
the pharyngeal mechanism responds.
Some sinzers have a naturally well-
developed'" mechanism without their
ever having worked it consciously.
If the singer will now experiment
by singing (on the pitches already
named), first with falsetto, carrying
the tone right through to the pharyn-
geal, he or she ve ill experience tI~e
sensation that the pharyngeal tone IS
slightly lower than the falsetto (even
as the normal tone is slightly lower
than the pharyngeal on the same
pitch). If, therefore, a note is at-
tacked falsetto and then with un-
broken continuity, developed in
depth, or, say, downward to the
maximum of its layer (which is vcr)'
shallow indeed), it will require very
little extra downward «pressing" to
engage the pharyngeal layer.
I don't want this downward press-
ing thought to appeal to the hrutul
streak lying dormant in all humans.
No, he feeling is somewhat akin to
exerting a care/ally controlled down-
ward pressure on a piece of .iudia
rubber with, say, the tip of a pencil
or match, when you can see and feel
the alight depth of rubber engaged;
as the pressure is released so the
rubber surface is regained. It i~ H~
simple as that.
So let the downward pressing be
both Iight and firm. It is, of course.
mainl y mental. After all. the singer
is practically groping in the dark.
and the only illumination to reach
the laryngeal chamber is that of
correct thought.
All singers know, more or less,
the feel of the normal voice. pro·
duced by the bottom and thickest
layer of the vocal cord sp'tem. ~hl"'t
female voices experience little or no
difficulty in passing into the ba~ic
from the pharyngeal, wherea~ most
tenors reveal a lack of mllscular
continuity resulling in a gap ill the
tonal stream just as the transition i::o
being made. There will be a break.
or a downward and up"ward ~l.ithcr
of the tone. In which ca:::-e. the rem-
edy is not one of increa~ed bre:ltlt
blast (which the brutal streak in so
many, singers revels in) but the sys-
temattc develolJment witll ap .. prupn-
ate ex~rclses of the pharyngeal
mechalllslll by itself until absolute
'bnu:cu~ar continuity on an oil-smooth
aSlS IS achieved.
~efore attempting to mix the
VOIces the student should make him-
self thorou~hly familiar with the
three. definite, characteristic tonal
sensatlO!lS accruing from the three
mechamsms which form the,. I . l'pera·Ion a Uilit we normalh c 11 II d (C ." a t H" Yo-
ca cor s. ontinued Oil 1.J(flfl' SO)
FRANCES CLARK
announces
PIANO WORKSHOPS
for
TEACHERS and STUDENTS
JUNE 25·30
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
AUGUST 13·17
VIRGINIA INTERMONT COLLEGE
BRISTOL, YIRGINIA
For further informotion write
Piano Worhhop Secretary
above addresses
Voice
• LOUIS GRAVEURE
Piano
• ETHEL LYON
WRITR FOR LITERATURB
CORPUS CHRISTI
FINE ARTS COLONY
lune4·16
Mrs. Buford Kirk, Pres" DtlK' E
301 8rook$ Dr., Corpus Christi, Ttat
••••••,.
••••••,.,.,.
••....
most everyone prefers :~
a i!IIJ tri ..o~mati(* :~
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH :~,.,.
••••aul"",atie r.eDrd , •.lee!ion (all 'P"d", all
'iIU) • automatic .h .....a" • proleeh r.cord'
• ,i"'ple to operote •
Hlp.rb Ian •• hond·
'0"'. l.alhereotlfl COl.
• O.mont.hation'? Adt
your radio-..-cord dealer!
MiIE.\ liE "wel6i4A
~.. '" 'f' 'f'"'1
LEARN
ACCORDION
THE
PAGANI
WAY
SEHD FOR
CATALOGUE
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THE CONDUCTOR'S MAGIC
(Continued from page 23)
\onUues who had probably never
see; Mr. Koussevitzky before, and
yet they understood his language in-
stantly because all great conductors
speak the same language in move-
ment, no matter where they conduct.
Each performer must know where
the downbeat is in the measure so
that he can count the measures while
he is not performing. There may be
30 measures rest, yet he must come
in without hesitation, with perhaps
only an encouraging glance from
the conductor. The first beat in a
measure is always down, no matter
what the pulse of the music, whether
it be in two, three or JOLLr. Two, or
the second beat in a measure, is ex-
pressed differently in each pulse,
and the instant each performer sees
the second beat of the conductor he
knows the pulse of the music. The
up-beat is always the same because
it leads to the down beat or 10 one
in the measure, so realf y about all
a conductor has to know about time
beating is that one is down. t.hat the
second heat in two, three and [our
pulse differs and that the last heat
is always up.
The conclusion. then. is not that
a great conductor has a correct pat-
tern for time beating, hut that he
does not heat time. The only reason
the performer must see the beat of
the conductor is to know that the
measure has begun and on what
part of the measure the music starts.
Richard Wagner said-and Arturo
Toscanini said it again more recent-
ly-that the conductor's duty is to
keep the pace or tempo.
The first important element in the
conductor's responsibility, that of
keeping tempo Or pace, is often dif-
ficult since so many of us t.end to
think in terms of time, not rhythm.
If we try to make our hands or
baton go at the pace or speed at
which we want the music to move
and at the same time demand that
the performer watch our movements
we make it impossible for him to
produce anything but a stiff, angular
sound in music.
If we can accept that mood makes
correct breathing and correct breath.
ing gives us the pace then we have
discovered the secret of movement
in sound. I remember that once in a
rehearsal with Mr. Toscanini, when
we did not sing a certain passage in
the tem po or pace he desired, he
clasped his hands before his face in
a gesture of prayerful supplication
and gave the preparatory beat in
such a way that we could not help
but breathe for that mood. In the
final performance he did the very
same thing. I have many times no-
ticed that Nil'. Bruno Walt.er allows
his singers to breathe only as he
wishes. The result is that his music
always glows with an inner feeling
of spiritual intensity. A work like
Bach's "St. Matthew Passion" speaks
"with fervor under Mr. Walter's di-
rection because he makes his singers
breathe for the mood demanded by
the work.
If the conductor is interested in.
improving his conducting I should
suggest that he become conscious of
the different kinds of breathing for
various moods by the following ex-
periment. Place the thumb of the
right hand on the sternum, or
breastbone, with the fingertips of
rhe same hand on the abdomen and
the left hand on the left side ribs.
Then speak the exclamation "Oh!"
with quiet longing, with homesick-
ness, with annoyance, with irrita-
tion, with amazement, with child-
like wonder and with tenderness.
With this experiment will come the
sudden discovery that each time one
speaks he breathes differently. If he
aspires to develop as a conductor, I
suggest that he repeat this exercise
each day, until he breathes natural-
ly and instinctively for each mood.
Finally, when each member of the
choir makes a similar discovery, it
is wise to take a passage from an
anthem that the choir knows from
memory and to sing that passage,
portraying different moods. Sudden-
ly like an inspiration, the choir will
discover that they are reflecting the
same facial expression and instinc-
tively taking the same pace In
breathing as the conductor. When
this is carried through several
phrases, the beginnings of good
rhythm are established. Good rhythm
begins as a physical response on the
part of the performer to the mood
and breathing of the conductor. Mu-
sic does not change with every
phrase, but has continuous pace. A
good conductor is never erratic in
his pace, He finds the pace of a
certain passage and relentlessly
makes the music hold to it without
stopping at bar lines or for vowels
or consonants .
The conductor dare not break the
attention of the listener by making
too sudden a change in pace. There-
fore by facial expression he must
prepare his choir for a new mood, a
new beat and a new pace. Through
understanding and constant prac-
tice the choir can become a vital
means of interpretation. TifE EN[)
CONSERVATORY. TRAINED MUSICIANS COMMAND BETTER INCOMES
The highest type of Musical Training by Edension Methods, as devel~ped and perfecte"d ~y the Univer-
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soundness in the careers of thousonds of musicians and teochers who owe their success entirely to the
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY. Dept. A·72l
28 East Jackson Blvd .• Chicago 4, Illinois
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full informa-
tion. regarding course I have marked with an, X below.
o Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voiceo Piano, Student's Course 0 Choral Conducting
o Public School Mus.-Beginner's 0 Clarineto Public School Mus.-Supervisor's 0 Dance Band Azronging
o Advanced Composition 0 Violin
o Ear Training & Sight Singing 0 Guitar
o History and ~nalysis of Music 0 Mandolin
o Harmony 0 Saxophone
C Cornet-Trumpet 0 D.uble Counterpoint
o Professional Cornet-Trumpet 0 Banjo
Name _ ,..... ·Age.
Street No, , ...................•........... - .
City , .•...... , .........•.. 1,." Slate,,: .,
Are you leaching now? . , , , , , . If so, how many pupils have
you? Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate? .
Have you studied Harmony? ,Would you like to earn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music?, , , , ..•......... , , , .• , •..
CHORAL CONDUCTING:-Brand new course
includes all the modern techniques-even radio
broadcasting.
HARMONY:-Wri+ten by two of the finest
theorists in the country, Simple, yet thorough
in every way. From basic fundamentals right
through to Counterpoint and Orchestration.
NORMAL PIANO:-Especially designed for
leachers or future teachers. Treats and solves
every problem of the progressive teacher.
ARRANGING:-AIl the trids of modern arrang·
ing drown from the experiences of the biggest
"name" arrangers in the country.
HISTORY:-A modern course including all types
of music from ancient origins to 20th Century.
Interesting-with emphasis an the analysis of
music-not 0 dull collection of fads.
EAR TRAINING:-Designed to give you the
ability to read at sight, ta transpose and to
transcribe. Invaluable training for vocal or in·
strumental wor~.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits you for actual·
work in the school room. Our model lessons de-
velop originality and give you an excellent guide
for teaching others.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
28 EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT. A-72I) CHICAGO 4. ILL.
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THE PHARYNGEAL VOICE
recital time is drawing near and
teachers will demonstrate the success
of their work through the USe of re-
cital numbers such as these ••• which
will provide fresh and interesting
programs.
Let us now examine the question
of engaging simultaneously the first
two mechanisms.
Let the tenor produce and hold,
say, a high A flat in falsetto, and
without interrupting the tone, de-
liberately seek, and will in the
pharyngeal with little breath pres-
sure, employing an open EH (as in
there) for the falsetto, and a very
closed, flat eli (as in pet, and almost
approaching the vowel sound in
pit). As he makes this transition
from falsetto to pharyngeal he defi-
nitely feels a certain amount of
tension-resistance coming in. Should
the full tension of the pharyngeal
be brought into play, it means that
the cords have approximated to their
maximum, leaving only a thin razor-
edge slit between them. (N.B. The
vocal cords must never touch during
phonation; and this is why the beau-
tiful to-and-fro vibratory motion of
the cords must be left unsullied by
that brutal form of tonal attack lao
belled coup de glolte which causes
the cords to collide with violence
and is productive in the long run of
corns or nodes). If, on the other
hand, the singer "wills in'" 25, 50,
or 75 per cent tension for the
pharyngeal, then the cords will not
come together completely, and con-
sequently 75, 50, or 25 pel' cent of
falsetto remains. The net result in
every case is the simultaneous func-
tioning of the two mechanisms pro-
ducing a mixed tone (voce mista).
The next experiment for our tenor
is to engage only the pharyngeal
(with the aid of a very closed eli.
vowel sound, as stated above); and
be sme that he gets the feeling of
a very light, thin, flexibly taut tonal
line. He can make a slight cres·
cendo, to feel his way, so to speak,
and then, if he wishes to introduce
a percentage of falsetto and thereby
. create a mixed tone, all he has to
do, while still holding the tone. is to
lift up the tone (this is quite m'ental,
of course) and release somewhat the
pharyngeal tension; he can now
"will in" the required percentage of
falsetto. If, still holding the note. he
wishes to eliminate all falsetto,' he
may simply press downward slightly
(mainly a downward thought fol-
lowed by appropriate physical reac-
tion). He will again experience the
sensation of a fine, flexible firm
tonal line. Let him now take breath
if he requires it, and produce a pur~
pharyngeal note on the same pitch A
flat; then let him seek and "will in"
a little more depth of tonal line
which he may secure by a sligh;
well·controlled downward pressinlJ"
mainly mental. Whereupon, a ce;~
tain percentage of basic' or nor~al
voice should appear and so form a
mixed tone.
RECITAL NUMBERS
GRADES 3. 4 and 5
3916 A Dream. Db·3-4 ... Grieg
3913 Adagio and Bouree, Om, F·3. Handel
3914 Air (Water Music), F_3 Handel
3946 All Dressed Up, 0·3 Cowell
397S,Air in G Major. Suite XIV. ·3 Handel
3910 Bagatelle. 01'. 33. No.6, ·3 Beethoven
3980 Conga-La Mano Abajo, F-3 Reisfeld
3974 Folksong, 01'. 12. No.5. F;';m·3 GrieS"
3947 Tho Good Old Days, Dm.3 .. Cowcll
3946 Homesick Lilt. F-3,. Cowell
3999 Intermezzo. 01'. 117. No. I, Eb·4 .llrahms
3972 Intermezzo fro Petite Suite, F.3. Burudlu
3907 La Poule (The Hen), Gm-4 Rameau
3906 L'Hlrundefle (The Swallow). 0·4 .. DalJuin
3977 Menuetlo, L'Arlesienne, Eb-4 Bizet
3900 Moment Musical. Oil. 94, No. I, C-4
Schubert
3849 Narcissus. Ab·3 xcvrn
3949 Pa Jigs Them All Down, G-3 .... Cowell
3950 Peg leg Dance. Am·4 Cowell
3896 Polonaise. 01'. 89, C.5. .Beetnovcn
3912 Prelude in Bbm. ·3 Uadov
3902 Rhapsody in Eb, 011. 119, No.4, ·4 Bralllns
4000 Six Little Preludes. Bach
4004 Thais. Meditation. G-3 Mo.,scnet
3903 The Windmill, 0-4. Daglncourt
Century Edition is 20c a copy
Our Graded·and-Classified-or our
~omp'ete catalog listing over 4000
numbers is free at your dealer or on
request from us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
41 We,t B3rd St. New York 23, N.Y.
FRANZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
PIANO BREAKS
Our Monthly Break BUlletin enahles ~·ou
to bUild up and glllmOtirize the songs on
the Hit Pora.de v;itb cle"cr brl's,I,!>, novel
figures and tricky hoogie etl'ccts.
Send :W cents for latest copy or $2 tor a,,·ear.Mention It tea<:ber.
THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN METHOD
P.O. Box 427, Oici, Calif.
If ii& •• i , •• _ 1'.,.. " _ 1_ II
1 1.::1l• ..u I •• .,. •••• -It.11
Il .,-,_ ---. •• ; :.'111
HARMONY Clnd COUNTERPOINT
A fascinating study. Send for pamphlet deserl!>-
ill~ these cleaf and complete I..ssona, o~anjzed
especially tor self_Instruction. Courtesy to
teachers.
JOHN M. LEIPOLD
218 S. Highland Ave.• Los Angeles 36. Calif.
Chart"red 1878
NEW YORK COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Arved Kllrh, Diredor
Courses in all branches of music
leading to Certificate ond Diploma
Catalogue on reque~t
114 (Clst 85 Street New YClrk 28. N. Y.
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We are assuming, of course, a
well-developed pharyngeal in our
tenor' without this it is not so easy
to do~etail fro~ pharyngeal to basic
without a tonal break, slither, or
tonal gap. The longer the downward
pressing is continued the greater the
percentage of the basic mechanism
will be engaged. There comes a
point, easily felt by the singer, when
no more pharyngeal is left and only
the basic or normal voice is in oper-
ation. Be it noted that the aforesaid
downward tonal pressing must be
exercised with great care and, in a
sense, firm delicacy.
Agfl;n, if our tenor is holding a
head note purely with the basic
mechanism and wishes to make a
mixed tone by introducing a certain
percentage of pharyngeal, he need
merely lift up the tone (which is a
thought, and not a physical act).
The reaction to this mental "lifting"
is the employment of less basic tone;
consequently, some of the pharyn.
geal voice will come into operation
with the basic. If he knows how
much to "lift up", he can also intro·
duce a small percentage of falsetto
into the tone, and produce a mixed
tone of all three mechanisms oper-
ating simultaneously. Without con·
siderable exercise, this is not easy
for most singers.
The above instructions apply to
women's voices as well as to men's_
but more particulady to mezzos and
contraltos. These latter generally
have a well.developed pharyngeal,
(1810-1856)
• Love your instrwnent, but
do not 'Worship it as the finest
and most beautiful that exists!
Remember that there are other
instru?tents no less beautiful;
that lit music for orchestra
and voices mnsic finds its high.
est expression,
-Robert Schumann
but they can produce some very fine
tones by. combining the pharyngeal
and baSIC mechanisms. A woman's
pharyngeal tone is never so crude
and brittl~ when produced by itself
~s a te?or s, and the reason for this
IS that III wo~en's ~oices the pharyn-
geal mechalllsm IS built into the
back ha~f of the cords, the "deep"
end, mamly responsible for the low
and lower medium notes wh .. . , ereas In
men It IS built into the front h 1£
the shallow end wholly res .ahl'f h· ., ponSI e.or t e lugh or head notes. And that
IS why the tenor should . h'h mIX IS
p aryngeal with small percenta es
of falsetto to act as a ca gf
f . rpet orso tenmg and improvin thg e tone.
teachers
are now planning piano recitals. For
the kind of material which will rna\e
parents beam with pride and cp.
proval, we suggest you examine these
delightful, little numbers.
RECITAL NUMBERS
GRADES 1 and 2
3936 At Church. C_1. Dr~rinc
3982 The Big Drum Major, F·I llopklo!
3942 The Clowns, G.1...... . ,.. Krc,U
3937 nece the Donkey, G-I.2 , .. DrOrlM
3909 Evening In the Country, ·2·3 Hiltok
3935 Four By Eight, .1. Pcdenoo-Klig
3990 From My Garden, C·2 lICIPI
3973 The Last Pavane, Am-2 Graoado!
3941 The Little Lost eee-, Am.I KrerU
3991 Little veue. C-2. . .. Fold!!
3938 Lonely Shore, Am·1 D.arlno
3918 Lullaby, F·2, " Mozart
3992 Marching Home, C·2 Foldu
3993 Milty Evening. C-2.. . SrlrmoUn
3965 Outdoor Song. G.I... . ... Kraft
3943 Picnic Party. F.l....... . .. KmU
3994 Queen of the Rodeo. 0-2 .. !:lleln!l
3996 Ruff and Tuff, Om·2 Slelo!l
394~ Southern Sonatina, C·2.. . ,Slone
3939 Song of the Prairie. C·l·2 .. Drorloe
3911 Sonatina, Am·2.3. . Kabllmky
3997 Squlrreb' Picnic. Em·2 Eckhaldl
3989 Starry Way, C.I , " .. llapklo!
3944 T,.peu Waltz, C·2 Krcnt
3979 Two Capricu, Om·F.I .. Papnlnl-StelDer
Century Edition i, 20c a copy
Our Graded-and·Clouified-or our
complete catalog li1ting over 4000
numbers is free at your dealer or M
request from us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHINGCO,
41 West 63rd St. New York 23,N,Y,
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BERKSHIRE
MUSIC CENTER
SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY, Director
TANGLEWOOD
Lenox, l\fassachusctl8
NINTH SESSION
lilly 2-AllgrLSt 12, 1951
Courses in
Orcheslra
Chamber Music
Chorus
Opera
Theory
Conducting
GREGOR PIATIGORSKY
WILLIAM KnOLL
I:IuGn Ross
AARON COPLAND
BORISGoI.DOVSK'l'
fiDelity-two Members 01 the
BOSTONSYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Special Program for Music
Education under the supervision
of AUGUST D. ZANZlG
For further i1lfornwlion, write
Registrar Symphony Hall
Boston 15, l\tassachusctts
For every serious vocal teachet
a,ul student of voice ...
YOUR VOICE
Applied Science 01 Vocal Art
ByDouglas Scanley, M.S., Mus.D.
A practical, scientific approach to
voicedevelopment and retention that
treats the latest developments with
careful applications, and with unique
teaching methods. Revealing iUustra·
rions present the basic mechanics of
voice.
This new edition features many im·
portant additions such as new findings
dealing with hreathing and the action
of the tongue, further information
with regard to manipulations and de·
veloprnents in their use, and psycho-
logical findings with regard to the
training of voices. 366 pages, $6.00.
Send for your copy today.
PITMAN
2 W. 45 St. New York 19
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SING WITH YOUR FINGERS
(Continlled from Page 19)
hand has begun to master tonal
gradations, proceed in the same man·
ner with the fingers and thumb of
the left hand, then practice both
hands alternately.
The range of tonal gradations
from pianissimo to forte should in-
crease as the control of the finger
is developed. Gradations also should
be nearly imperceptible. I like to
think of a well-controlled crescendo
as being like a fine china vase, white
at the bottom, deep blue at the top,
with the colors blending into one
another so imperceptibly that it is
impossible to say, "At this point the
white ends and the blue begins."
As a result of patient, diligent ef-
fort, the line of tonal gradation can
be lengthened, and little by little
will become smooth, even, and free
{rom irregu larities.
Having mastered a single tone
played by either hand, we may pro-
ceed to the playing of two tones.
Again the hand rests on five con-
secutive notes-c-Middle- C, D, E, F,
and G. Adopt, as before, a light, reo
laxed arm position. Place the sec·
and and fourth fingers on D and E.
Make sure both fingers are precisely
balanced, so that the keys can be
manipulated with exactly the same
finger weight. Play the two notes ex-
actly together, so that they sound as
one tone, not in the least varied in
qualjty or volume, Listen attentively
to be sure there is no time·lag in the
playing of the two notes. Or, as
Leschetizsky put it, "Think twice
and play once."
Be sure that your fingers del iver
the volume of tone, quality of tone
and precision of unison which you
are hearing in your mind's ear. If
)'ou playa percussive forte when you
intended to produce a consorous but
mezza-forte tone, you are not in
control of the keyboard.
Such mastery is not gained over·
night. Even a skilled pianist often
finds it difficult to play, for example,
the final chord of a piece as softly
as he desires. Sometimes it comes
out surprisingly too loud; or the
tone may be weak, lifeless, and in-
audible in remote parts of the con-
cert haH; or it may be unevenly
played. This means the pianist is not
IJ"ettincr exactly what he wants.
'" Dnry patient, long·continued prac·
tice can give the pianist this needed
control. Once the basic technique is
mastered, as already describe?, the
same principles can be applied to
more complex problems of chord-
playing. . .
Chords should be practIced m the
following manner: Begin with an
even.toned chord, with all tones in
the chord played precisely together
and with equal volume. Increase the
tone gradually from pianissimo .to
fortissimo, exactly as was done with
a single note. Do not allow the tone
to die away between repetitions of
the chord, Make sure the hand re-
turns to its original vaulted position
after each repetition.
The soulUling of all the notes of
a chord with absolute evenness is
valuable preparation for works in
which chords are used principally
as the accompaniment to a melody.
An example of this is found in
Chopin's £·flat Nocturne (see Ex, 1).
(Continued from Page 48)
A more intricate problem is posed
for the interpreter in playing a chord
of which one note must sing as the
melodic line while the others are
subdued. Sometimes this melodic
line is in the lowest note of each
chord, as in Brahms' C Major Inter-
mezzo, Op. 119, No.3 (see Ex. 2).
~ ", .
I _1. I
P I ,-j- IT
, ~,.,., ~c.
Or it may consist of the top note
of each chord, as in Brahms' G
Minor Ballade (Ex. 3).
In either case, with diligent prac-
Ex.3 5
~,-.-,' . . 'ri 51
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( I~ I.ti
tice one can acquire sufficient con·
trol to emphasize or subdue any note
of the chord at will. Begin by play·
ing a simple triad, with relaxed arm
and vaulted hand· position as before.
Emphasize the thumb; then the third
finger; finally the fifth finger. As
control of tone increases, fingers and
thumbs eventually will become "solo-
ists."
Like all techniques derived from
the basic laws of physics, the funda-
mental singing tone here described
can be elaborated by every per·
former to suit his own taste and
temllerament. Among the great pian-
ists who were pupils of Leschetizsky,
no two developed their particular
art of piano playing in quite the
same way. All of them were identi.
fied by the distinctive qualities of
their individual genius. The basic
principle, however, was, and still
remains, the Mme. THE END
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Boston 15, Mas.sachusetts
SUMMER MASTER CLASSES
University of Denver
DR. GUY MAIER, editor of Pian-
ist'~ Poge, "Etude;" eminent piano
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struction, July 2-Aug. 3.
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FLORENCE LAMONT HIN-
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Violin
Questions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
GO AHEAD AND STUDY
R. G., Texas. I think you would
be well advised to do the studying
you have in mind. You are compara-
tively young yet, young enough cer-
tainly to learn and to absorb what
you learn. The more you know. t.he
bet.t.er you will teach, and the wider
your influence for good will be in
your community. It is obvious frOITI
your letter that the latter considera-
tion is foremost in your mind. A man
with your background and ideals
can do a lot for music. He may never
become nationally famous, but fame
isn't everything. The knowledge of
valuable work well done is equally
satisfying. Good luck!
VIOLIN HARMONICS
H. M. Co, Florida. About tile best,
and certainly t.he most. practical
book on violin harmonics is that of
Rebecca Holmes, "Harmonics in
Th~ory and Practice," There are
other and more expensive books,
but the Holmes book gives all any
intelligent violinist needs to have.to
perfect his playing of harmonics.
REVERSE FINGERING
R. S. R., New Jersey. Thank
you for your letter. Your experi4
cnce has been shared by many vio-
linists. Most players who were
taught to use the open string on
ascending and the fourth finger
on descending scales have found
that their intonation was more se-
cure when they reversed the fin-
gering. And what is more-it
sounds better. (2) If you have
trouble producing tone on the up
bo\\', ] would suggest thc follow.
ing little exercise: Draw tones of
about eight seconds' duration to
each bow, making a crescendo on
the down bow and a diminuendo
on the up how. Conscientiously
practiced, this exercise can make
a great deal of difference to a
violinist's tone production in the
course of a very few weeks.
FACTORY·MADE VIOLIN
Mrs. F. R, J., A1assachusetts. It
is too bad, but I have to ten you
that your violin is a factory-made
product. probably of German or
Bohemian origin. The mark you
quote indicates that. It may be
wortll aL most $100.
GULBRANSEN,
DlacJum. Cm6~
3in<, ......... 1mgtI
pmvidi"9 o..p.r, n'lOnI
raonont DoU!
Music Teachers! Musicians!
Here is a new cchlevementr..
grand-like tonal quality in a
37" piano, formerly available
only in pianos of much larger
size cnd higher price. Write
for free brochure showing
full details of this phenomenal
development of scale design.
Special Teo,he,s DiJc:ount-Name of
nearest authorized dealer on request,
GULBRANSEN COMPANY
DEPT. E, 816 N. KEDZIE AVE
CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS
The "NEW" SHEFTE
RAPID COURSE in
MODERN PIANO PLAYING
• QUICKEST • EASIEST
• MOST MODERN
• MG§T TH9ROUGH
Practical Piano Coursein
Popular Music .
Standard Music
and Semi-Classical Music
Authorities are agreed that
this "NEW" SHEFTE
COURSE is SHEFTE'S best
work and the greatest fot-
ward step in the nation·
wide movement to MOD·
ERNIZE and SIMPLIFY
piano instruction.
VOLUMES 1-2-3
Eacb volume 1.2; in U.S.A.
On sale at all music stores
WRITE US FOR LITERATURE
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0rgan !Questions
I
By FREDERICK PHILLIPS
I Choir we have had SOll/l', It Ollf· .
orltroversy about the pro~lUncL-
c. Itl'e word "Jubilate" LfI, theanon 0
1 "Now on Land and Sea De-1)'/1111, • J / I
I· ,," by Longjeilow. 11 osc 0 t. LCseeM III"" •
choirs we haric heard usc the Lattn
"J" like "Y." However, we fi,~dfrI eb-
rer 'lives Ihr regular El1glLSh pro-
s e "J" 1171' IIluncia/ion oj the tener "t. uc I
do J"Oli think is in better taste? .
-Miss P. M" North Carotino
Sreictlv sllcllking the "J" should
have the Latin pronunciation us in
"Y." and this would probably be
required in the Roman Cu:holic serv-
ice where Latin )ll'edoll1l1lates, b~t
in other churches more latitude IS
Permitted and the writer's own pre-, I "J"Ierence would be the regu ar
sound. in order to avoid what some
might inleqlfcl as l'highbrow." Very
often malleI'S of this sort are settled
by a conference with the minister of
the indi\idual church. Since. how.
el'er it is a Latin word. the "¥"
s(lu;d would be amply justified from
the point of view of corfecl ne~s. It
is largely a maHer of choice.
• Four years ago I start cd playing
a Hamm.ond organ after playing pi.
ano for about. 20 yea.rs in church
lIwk. I have taught myself in part
and have had some assisr.ance from
an organist. in a n.earby I,own. I do
/lot live near a school 0/ music, but
It'Ould /ike to study the work such a
school would require. Coltld ')'OU
give m.e a list 0/ organ books in
graded order, also a graded list 0/
(lrgan solos. I have played "A n-
gellis,"by Massenet., an.d 1vould like
music about that grade or a little
more difficult. I en.joy pracl,icing
(llId cal/. get. in appro_"timately I,en
hours a week.
-Mrs. F. L. G., PenTlsylvania
For ,'our basic studies we would
suggest LheStainer "Organ Method"
edited by Rogers (for pi pe organ).
11 YOIl have an electronic organ at
your disposal, use this same method
adapted by Hallett, known as "Ham-
mond Organ" by Stainer-HaUett.
This will give you the foundational
requiremenls. Along with the Stainer
you could use the Whiting "24 Pro-
gressive Sludies," and a liule later
Sheppard's "Pedal Scale Studies."
Then we suggest "Master Studies,"
Carl; HEight Short Preludes and
Fugues," Bach; "Organ Student's
Bach," Rogersj "Forty-fouT Pedal
Studies," hy Schneider, Op. 48. The
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following collections are recom-
mended in the order named from
the standpoint of difficulty, though
most of them are somewhat general
and scattered in grade: "At the
Console," Felton; HOrgan Melodies,"
Landon; "Organ Player," Orem;
"Ecclesiae Organum,' Carl; "Thirty
Preludes," Clough-Leighter ; "Eigh-
teen Chor-al Preludes," Bach; Men-
delssohn's Organ Works.
• Con yot/. give me any suggestions
for obta.ining an organ in a small
countr-y church? Also m.eans 0/ ob.
toining n/Oney, cost, dedication serv-
ices, discounts, etc.? -H. S.
\Vc suggest fe-st that you contact
three or four organ manufacturers
W)lO will be glad to have a represen-
tative talk over with you the type of
organ best suited to your ]'equire-
menls: and the approximate cost. \Ve
are ~nding you the names of seve.ral
responsible manufacturers of pIpe
organs, and we feel sure that any
of Litem will be perfectly honest and
fair in their l·ecommendations. It may
be Ihat in your circumstances an
electronic organ would be more sat-
isfactory, and we are therefore send·
ing also a list of makers of these
instruments. You alone can decide
which will give best results, and we
therefore suggest that close atten·
Lion be given to the tests that ea.ch
will offer, bearing in mind the s.JZe
of your building and .c?ngregalJon
and the acoustic conditIOns. As 1.0
financing the purchase, we have a~-
ways believed that the direct way )5
the best way-that is, let every mem·
ber of the congregation pledge a c~r-
tain amount per week or month tIll
the necessary amount is raised. Some-
times individual organizations of .the
church, including choir and .B.I~le
School classes assume resPO?SlbI1J~y
for ce,rtain amounts, and deVise their
own means of raisin~ these amounts.
The dedication services :\'ould c~n-
f<ist of an ordinary festive ser~JCe
with special stress on. the. mllsI~al
phase of church worshIp, mcludmg
a coupJe of special praise anthe.ms,
a sermon suited La such an ~c~aslO~,
and an organ recital compns.mg SIX
or more numbers, designed In part
at least to demonstrate the charac-
teristkS of the instrument. Fre-
quently a guest organist is brought,
in for such a recital, and the m.ake~s
'n be only too glad to assist 10
w;ocuring such an artist. Usual.ly
~rgan prices are not subject to dIS-
counts.
ABOVE. Home Mod",1 Hammond Organ, used tn more homes than any olher organ.
Hommo~d Orgon prices ,torI at $1285~ for Ihe Spinet Model Inol illustrated obove).
Ever Count the Cost
of not owning one?
SOME THINGS IN LIFE:, because or the
sheer pleasure they give, cost more 'IIot
to own than to own.
The Hammond Organ, ror example.
Herc's an idea of what you are miss-
ing if you havc been putting off buy-
ing onc:
The thrill and the relaxation of cre·
atingyourown music on the Hammond
Organ.
From the quiet voices of strings to
the bold song of brasses, all the great
sounds are yours to command.
And this IS more than Illusic: it is a
way to rclax, to forget you evcr had a
wony.
The pride of playing
It's just plain good for your c?o to com-
mand an instrument like tlllS .
But you needn't know music now.
Yet in less than a month you can learn
to play simple music on the Hal~11l10nd
Organ. Thousands have done It.
A richer famHy life
This is a special Hammond Organ div-
idcnd: shared family fun.
For this instrument can arouse your
children's interest in music. It can give
you and your wile it talent for leisure
hours.
The pride of possession
in your livin ....room the Hammond Or-
gan says fine ~hings for your way of life.
Yet your home can be modest; large
or small, you'll fllld a model of the
Hammoud Organ to fIt it. There is no
installation: you plug the Hammond
Organ into an electrical outlet and it's
ready to play.
Pnces start at SI285,· and the down
payment can be modest. Maintenance
coSlS are negligible. This is the only
organ in the world that never needs
tuninb't·
Go ahead: count the cost
"Veigh what you give against what you
get when you own a Hammond Orga~l,
the world's most widely used organ III
homes and churches. Have a no-obliga-
tion demonstration at your dealer's.
Then, ask yourself if you can afford
I/ot to own one. The coupon will bring
yOLi additional information.
PRICES STA,RT AT JUST $1285* fOR THE SPINET MODEL
HAMMOND O.llGAN
MUSIC'S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
-------------------r-------------
!'{ammond Instrument Company ..
4210 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, TlllilOiS
Without obligation, please send mc information on the
following Hammond Organ models:
o Spinet Model 0 Church l\(odcl
o Homc Model 0 Concert Model
Name,
Street .....
CHURCH MODEL, Ilsed
in SOIllC 20.UflO rhul" ..hes.
Concert .\Iode! has 3~-nolc
AGO pedal kCl'IJvarJ aud all
;Idditional 'i"Pcdal Solo Unit,
liluable to preferenec by
the organist.
I
City.... P. O. Zone. ...Stale... I
@I951,HAIllMONDINSTRUMENrC:OMPANY4 IL
l *f. o. b. Chicago.
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Editecl by Elisnbeth A. Gest
PLAYING the PIANO
(Reprinted by request fl'(I/II [uuior Ell/de. SCl'tcmfJef }CJ4,5)
THESE ARE THE strings that make. the tone.
These are the hammers that
strike the strings that make the
tone.
These are the keys that move the
hammers that strike the strings
that make the tone.
These are the fingers that touch
the keys that move the hammers
that strike the strings, that make
the tone.
These are the hands that control
the fingers that touch the keys
that move the hammers that strike
the strings that make the lone.
These are the wrist5 that hinge
the hands that control the fingers
that touch the keys that move the
hammers that strike the strings
that make the tone.
These are the arms that guide
the wrists that hinge the hands
that control the fingers that touch
the keys that move the hammers
that strike the strings that make
the tone.
These are the shoulders that
give weight to the arms that guide
the wrists that hinge the hands that
control the fingers that touch the
wrists that move the hammers that
strike the strings that make the
lone.
This is the brain that bosses the
joh. These are the ears that hear.
WHO KNOWS the ANSWERS?
1.
(Keep score: Olle lltlllilrecl is perfect)
2. Was Palestrina an Italian,
Sicilian or Spaniard? (10
points)
3. Vilhat is meant by the word
cadenza? (10 points)
4. What is the name of Gounod's
famous opera? (10 points)
5. What are the letter names of
the dominant-seventh triad
in the key of B? (5 points)
6. Which of the following words
relate to music: theme, theo-
rem, theory, triad, lrident:
trio, triplet: triplicate? (5
points)
7. If a major scale has four
sharps in its signature, how
many sharps are in the sig-
nature of its relative minor?
(10 points)
8. How many thirty-second notes
would be required to fill a
measure in six-eight time?
(5 points)
9. What name is given to the
sixth degree of a scale? (15
points)
10. Which composer's picture ap-
pears with this quiz? (5
points)
( AllsrDers 011 "ext page)
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THE CLEAN-UP FAIRIES
By Marion Benson Matthews
A FTER THE Smith family had
.tl. gone to bed and the. ~ouse
was quiet, the Clean-up FaIrIes ~f
Music Land floated out of then
hiding places.
"Dear me," sighed Fairy A. "1
hope the children didn't lose many
notes today. I have a headache ~nd
I really do not Ieel like workwg
very hard."
"Well, the Smith children are
usually careful to put every note
in its proper place when they prac-
tice" commented Fairy G, "but l, . .
must admit I am not very opurms-
tic tonight. The youngsters were
in such a hurry to get to J ane El-
len's party, you know, they DIn
race through their practicing."
"Yes," said Fairy D, thought-
fully. "Have you noticed that when
they allow themselves plenty ol
time, we have very little clean-up
work to do afterwards? It's alwn y s
when they put off their prnct.icing
until the last minute that we have
a busy night."
"N11', my!" mourned Fairy C.
"Here are TWO of my notes. 1
suppose Davy must have lost those.
Did you ever hear him finish his
cornet practice so fast? It made
me qui te nervous."
"Will you please hand me thai
G?" asked Fairy G. "That must
Anothcl' TUIIC
have been one of Davy's, too, as it
is beside ur C's."
"Here is a B under the piano
bench," rnurrnured shy little Fain
B, who had not spoken before.
"And an F behind the hook-
case," add d Fairy F. "I just
can't understand how it got into
such a queer place."
"\Vhat makes me sad is that all
these p rf tly cood notes were
absolutely wasted," remarked
Fail') . "tt reallj i a great pity."
"Ye , it is. But Why can't WE
do ornethinn «ub them?" asked
Fuiry F. "I don't see why they
shown 1 e lhro\\ n away just be·
cause the pupils w re careless willI
them."
"That's a good idea!" exclaimf(l
Fair)' . "No\\ Ict"s SC<'. We haH
founi! eight notes. one for eadl
nOle in the octave. That should he
enough for a little melody. LeI's
see \\hat \\e can do with them:'
So lhe Clean.up fairies ar·
ranged 8JlCl re-arranged the lo~t
notes until lhe) hael composed thi"
two little melodi giYen abo\·e.
How many melodies can YOr
make with th ~ same not ? Xo
note ma b used twice except C.
"That's true/' agreec! Fairy E.
who was peering beneath the piano.
"Aha! Here's one of my own notes.
an E, which Rena must have
dropped when she was playing;
'The Happy Fanner'."
"And here's one of mine!" ex~
claimed Fairy A. "Bob mu~t have
lost this A when he was racin"
through his violin scales." Q
"This D must have been dropped
by Bob, too," said Fairy D. ,·It's
right under h'is music stand."
SOLDIERS' 1AR H
J\farch, march, march.
Go soldiers down lhr strect:
Their step is firm_
Their line is strailThl.
They keep a stead~v I;cat.
M.QA(.aM
:')hrch. march. march.
)1y scales go marchiug. too:
~lrlone is 6nu.
:My fing{'rs cun-cd.
Do I lik .cales? I DO.
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Junior Etude Contest
Junior Etude will aw~rd three attractive prizes each month for
the neatest and best stones or essays and for answers to puzzles.
Contest is open to all boys and girls under eighteen years of age.
Cia•• A-1S to 18; Class B-12 10 15; Class C-under 12.
Names oi prize winners will appear on this page in a future issue
of the ETUDE. The thirty next best eontributors will receive
honorable mention.
Put your name, age and class in which you enter on upper left
corner of your paper and put your address on upper right corner of
your paper. Write o~ one side of paper only. Do not use typewriters
and do not have anyone copy your work for you.
No essay this month. Puzzle appears below. Contest closes the
first of May.
* LETTERS *
Sendreillies to .Lelter's on rhis pnge
ill care oj JunIOr Etudl', (l.ud they
will be forwarded to the wr-rtera,
Dearluulor ElUde:
• .•. I take lessons on the 'cello and
playin the Queensland Symphony ~r-
chestre.I wouldlike to hear from strmg
players. .
Iennifer Chenery (Age 12), Australia
• I play viola in High School en-
sembleand my main ambition lies in
theorchestralfield. In Slimmer I help
our director leach viola which i an
enjoyableexperience. Would like to
hear from others interested in orches-
tra.
CarolSchIller (Age 16), Pennsylvania
Dearllwior Ewde:
• Ourmusicclub is called Piano Pals.
Atourmeetingswe ha,'e bus.iness, some
solos played by members., musical
gamesand then refreshments. We have
a lot of fun and increase our kno\'!l~
edgeand appreciation of mus.ic al the
sametime.We are cnclosing a picture
of our dub. (Not all the members are
present).
Iimmy Woodall. secretary, Georgia
Piano Pals. Atlanta, Georgia
SusanHutchinson Sondra Bennet Wil-
liam Kelly, Sadie Anna Hund~man,
Anita Raris, Sammy Raris., Patricia
Bernhardt, J immy Woodall, Tommie
~ue Conkle,Yvonne Mitchem, Jacque-
h~e Boling, Suzanne Barret, Virginia
JOiner,Judy Barret, Jean :\[oore, San-
dra Slate, Martha Cantrell.
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_ Once a week we have a club meet-
ing where we discuss different subjects
rcluting 10 music. We have two teams,
represented by royal blue and gold.
The team that wins the contest has its
color on the honor roll. We have scrap
books and in them we put pictures of
composers and other things relating to
music. Sometimes we have parties.
Barbara Bodenstadt (Age 9)
and
Antonina Etemo (Age 10), New York
• I like the Junior Etude very much, es-
pecially the Quizzes. I would like to
hear from anyone interested in music
of any kind. I take piano and am also
hoping to take organ lessons.
Christopher Ward (Age 12). Penna.
••.• I have been taking music lessons
about five years and all my friends
take it, too. I would like to have some
onc WTi te to me.
Carol Stripling (Age 11), Texas
Fellce-R.til Puzzle
MOVE THE \vOliD "note" down.J. the fence-rails to form the
word "tune", by changing only
one letter in each move. Each
NOTE
TUNE
chancre must spell a real~ .
Neatness will count In
answers.
*
Answers to Who Knows
I, The harp. The C strings are red
and the F strings are blue, to help the
I keep his hands over theper ormer 3 b '11' t
proper strings; 2, Italian; ,a r1 Ian
solo passage. usually in concertos; 4,
F • 5 F·sbarp A-sharp, C-sharp,aust,. '. d . .E; 6, theme, theory, tna • triO, tnp-
1 t· 7 four the same ones; 8, twenty-
£:U'T; '9, submediant; 10, Gluck.
word.
your
DEERWOOD ·ADIRONDACK
MUSIC CENTER
JUNIORS 7·13
SENIORS "13.18
COLLEGE AND
GRADUATE DI\lISIONS
Balanced camp program
sound artistic experience
clack mountains.
under distinguished faculty. Co_educational. Combines
with exhilarating camp life in the magnificent Adlron-
• Chorus, Orchestra, Chamber Music Groups. Theory. Modern Dance, Ballet,
Opera Workshop. Drama Workshop; Art and Ceramics. Private lessons. Complete
Sports Program; Canoe Trips, Mountain Climbing. Good food.
Write today for illustrated catalogue. Address:
SHERWOOD KAINS, Dept. E, Box 24, Wayne, Penna.
Announcing the Sixteenth Season
STEPHEN COLLINS FOSTER MUSIC CAMP
EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE. RICHMOND, KY.
5 WEEKS-JUNE 17 TO JULY 21
Band • Orclledra _ Ensembles - Instrument Classes
Only $90.00
For Instruction, Board, Room, and Recreation
COMPETENT STAFF: : EXCELLENT FACILITIES
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT : : ENROLLMENT LIMITED
Private Lessons at $1.00 to $1.50 Eaeh Extra
For Details write JAMES E. VAN PEURSEM, Director
IN THE BEAUTIFUL BLUE GRASS REGION OF KENTUCKY
SHERWOOD MUSIl: SCHOOL
Distinguished since 1895 for the tranung of professional
musicians. Member of the National Association of Schools
of Music. Faculty of renowned American and European
artists. Degree, diploma, and certificate courses in piano,
voice, violin, organ, 'cello, wind instruments, Public School
music, composition. In the heart of cultural Chicago. Liv·
ing accolllmodations at moderate cost.
SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 18 **
For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman, lliu5ical Director.
1014 SO. MU:HIGAN AVENUE I:HU:AGO 5 •
ROOSEVEL T COLLEGE of CHICAGO
Applied and Theoretical Music, COl~position,. Musi~
cology, and Music Education. Bachelor of Music and
Mastel' of Music degl·ees.
Bulletin 01/ [(,C({IU:St
430 So. Michigan Ave. Chicago 5, Illinois
ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
John Philip Blake, Jr., President
Bachelor of l<htsic in 24 Ficld8-
!IiaHtf;T of M118ic ill !!!l Pields
Member National Association SchooL;;of -Music St. l,oui" 5. Missouri
g.o~danCollegeof ~usic -Indianapolis
_57th Yeclr-
BaccalaureQte degrees in music music educotionj music merchandising. radio, drama,
donce. Masters in music and music education. Notionally known faculty of artist-teachers.
Member. Notional Association of Schootsof Music.
Write for cotolog. Address:
Director of Admissions, Box E. Jordan College of Music:
1104 N. DelowClre Street, Indianopolis 2, Indiana
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Juilliard School of Music
William Schuman, President
JUILLIARD SUMMER SCHOOL
Robert Hufstader, Director
July 2 to August 10, 1951
Catalog on Request
Juilliard Summer School
Room A, 120 Claremont Avenue
New York 27, New York
OBERLIN
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
OBERLIN
COLLEGE
APPLY NOW FOR ADMISSION
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR
1951-1952
Applicants will be auditioned
in New York, Philadelphia, SI.
Louis, Chicago and other cen-
ters: Early application is neces·
sary. Catalog and admission
data on request.
Summer Term
June lS-Aug. TO.
Ask for
information Degrees: Bachelor of Music,
Bachelor of Music Education;
Master of Music, Master of
Music Education.
now.
DAVID R. ROBERTSON, Director
Box 541, Oberlin. Ohio
Member of the National Associ-
ation of Schools of Music.
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HOW TO TEACH ADULT BEGINNERS
(Continned from Paee 14)
was a real struggle.
Tom had never become too facile
with scales; but he soon developed
a powerful, sonorous tone. After a
year's study he was able to play
the Chopin Prelude in C Minor on
a recital program. Tom recently
t.old me that piano means a lot to
him; I hope he will go on liking it.
Many beginners are timid at the
first lesson. Mrs. Foster said she
could hardly muster courage to
knock at my door. What would 1
think of a woman in her sixties ex-
pecting to get those old creaky joints
in working order? I told her there
was every reason to expect we could
get them in working order; and that
is just what we did.
The important thing in working
with rank beginners is not to dis-
courage them. Don't make the lesson
an inquisition. At the same time,
don't coddle students. Make them
understand that if they are to prog-
ress they must do the work them-
selves. The study of piano, like
many other things appears tedious
and difficult. Statistics show that 90
per cent of students drop out dur-
ing the first two years of study. It
is our job as teachers to give stu-
dents the encouragement needed to
get them past the difficulty early
stages-and at the same time to
make sure they really work at their
music.
Students who begin piano study
after learning another instrument
are, of course, a different story.
They have a musical foundation to
st.art with. When Dorothy began
plano lessons with me, she played
trumpet quite well. She knew musi-
cal fundamentals and could analyze
e~ery chord. Although her coordina.
non at the piano was that of a very
ea~ly beginner at first, she soon ac-
quired a technical foundation and
thereafter made rapid progress.
George was a vocalist. He could
read the treble clef like a streak
but what a time we had with the
~ass! . Evelyn, the cellist, showed
l~ttle mte~'est until I gave her some
s~mple ple~es with singing cello-
~Ike melO?leS for the left hand. It
1~a good Idea to give pupils progres-
sIVel! harder material as soon as
pOSSible. Duets are good for rhYll
and .. 1mpractIce 10 ensemble-pIa .
and· I f . ymg.a so or slght-reading Tl· I. . liS a<;:t
IS essential; and people learn ~o
r~ad only. by doing a great deal of
s~ght-re.adm~. Have the student read
a ead III ~IS books; assign hymns
and selectIOns from other b k. h d' 00 s a<;:Slg t-rea mg material. ~
For singers, violinists celli<;:'15
trumpet~rs and others a~custo~ed
to reading music on a . Ik b d sing e stafT
ey oar harmony drill' . Ibi A JS mva u-
a e. s a rule, tlus group is in the
habit of thinking in terms of a
single melody line rather than chord-
wise. Learning all chords in all keys.
supplemented by drills for the left
hand, will soon work wonders with
their sight-reading.
A fascinating problem is that of
students who play piano by ear but
cannot read music. They can be
treated neither as beginners nor a~
advanced students, since they are
far above average in some respects
and at a very low level in others.
Jack. for example, was extremely
musical and had an excellent ear.
His hand-position and fingering was
for the most part bad, hut he often
achieved beautiful results with it.
His coordination was excellent.
Everything in music had come
easily 1.0 Lack. and he expected that
learning to read would be easy also.
In this he was disappointed. We
had to start from scratch like anv
other beginner. and learn slowly.
one step at a time. For the first time
in his life. Jack found it necessary
to work at music, and he didn't like
it. Tactful persuasion and constant
encouragement were necessary to
keep him plugging away at staff
notation.
Similiarly, Jack was not inclined
at first 10 bother about hand posi-
tion and fingerings. U ing his OYf11
system. he could play better than
many advanced students. Gradually
I was able to point out to him that
his system had taken him as far as
it could go. To make further prog-
ress. he would have to master cor-
rect fundamentals. Little by little.
Jack did master them. Soon he was
delighted by the increasing surety
of his playing.
All play-by-ear students have ad-
justments of this sort to make. But
in turn they make good students.
They have fine ears and a natural
feeling for music. Some of my best
performers have been students from
this category.
E~ch group of students poses its
special problems; each pupil. in
fact. is a special problem. But there
are general observations which ap·
ply to all.
T~ley tend to become discouraged.
feeling they are not making prog·
ress. Perhaps you have assigned
them a piece that is beyond their
power~. Having the right teaching
~ateTJa] at the right time is all·
Important. Here is where a knowl·
edge of piano literature is invalu·
able.
The practice problem is neyer·
endjng. What shall we do when Mi~
Lowe comes to her Ies...~n unpre-
pared? There will always be head·
aches and club meetings. Adult-
are just as good as children with
excuses. But fortunately, we can
appeal to their adult minds in many
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," lfle can make them see the
waJ~' " .necessityfor practice. We can show
themhow to practice, and how to
~tablisha practice routine.
e.Andwe must do all these things
withoutletting them seem to be
drudgery.Adults bring real enthusi-
asm10 their piano study. It is up
10 us as teachers to see that they
don'tlose it.
The person who takes up music
studyin middle life has many things
inhis favor. Unlike the young man
working hard to establish himself
i~ his chosen business or profes-
sion, ~he mature person generally
has leisure for study and recreation.
H?usewive.s are less preoccupied
With getting the children off to
school. Music study can p lay a
useful part in the enrichment of
their lives.
This vast body of potential music-
ma~ers is a challenge and an oppor-
tunity. We as music teachers should
make the most of it. THE EXD
There's both PROFIT
ond PLEASURE
in attending
MINNESOTA
SUM·MER
SESSION
MUSIC HAS NO SHORTCUTS
~.
(Continned Irom Pa."e 15)
SPECIAL COURSES IN MUSIC AND
MUSIC EDUCATION
lor control. One of the greatest
authoritieson hewing was Mozart's
fuher, Leopold. The modern how
came into use in his time, and hie
treatise on bowing is still good.
Both in playing and in teaching,
I find it helpful to concentrate on
focusingthe bow on the string on
whichone plays. Angle of focus is
aided by the proper angling of the
elbow.Jointly, your arm and your
elbowshould round a complete arc.
Thus, as you approach the lower
strings, your elbow comes lip to
complement the intention of the
string and keep the arc balanced.
Whatever technical aids you em-
ploy,make up your mind that the
bowwill not yield up its secrets in
a month or a year. You build bow-
ing over a long period of trial and
error; you may even get into tor-
menting periods of retrogression!
Then you go back and begin afresh
withfundamentals, remembering it's
continuous practicing that counts.
Three hours of practice each day.
~veryday, regardless of your mood,
IS better than an "inspired" eight
hours one day and none the next.
In moments of impatience or dis-
couragement, remember the future
values of the long pull. No teacher.
nomethod, can get you ahead faster
than your powers allow you to go.
The test of a career is what goes
on after 35; the unhurried continu-
ity of one's start determines whether
that is to be steady l)fogre~s or H
sudden bogging·down.
A,wIlier 110illt that can cause
trouble is intonation. Purity of pitch
depends first of all on inborn alert-
ness of ear. Being inborn, this can
be developed but not created.. If the
ear is good, intonation is best per·
fected through j>raclicing scales.
A beauliful violin scale is the best
test of a player's ability. If your
scale is consistently pure in tone,
you'll have no trouble with the in-
tonation of passage work. If passage
work is out of tune, go back and
practice scales. When I was 14. I
went through two weeks during
which Kneisel kept me on absolutely
nothing but the C-major scale. Al
the time, it was agonizing; today 1
can't thank him enough.
A third problem that interests
students is the vibrato. Like ear-
accuracy. its quality comes from.
within and remains an intensely per-
sonal thing. Once its mechanics have
been developed. the secret is not
to abuse it.
June J8~July 28 and July 30~Sept. ,
Facts come faster on Minnesota's cool, friendly campus ... where study-
ing is genuine fun! Here, just 15 minutes from six sky-blue lakes, you
may select from over 1,500 courses, competently taught by a na-
tionally-recognized staff.
Splendid library and laboratory facilities afford excellent opportunity for
graduate work and research ... right-at-hand vacation pleasures,
plus stimulating plays, concerts, lectures and social events will make
this a thrilling summer.
Write now for Helpful Complete Bulletin
Dean of Slimmer Session, 560 Administration Bldg.
l!!JNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINNESOTA
VACATION -STUDYThe 'vibrato is legitimately a
means of emotional expression and
should never be used where the in-
tention of the music does not re-
quire it. You must develop a 51ow '
vibrato, a fast one, a middling one.
You must also be able to play with-
out any vibrato. Think of the vibrato
as an jnterpretative device, never a
mechanical one. Keep it to mirror
your feelings. Don't be tempted t.o
"turn it on" as an indiscriminate
trick to get richer tone.
It cannot be sufficiently stressed
that the popular conception of mak-
ing technique synonymous with a
fast left hand is quite false. The
left hand. must be adequately de-
veloped (through scaleli, exercises.
and studies-not just some, but all
of them) to meet the d~l11and:i ot
the music. But the right hand gives
life to the music-also to the per-
former's career. A slower, more
realistic background of study will
brinu this home to you, partly by
puttblg skilled control into your
hands, partly by clarifying the dif-
ference between the short.-cut and
the long pull. .,~ - ;J).] I': END.
at mountains or seashore
SIX-DAY REFRESHER COURSE for PIANO TEACHERS
. <Jiven by Hans Barth-June. July, AUCjust
"I have harl many piano courses under renowned pianists, but Dr. Hans
Barth's is the most inspiring and compretiensioe. A corc-se one must not miss."
Annyce Worsham
Albemarle, North Carolina.
"Your courses trace certainly been worth traveling many lnuuireds 0/ miles
/0 nnend" Mrs. Dalton C. Fowlston,
Blvthesville, Arkansas.
for circular and information. write
Mrs. r, Brandt. Route 3, Chapel Hill. N. C.
Jl Jlew Jl..fifP Selected List
of Piano <;leachingPieces
containing
modern c.lassic.
CASELLA BACH
GRETCHANINOFF and BEETHOVEN
HINDEMITH many HAYDN
PROKOFIEFF other MOZART
TANSMAN composers SCARLATTI
COnING !''EXT lUONTD .
• The forthcoming Festival of Great Britain brings
an exciting program of opera and concert perfor-
mances by world ..famous artists~ Read about it in
ETUDE for May.
Send fO,. yon,. copy!
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
25 West 45th Street New York City 19. N. y~
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COMPOSER' 'LECTURER' , EDUCATOR
PRESENTS HER i7~
SOLO TECHNIC
FOR THE PIANO
Presents fo students musi«d and
lechnical works in 5010 form. Firsl
level of piclno study for pianistic
development ccrrefully covered.
May aC«Jmpany ony first book .•75
BERNICE FROST
PIANO COURSE INCLUDES
BEGINNING AT THE PIANO. . .60
AT THE PIANO,
Books I, II,III,IY. . .. Ea. 1.00
TWO PLAYERS AT THE PiANO 1.00
COMPANION SERIES,
Books I, II,. . .... Ea. 1.00
THE ADULT AT THE PIANO.
Books I, II. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Ea. .75
COPIES SENT FOR EXAMINATION
CELEBRATED VIOLIN MAKER
These classic violins are the master
.craftsmanship of Mr, W, Wilkanowski.
One of America'S greatest living luth-
iets. As a result of Mr, Wilkanowski's
painstaking artistry the violinist has
available an instrument of long lasting
beauty Ilnd brilliant tonal Qualities. For
the professional violinist or the talented
student seeking a really fine instrument
there can be no finer choice than a
WILKANOWSKI.
You can actually have a Wilkanoswki
Violin in your hands for examination
on 6 day TRIAL OFFER. Here's how
it works. We'll ship C.O.D, with priv.
ilege of 6 days' examination in your
home or studio. Your money stays in
Express Company's office ready for
prompt refund if you decide to return
the merchandise, Absolutely no risk!
No chance for disappointment! 100%
satisfaction or there's no sale,
TEACHERS Take Advantage Of Speeial
Prices And Term!
A SUPERB VIOLIN
The Wilkanowski "Conservatory Model"
js It slender graceful model with well
arched body, producing a smooth, rich
tone, The sides, back, neck and scroll
are old curly maple of pronounced
flame; the top is fine oid spruce of close
eVen grain. Fine ebony fingerboard.
rosewood tailpiece. with hand carved
cocobola pegs.
THE CASE - "Streamline" modcl with
sturdy laminated veneer body, covered
with simulated leatner in lizard grain,
Plush lining; silk bow ribbons; solid
brass hardware, THE BOW is genuine
:Pernambuco wood stick well balanced
with full lined ebony frog. ACCES·
SORIES include an extra set of tested
artist'Quality strings; mute; chin rest
and E.lItring adjuster.
The Wmlanowskl
Conservatory Violin
So. "I213_Vlolln only $125
No. "I234-Complete Outfit $150
(Other Supe.b WlIkanowaki
Model8 to $115)
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7(Eeacher'sc,"oundtable
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc., advises
readers on playing tied pedal point notes and
on teaching pupils correct playing of fugues,
ENJOYS RHYTHM
The pupil to whom I B;ave "The
little Nigor" by Debussy enjo-yed
it so much that I am. wondering ij
you can suggest several other
pieces o] about the same t')'pe and
grade, also a liulc more difficult.
-(Mrs.) E. D. fl., l ndiano.
I recommend the following;
"Tickling Toes," by Florence B.
Price (slightly easier); "Str-um-
ming the Banjo" (also slightly
easier) and "Jally Minstrel," both
by Evangeline Lehman; "J uba
Dance," by R. Nathaniel Dett.
Then, more difficult: "Golliwogg's
Cake \Valk," and "General Lavine,
Ecceiltrlc ... ," both by Debussy;
Three Preludes, by George Gersh-
win. All lhese are pleasing pieces.
WATCH YOUR PRONUNCIATION I
Besides the fact that many
music appreciation teachers speak
way above the heads of their
young pupils, they often fail to
pronounce their words clearly. For
instance, this happened recently
in an elementary school:
Preparatory to a Children's
Concert by the local symphony,
the teacher lectures on various in-
struments. Of the clarinet, she says
that it is usually "made of ebony
in parts for convenience." A sho;t
quiz follows:
"Who can tell me something
about the clarinet?"
A little boy's hand shoots up:
"It's made of a bone, in parts
for convents."
Next question:
"Who was called 'The March
Ki.ng' and wrote ~Stars and Stripes
Forever'?"
This time a little girl answers:
HSusan. John Philip Susan."
AWKWARD POSITIONS
In the Bach two part I nven.
tion, No.2, there are Some meas.
ll,res which cause my students a lot
oj trouble on aCCOunt oj the awk.
ward position oj the han.ds which
have to play within the same DC.
tave, conflicting with One another.
Have you any suggestions [or the
periormunce oj these passages?
I 'Would appreciate it very much.
-(Mrs.) fl. L. IV., Vermont
Of course Bach's "lnven-
tions" were written for harpsi.
chord, and the passages you men-
tion presented no difficulty since
they could be played on two man-
uals. For our modern pianos,
however, there is a solution:
Emanuel Moor, the Hungarian
composer and inventor of the
double-keyboard piano, was a
great Bach scholar. For such cases
he recommended shifting the right
hand one octave up. This can be
done rnueically and not merely on
the few beats involved. Fo; In.
stance, lranspose bars 13 and 14
as follows:
e~::f:;j
!~'~:~"=
Then bars 17, 18 and hall of
19 in the same manner:
The difficulty is thus eliminated.,
and the beauty of the music reo
mains unimpaired. This method
is in line not ouly with harpsi·
chord sh·!e. but with oro-an tran·'J • 0
scriptions. l\1oor used it exten-
sively in his admirable arrange·
ments of the Fugues in A tinar.
D Major, C Miuor, G Minor, and
E Minor wlllch. though little
known, are the most faithful and
effective ones to date.
ETUDE-APRIL 1951
Questionsand Answers
ABOUT THE SABER DANCE
DILLER-QUAILE
School of Music
SCHOOLS - COLLEGES
KNOX
Conductcd hy KARL W. GEHRKENS, Mus. Doc.,
Music Editor, Webster's New International Dictionary,
and ProL ROBERT A. MELCHER, Oberlin College SHENANDOAH CONSEIt¥A.TORYOF MUSICL. E. Hill. pr-es
JUSTWHAT ODES D,C. MEAN ~
• In a piece with an introduction,
does a D. C. 1/l,ean to begin at the
beginning oj the introduction ~r
at the beginl/ing of the mam
theme? I am thinking especially
oj tfte march called "Under the
Double Eagle."
-Miss L. W., Nebraska
Theoretically, the direction
Da Capo (abbreviated D. C.)
meansthat you are to repeat from
thebeginning.If the repeated part
is to begin after the introduction
the direction Dol Segno (D. S.)
meaning"from the sign" should
beused, a "sign" then indicating
exactlywhere the repealed part is
to begin. But in a tual practice
composers-and even editors!-
areoftencareless about such mat·
lers,and Imyself have seen many
compositionsin which D, C. i
usedin cases where the introduc-
tion is clearly not inlended to be
repeated.Ido not happen to have
a copy of the composition you
mention,but I am guessing that
it is one in which the repeat be-
ginsafter the introduction.
When in doubt abont any such
maUer,use your musical judg·
ment and do what sounds best.
-K. G.
WITH WHAT GRADE SHALL I
RESUME?
• When I stopped taking lessons
severalyears ago the music that I
was playing was about fourth·
grade in difficulty. I continue to
read ETUDE, and I wish you
wouldtell me what grade music
Imightbegin when I resume piano
praclice, -E, T., Connecticut
III general it is advisable to
go back to music that is consider·
ably easier than that which you
were playing when you stopped
lessons.So begin work at material
of second·grade difficulty rather
than where you left alI. This will
give you a chance to discipline
Yourselfto read the score with
absoluteaccuracy, to require your-
self to see and observe every single
detail, including words and signs
relating to tempo and dynamics,
ETUDE-APRIL 1951
fingerings, and pedal markings.
Of course your progress should
be much more rapid this "second
time over," and I do not mean
that you are to go back to second-
grade music and then take two
years to reach fourth-grade music.
But even though you spend only
a few months on second-grade
material and a few more on third-
grade, I nevertheless believe that
you will learn so many things you
missed the first time that the ex-
perience will be enormously valu-
able to you. But don't wait too
long to get started again-one
loses one's playing ability very
rapidly in these earlier stages.
-K. G.
,..,..." f1L-":' Drama-Opera-Dance
iRe IV.efte Musieal Comedy
••~ .... Adult Iraining-Slage sn(l
'relevtstou 'iew Ynrk appearances stresscd.
~\pprfl\'eu 'for-VeU, Annex for Children. Write
E .. \ll"lcne. 1780 H"way. N. Y. l'it", l~ .
BALOWIN,WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA. OHIO (suburb of Cleveland)
,\ffillatcu ",ith a tlrst claas Lillcral Arts
concnc. Four anti flve year courses lea~1111t
to degrees. ~'aculty of ..\rtlst Teachers. Send
roe ratalollllo or lnformatf nn to;
HAROLD W. BALTZ. Dean. Berea, Ohio
CARNEGIE COLLEGE
OF FINE ARTS
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
• Instrumental-solo,
orchestra. Vocal-solo and
ensemble. Music education
-teaching and sup erviainq
vocal ond instrumental rnu-
sic. Composition-theorY
and composition for public perform?nces., Stu-
dents' full symphony orthestra. Publie reCItals;
individual and group. Chorus. Teachers of na-
tional and internationol reputation. Graduates
with top professional records. Coed. Catalog.
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Box E Pittsburgh 13, Pa.
• TPill you please give us some
in/ormation about the "Saber
Dance," ilS sl.Ory, ongm, and so
jorth? -5. M. C., Pennsylvania
Teacher Training and General
Musicianship Courses
66 East 80 St. New York 21, N. Y.
The "Saber Dance" is taken
from the ballet "Cayne" by the
contemporary composer, Aram
Khachaturian. The story of the
ballet deals with cotton pickers on
a collective farm in Armenia. One
of the characters, lhe husband of
Gayne, is found to be a traitOl:'
He sets fire to some bales of cot-
ton and seizes his own child as a
hos~age. As Cayne tries to resc~e
the child she is Slabbed. She lS
saved and her villain husband is
dispatched by the timely arrival
of a Red Army border patrol
headed by Kazakov. The second
act of the ballet depicts the cele·
bration of the betrothal of Gayne
and her rescuer. During this scene
members of the collective farm
perform characteristic dances of
their several regions, one of these
"S b D "being the a er ance. ,
Certain portions of the musIC
of this ballet have been made into
a suite, and have been played
rather widely on symphony pro·
The "Saber Dance" hasgrams.
even been transformed into a
popular version. -R. A.M.
GREENSBORO COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Greensboro, North CCirolina
Member NASM
F'our Year cour~es lcading to B.A. and B.~f.
,legree~. l,'aculty of Arti~t Teachers _
Luther L. Gobbel. PreFident. Gustav Nelson, Desn
•.,e"<I. !Qr ~atal"oue alia broc/t(lr•.
Address: REGISTRAR
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Oll'e~s thorough Irainln" In mll~lc .. Courses lead-
ing ~o lIel::rces of: llachelor of .Mu~le, Bachelor of'
)lu,;lc E(hlcatloll. Mailtel' of Music. and Ms~ter
l~el;:l~:i~d~~~:U~~aIAuodsllonSchOOlsofMuSle
Bulletin sent uponrequest
W, ST, CLARE MINTURN, Director
Philadelphia Conservatory
of MUSic. fOllnded 1877
MARlA EZERMAN DRAKE, Director
Eminent Faculty
Expert Child Training
Courses leading to Degrees
216 5. 20th St. LOcust 7-1877
SAROYA· ONOFREI STUDIOS
Voice-Repertoire
Opera Workshop
Beginners to finished artists
200 West 58th St., New York 1'. N. Y.
---WES[EYA~NSERVATORY
and SCHOOL of FINE ARTS
A Division of W'esleyon College
CO:P:'5~:i·O~~g...::~;:i'::d°.;~~\~~,n, A~tr$'r'f~~;l~~·.
M~mber Nat'ional Auoe,ation of Seho~ls 01 Mu-
sic. Also B.F.A. ;n Theatre Acts, Rad,o, Spe~ch
Cocccdion. Coed, G." Appmved, Catalog,
Docis O. Jelks. Dean
483'[ College st .. Macon, Ge(>cllia
To ovoid delay. all queries are answered
Individually. Therefore. please include your
name and address In yo'ur letter.
PROTECT
YOUR
SHEET MUSIC
-in a handsome TONKabinet. You'll
keep it neat, clean, orderly, safe and
easy to find. Special drawer-trays
for easy filing almost hand you the
music you wont. Richly styled; finely
crafted.
Slyl .. 606 shewn i. end table height for
duol utility. Hold. 550 sheet's. Write for
deoler's name and pictures 01 other
slyles for home., school •. bond •. Tonk
Mfg. co., 1912 N. Magnolia Ave., Chi-
cago 14.
TONKabinets
for S/wet Music
MANUFLEX
(patented)
is back in
MUSIC
NOTE; For some time, ManuRe,x
advertising has been concentrated III
the field of medicine. In nearly e~-
ery part of the United States and In
many European countries, ManuRe.x
is helping the handicapped to regaIn
the use of crippled hands and fingers.
ManuRex is installed in more th,a~
75 public and govern1?ent reha~IIl-
·tation clinics. I am hIghly gratIfied
at the recognition accorded Manu-
Rex as a factor in the relief of human
suflering,-Rex Underwood •
ALL-TIME GREAT FRITZ KREiSLER
realized years ago the potential benefits
of MANUFLEX to pianists and violin·
ists. He 'shrewdly pointed out the f,aBaey
of wasting precious time on praetlce for
flexibility. when, as he wrote, "Throug,h
the application ~f. Mr. T.!1Jderwood s
Manuflex this fleXible conditiOn can be
brought about in a few minutes without
muscular effort," , .
Such sensational artists a's Iuamst
flrkusny and violinist Sph'CI~osky are
realists in the matter of techmc and ad-
vise use of the Manuflex. Our free bro-
chure quotes many famous artists and
teachers on the Manuflex.
'PiaHtdt4 - lItdUHtdt4
See the MANUFLEX ... try it .. :exper!-
ence the near miracle of almos,t lmJ.1led!-
ate flexibility. MANUFLEX IS sCle1Jtl-
fie_unbelievably efficient and versatlle.
Adjustments are instantaneous,
• Send for free illustrated brochure of
the Manuflex in action - or send your
check for $20.00 for a beautiful Manuflex
sent ?,ostpaid. Use it freely for 5 days
and If not satisfied, return it and your
money will be refunded.
MANUFLEX COMPANY
2130'NE KllckltClt,Portland 12, Ore.
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ZOLTAN KODALY WAS MY TEACHER
MoedeBook Suggestions for the Month Continued
(Coniimt,ed from Page 13)---IllAIOOI TEN CHORAL PRELUDES AND A FANTASY
ON FAMILIAR HYMN TUNES
by H. Alexander Matthews
~hookfor the discriminating organist. Includes preludes, offer-
;ories, and postl~des based upon we'll-known ]~Yl1ln tune~. They
aresimple in design, and never .above average rlifficul tv ; of partie-
larappeal to the young orgamst. The collection couta ins hymns
~nilablefor the important seasons of t he church year, including
Christmas,Lent, Easter, and others Ior general usc. Haunuo ud
reuistratioDS arc given. List price, Sl.OO
e
SONGS OF WORSHIP
A Collection or Sacred Songs for the Cburch Soloist
Thesesimple songs of devotion, with their appcal ing text and
Yarietyof mood will attract young singers and strike response in
thecoofTregation, Good for the repertoire. of any church soloist
--easy t~ prepare. Texts arc Irom cciptucal hymn and contempo-
rarysources, Included in the twelve pieces comprising the book
. arespecial songs for Clu-istmas and Easter. Be sure to specify
High OJ' Low Voice when ordering. List ju-ice, S.75
11141000 ' , , ' , ' , , , , . , ' . , ' , , ... , . , . - .. , ,Hi~h Voice
411.41001"""."""" , .. , , . , ' .... , .. , ' .•.. ' . , , .Low Voi ce
orchestral works, and it wasn't until
1919 that he wrote his "Nayari Este"
("Summer Evening"), This work
was performed in New York in 1930
by Toscanini. In 1920 his Opus 12
for two violins and viola became
known in Europe; in 1922 his Sere-
nade was given in Salzburg, and the
following year his Sonata for cello.
first and only question when he
saw me was what had happened to
the lost G-he had not heard it <Yo
to the F. 1:1
Kodalv is one of the few modern
composers who have never written
a piano concerto. I have hopes of
convincing him that he should work
on a concerto because I feel he
would write a good one.
The fact that Kodaly has virtually
abandoned composition and teaching
and is now devoting himself I'll
Hungarian literature and folklore is
a fitting tribute. in Illy estimation,
to a man who never lowered his
standards, who sacrificed personal
ambition for the greater good of
the music of his native land, and
who ranks with the greatest teachers
and musical creators of this day
and age .
Zoltan Kodaly's initial composi-
tion, an overture, was performed
by a student's orchestra in Budapest
in 1897. when the composer was 15
years of age. His works were first
performed outside Hungary in 19]0
when his string quartet was given
in Zurich and piano works in Paris.
Only his sonata for cello and piano
were also performed outside Hungary
before World \Val' 1.
Kodaly was slow to produce
, , ,
I" 1923, the 50th anniversary of
the union of the twin cities, Buda
and Pest, he was commissioned to
write the Psalmus Hungaricus, Opus
13, which received its first perform-
ance in Budapest on November 19th.
The work was translated into eight
languages, and was given hundreds
(If performances. On October 26_
1926, his comic opera, "Hary Janos,"
was produced. The suite from this
work was performed by Mengel berg
and the New York Philharmonic
December 15, 1927, while the
"Dances of Merosszek" and the
"Dances of Galanta" were performed
by Toscanini iu New York in 1930
und 1933. Kodaly's other opera,
"The Spinning Room," based on
Hungarian Folklore, was presented
in Budapest in 1932. Other works
ha\'e emerged in a slow steady Aow
from 1901 to the present time.
THE END·
New Music For April
PIANO SOLOS TWO PIANOS, FOUR HANDS
Grade 1
130-41073
Grade 4
110-24125
110-40067
Rain On the Leaves
{easy, .broken chords, a~~e'g'gi~s,
or beginners}
... Catherine Ryan Keysor $.30
interesting harmony, adults
Valse Petite"", ,I, .Ellc Ketterer .35
Second Piano Part ~ Ell K tt
(
a e .er M
recital, study, even grading in parts)
Grade 2
110-40151 Grade 5
110-40092 M(2ednuettofrom Sonata Op. 2, No. I, " , " .Beethcven 1.00
n plano part by Louise Godfrey Ogle, interesting,
good for ensemble practice)
March of the Scouts, , ,
(boys, rhythm, easy chords)
I 10-40152 The Me.rry-ga Round. , , ... , , , " ,,' Albert De Vito
,descriptive of title. humorous, chords, rhythm)
Grade 2'Iz
110-40/53 Barn Dance., ,." . ,." .Albert De Vita
(folk tune, rhythm, scale passages both hands,
adults or children J
.. Ella Ketterer .30
.30 410,41017 PIANO PARTNERS
Teacher and turlent Piano Duels
by folly Donaldson
Theproblem of holding: the piano pupil's interest is often difficult
becausehe is bored with the easy-grade pieces he is ohligcd to play.
~lrB.Donaldson has solved this prcb l III with ducts for pupil and
mchcr. The prime parts arc ea ily played by first and second
gradestudents, while the teach r plays the difficult secoudo pa rt s ;
thusthe student feels he is performing au interesting piece of
nlll~ic.The numbers are original and rC£rcshil1g, and will appeal 10
young,activc minds. " List price, S.60
VIOLIN SOLO WITH PIANO
114-40010
ACCOMPANIMENT
Once Upon a Time. M 'I K. . . .. aUrl s esnar .50
(easy, beginners, both parts interesting thematically)
.30
OCTAVOGrade]
130-41074 On Swan lake."""" .. ".,. ,Margaret Wigham
.I 'tnterestln~ phrasing, chords, pedal. inspires imagination in
In erpretetlcn, adults or children}
Grade ]'/2
130-41075 Mirror Lake, , , , I
(
I d ..... 0 ive Dungan
me 0 ious, colo,ful harma-,. ph,",',-g cha d d I)" '" rS,pea
Secular
332-40079 How Do I Love Thee .Hcrry Robert Wilson .16
(SATB, a "must" for all h;~h' ~c'h~~I' and college programs,
arrangement of famous poem)
312-40093 Jesus Born in Bethlea, Traditional carol from the
A(ppa~a;hia,ns;, '" ", """ " "", ,arr. Tam Scolt .20
d?;;e 0 cott s Tlnest orr., another "must," easy to sing, totally
I erent than any other choral orr. of a Christmas carol)
332-40067 T(he Lord',s Day, , " , " , , " , , , " ,Rolph E. Marryott .12
u'llson
b
or wo-part voices, easy a cappella, easy ports,
cou d e used on Sacred programs}
332-40073 The Lamb. , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,Gladys Blakely Bush .12
(3 part song or chorus for women's voices a c.appella
extremely easy) "
.30
417,41002 PEDAL MASTERY
by Ro\\'Land '~'. Dun h3'Ln
PedalMastery is <l book all organists will find iu,-aluable. ~IL:.DUll-
ham,distinguished organist and teacher, ski lliully presents a cleal'
and understandahle pedal method which will assure ahsolute
masteryof this difficult feature of tbe organ. In his hook~ the best
te.netsof the English and French schools are preserved and welded
Illthnew principles used for the modcJ:l.l electric organs .
List price, S2.50
.40
Grade 4
/10-40089
CLASS PIANO TEACHING GETS RESULTS!
In the Spring Breeze, , , , , , , , , , , , ,Donald lee Moore
{nostalgiC woltz, graceful phrasing, arpeggios L.H., recital}
110-40093 Moan Over Madrid, , ' , , , , , , , , . , , , , . Ralph Federer
1 -'1'\ {tango, Interesting changes of keys, chords, octaves}
IO-40IvJ Qyer t~'LWaters.,."",., ,0. Scheldrup Ob~rg
(Tunefulpiece in Bar~olle style, chords, pedal)
110-40154 Virginia Square Dance, '" ",ChQrl~1 Miller
(!xc~lI~nt for concert, closing recital piece, extremely
planlstlc, sounds more difficult than it is)
.35
(Contillued from Page 18)
.40
•30 term children, Ior exanlPle. We have
a new trio. -The six students gather
around the table. The two high
trebles stand together, the two mid-
del performers, and the two bass
players. First we clap the rhythm
a couple of times, then we play the
parts on the rhythm band instru-
ments. With every new trio we
change places in order that each
chad will become proficient in high
not.e and low note reading. It is
of1en necessary to leave the slow
members in the class at the middle
of the keyboard.
AILeI' we have learned the rhythm
we sight-read, making ready for
home work before the private lesson.
This preview stimulates interest and
makes the practicing of the tune-
less parts more interesting. We next
play the ensembles which we have
already learned and played to death
because the pupils get a big bang
out of playing things they know
well. We have combinations of trio
at one piano, solo at the other
(Crieg's "Elfin Dance" is good),
quartet at one piano and duet at
the other ("Airy Fairies" by Spauld-
ing is very effective), double duets,
trjos, solos. (Continued on Page 62)
add, so that they become permanent
working units of six members each.
I try to keep these u!J.its together
until they reach high school when
new arrangements are necessary.
About this time those who plan to
make their careers in music are
sent to conservatodes where they
call start earning credits which
private teachers in the state of
Alabama cannot give toward a de-
gree in music. The other high
schoolers are rearranged into classes
of four.
With six in a class, all fairly
good note-readers eager to make
music, Ollr first mission has heen
accom plished. Each class sessjon
thereafter is a challenge to the
teacher's ingelluily.
By the time the third year is
reached the teacher must do a great
deal of pre-lesson planning. With
a blackboard, work table, two or
three pianos, note-stamping set, ply-
wood notes and rests, scale pictures,
sight.reading material, ensemble
numbers, Tapper's cut-out history
books, record player, and recording
machine there will never be enough
time nor a dull moment.
Take one lesson period of third
Sacred
410-41016THEMES FROM THE GREAT BALLETS
Arranged for piano 8010
by Henry Levine
Thoseor you who look forward to the annual appearance of the
Balletde MOllte Carlo. Ballet Theatcl', Sadlcr Wells Ballct Co. and
oth~r~,will be partic~lary enthusiastic about I\"[r. Levine's latest
additlOnto his collectjol1s of theme mnsic. By popular demand he
has arranged, for the piano, selections froUl the world's great
ballets. A partial listi.olT of the contents includes execrpts frOl11:
Adam-GISELLE. Delibes-COPPELIA: Glierc-THE RED
POPPY; Stl'avinsky- THE FIRE BIRD" Tschaikowsky-SW AN
LAKE. '
ForU, S. and its possessions ooly. List price, S1.25
E·l·51
.40 I ~32-40062 ()~ .. n~~ Jesu. , . , , , , , .. , .. , , , , . , , .... orr. J. Rof!
(SAID, 1 f'tti ,entury melody, easy a c.appello arr. in choral style}
Book Suggestions For The Month
410-41011
.12
Music
433-41003
CHURCH ORGANIST'S GOLDEN TREASURY
VOLUME II
E~lited by Carl F. PIalteicbcr and Archibald T. Davison
An Ide~l. hook for church service preludes and postludes Every
compOSItIon ba.sed ';)0 a Lutheran chorale, written by a .L~tl)eran
ntster. One e~ltor IS a lecturer of church music at the Un.iversitv*-. ~ennsylvallla, the other a professor of music at Harvard Bollll~
. 1"1 )e, Wa:therl Bach, and lllany others are represented. C~lllplct~
lll( ex of a 1 chOl·ales~ Huthors and translators of hymns.
410-41009 List price, $3.50
HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES
hy Stanford KiuCT
Learn these pieces now-pl·1\'- th .I
pieces with such titles a' S ~<... CDlll a.J summer! 10 ori;rinal
G
,~ W"~p,n(T ow S L B bblum BooO'ie Ru.mpus Roo RI e . It yeam,ore on.e, II C
I
e' m.lnmba Exe II r I' dsty c. Fot.· adull.S ot' O"raclcs 3 4 . - e. ent or tce Hlle ane to L' . 7-. lsi prIce, .:J
II
I,,
,
o Enclosed $ ..o Charge to my account
---411--41001 Songs of Wor-
ship (low) .... .75
----433-41003 Church Organ-
ist's Treasury
----410-41009 Grab-Bag
---410-41011 High School
Harmonies
---410-41017 Piano Partners
---410.41016 Themes From the
Great Ballets
---417.41002 Pedal Mastery.
THEODOREPRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Penna.433-4/002
DITSON ALBUM OF ORGAN AND PIANO DUETS
Arranged by Roy 5 51 1, 1 h • • ouo" lton
-,-",.mong t lC cst duet c 11' r '"o ectlOlls or tL l' .
.organ and piano An outstand" e Inuted rcpertory for
I
, m~ Job of·' .
average I' a)Tcrs Inclnd d ~1' arrang.lu .... tcn clalOslcs for"5. . e are ch· ·k k' e "lXth SymphollY~" Bacll G d. <11 ovs -y s Andante from the
D b' ,- OlUlO ·s Ave 111 . R .c ussy 8 Revery and other,;; T . arEa: avel s Pavane:
ance. ". wo copIes are required for perform-
List pricc, $1.50
----433-41002 Oitson Album of
Organ and Piano
Duets .$1.50
----433·41001 Ten Choral Pre-
ludes and a Fan-
tasy on Familiar
Hymn Tunes ... 1.00
----411-41000 Songs of Wor-
,h;p (H;ghl " .75
3.50
.60GRAB-BAG
by Bruce Carleton
~~ol"e f?~1than 'work! 14 skillful first grndc piano al'ran~ell1ents
falluhar tuncs. ~ncourages advnncement. Eu<Yraved with bi(r
nlo~lels for casy rcadmg. Illustrations are especially appealillfr fo~
c 11 (ren. L' .'" ,.1st pl'lCC, $.60
.75
.60
1.25
2.50
NAME ....................
ADDRESS
CITY& STATE
. . . - . . . . , . . .
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
60 61
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STOP "HEEL HOLES" FOREVER·,
SAVE YOUR PRECIOUS RUGS
with this. beautiful safety mat. A quality product
moulded l~ a lovely musical design of rich, soft brown
r-ubber- which blends with piano finish. Adding beauty
and utJhty .to the finest of drawing rooms, it is a Good
Housekeeping MUST. Prevents ugly worn spots or
covers them; encourages correct posture-in a word-
IT BELONGS. Sent to any address in the U. S. A. for
$3.50 cash, check or money order. No COD'S. On
CLU? plan, order five mats, remit $14.00, save $3.50
. Speciaf offer for agents and music teachers. Due t~
conditions the supply 15 necessarily limited so order
promptly to avoid disappointment.
Y. M. CRUIKSHANK
Dept. 3-Dra .....er 190,
SPECIALTIES
SUNBURY, PA.
Potent
Applied for
WHERE SHALL GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS (New Yo,k CHyl "PIANO SIGHTREADING CAN BE
TAUGHT" by IDA ELKAN
World fqmous originator of "Ear Training,
Signtreading Piano Method,"
Carnegie Hall
Studio 301, 7th Ave. & 56th Street, N. Y. C. 19.
HANS BARTH L1VERETTEOPERA ACADEMY
Vacation-Study
e-ecv Refresher Courses for Piano Teachers
and Pianists, held at mountain and seashore I~ ~~ _
resorts June to September in New York ond
other stotes, olso private lessons. Send postal
for full information to
Route 6, Box 7bW. S. Jacksonville, Florida
Lucie liverette, Dir.
Somoiloff's Bel Conto Mwthod
Write for information:
W. Pico, Los Angeles 6, Calif.1833
CRYSTAL WATERS
Singer and Teacher
Concert, Opera, Stage, Radio, T.V.
Many famous students.
" Write for circular
405 Eost 54th St. New York 22, N. Y.
HAROLD HURLBUT
Singers who have studied with him include
r;JADINE CONNER - Henry Cordy,
a.nd Singers of. Metropolitan Opera-Son Fran·
CISCO, St. LOUIS and Havana Operas Holly-
wood Bowl-Radio etc. '
Address: Hollywood, Calif. Tel. GL 1056
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREER
Tone, Interpr~tation-Master's Technique
Special Courses for Teachers
and N on- Professiona Is.
166 W. 72nd St., N. Y, C. Tel. SC 4·8385
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
M?tthay exponent, formerly his representative.
Private Lessons, Teachers Courses, Forums-
Summer closs-Southwest Harbor, Me.
801 Steinway Bldg., N.Y,C.
(Tues .• Fri.) CI. 6-8950, other days, KI. 9-8034
JEROME D. ROSEN
Violin Recitals-Artistic Violin Instruction
Founder "Ancient String Instrument Ensemble"
Studios
6508 Delmar Blvd. 2070 N. Kirkwood Road
St. louis 12, Mo. Kirkwood. Mo.
MARY BOXALL BOYD
(Pupil of leschetitky)
Pianist-T eocher-Cooch-Progrom Building
Address-Steinwoy Hall-Nolo Studios-
113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y. CECILE JAHIEL
Concert Pianist-Composer
1st prize of the Paris Conservatory
Former pupil of Cortot and Ravel
Master classes for concert pianists.
Private lesson\.
18 East 78th Street New York City, N. Y.
REgent 7-7Q30 or RHinelander 4-1589
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
229 So. Harvard Blvd. los Angeles Calif.
DU. 3-2597 '
EDWIN HUGHES
SUMMER MASTER CLASSES FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
JULY 9-AUGUST II
338 West B9th Street, New York, N. Y. ISABEL HUTCHESON
Teacher for Piano Teachers
Modern Pi?n~ Techrlic; Group Work; Coaching
faor~;;:~t PlOrllSts. COrldueting Piano Teachers
Studio 202, 1005112 Elm St .. Dallas, Texos-
Ph. B.A. 6214
ANNE YAGO McGUFFEY
Teacher of Voice
(908 N Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. District 4079
CHARLES LAGOURGUE 0.1. Q
. VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING
Sight· Reading, Musical Theory, Composition,
35 W. 57th St., New York
Lagourgue's COMPLETE TREATISE
ON TRANSPOSITION
is available at Theodore Presser Co. EVANGELINE LEHMAN
TEACHER OF SINGING
Opero-Operetta-Orataria_Cancert
167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5-8413
(FRANKl (ERNESTOl
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice-Piano
Arr1'ong those w~o hove studied with Mr. La
Forge ';lre: Marlon Anderson, Lawrence Tib·
bett, Rlchord Crooks, ond Mme. Malzerlouer.
1100 Pork Ave., ~orner 89th St., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470
MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HUll)
Dramatic Soprano
Teocher 01 Singing-"Bel Canto"
Experienced Europeon trained Artist
Cooching Opera, Concert and Radio
;~//eecc/ed~oice praduc:tion, defective singing
Beginner$ ac:c:epted
Phone: Trafalaar 7-8230 Man., Tues. Wed. Thurs
608 West End Ave, New Yo;k City
1--------
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advanced,Piono Interpretation ond the Thear
~ork reqUired by thE; degrees of Mus. 8ach.~
nd Mus. Mas. SpeCIal Chapin interpretotion
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC .
Detroit, Mich.
EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Artist-Teac:her
Recommended by Emil Von Souer Martiz Mosz·
kowski and Joseph Hofmanrl. '
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite B37, 57th St. at
7th Ave., New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento Street Walnut 1.3496
Bo~helar .of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Artists Diploma Pedogagy Certificote
Approved for veterons
Children's Saturday morning Classes.
FRANK WILLGOOSEALMA FAUST B.S. Music Education
Piono Teacher
Learn to Teach or Play for Pleasure
Summer Course: July 5-August 2
60Q West 111th. (Corner Broadway)
New York 25. N.Y. MO 2-6772
Piano Instruction
Especiolly directed to on effective musicol op-
proach to the very yOUrlg.
Many years of success in this field.
Teachers ore irlvited for consultotion, either
personolly or by mail, regordirlg child student
problems.
Address:-29 Prime Avenue
Huntington, long hland, N. Y.
WILLIAM FICHANDLER
ALBANESE
Piano ..
Dial
Pianist, Composer, Teacher
314 West 75th St .. New York Su-7-377S
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Mus. D.
Dunkirk 2-7845
bOO So. New Hampshirelos Angele~
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CLASS PIANO TEACHING
(Continued from Page 61)
During the Christmas holidays we
have musical teas. One class pro.
vides the music, while another furn-
ishes the conversation around the
punch bowl to drown out the music
just like at Teal teas, ,
Every pupil gets a report card
once a quarter. Excellent work is
always paid a tribute, either in
the form of praise in front of
classmates, 01' by the gift of a musi-
cal card, pin, 01' statuette.
The parents who are musical ap-
pear on recital programs with the
children. A mother sings a solo with
her daughter as accompanist; a
father plays a duet with his small
son. The entire audience, comprisin ....
parents and relatives. stands to sin~
as two youthful st~dellts play ;
hymn or folk song. It's a radical
change from old-style recitals,
1 wasn't taught as 1am now teach.
ing. My teacher wore long skirts
which swept the floor as she walked.
She cracked our knuckles with <I
nder and spoke in icy terms when
we stumbled. I'd have given it up
if my mother hadn't been a de-
termined woman.
Today the situation has changed.
]Vlosl of our pupils have to snitch
a bit of practice between Papa's
news broadcast. Sister's dance pro·
gram, Brother's sports review, and
Hopalong Cassidy on T·V. 1£ the\"
are not really keen about their mllsj~
they have many excuses for not
bothering with it.
That is one of many reasons whv
pjano lessons must he stimulatillg.
competitive, pleasant. and challeng·
ing. CJass work is stimulating be-
cause of its variety. competiti,·e
beca use it has more to offer than
any other form of amusement. pleas-
ant because one's buddies will be
there and ulere'll be a bit of fun.
challenging because ;;the others rna,
be better prepared." .
Class lessons have arrived. If .the
private teacher is to meet the com·
petition of lower prices and more
students. she will have to move out
of the family li,'ing room, provide
a studio for herself either in 11
spare room, in the basement, or orer
the garage. She will have to attend
workshops and clinics and buy an
exira piano as well as other neces·
.sary equipment, She should join
lhe l\Iu.sic Teachers National M·
sociation and the Music Educators
National Conference. attend the
meetings and read their magazines.
as well as the other publications
which have much to sav abollt her
profession. She w.ill ba~·e to study
fhe lists of new materials. exchange
ideas with her fellow teachers and
go along wjth those who know from
years of lrial and error that dBS·
work is a wonderful way to teaell
mu.sic. THEOP
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SOUTHERNYOUTH BUILDS A SYMPHONY
(Continued from Page 22)
'sed (0 find that they require,urpTl
C lone rehearsal with the Syrn-
., O·
phonybeforea concert. n occasion.
IheSymphonysets up two or three
rehearsalsin advance, only to have
Iheartist declare the second and
third rehearsals unnecessary.
The Symphony itself rehearses
hte in the afternoon, two or three
timesa week, during the season .
Theorchestra is composed of 90
musicians,75 of them profe sioual.
Theremaining 15 are outstanding
pnng musicians who are happy to
be chosento play with the orchestra
lorthe experiencl'. As they acquire
professionalpolish and experience,
ihese young musician ur added to
ihe payroll.
It hasn't always heen clear sail-
ing forthe Atlanta Symphony, Atlan-
iians found it hard to realize that
they had a full-fledged symphony,
ratherthan an outstanding youth
symphony.and they were slow to
gil'etheir financial support to the
ambitiousundertaking.
In 1939, the idea of a combined
high school orcheslra was conceived
by AnneGrace O'Callaghan, Super·
\iwr of High School Music in the
Atlantaschools. Miss O'Callaghan,
\11ththe help of interested musicians
andschool officials. organized the
[n·and-AboutAt.lanta High School
Orchestraand invitcd Dr. Joseph
Maddy,founder of the famous Na·
tionalHigh School Orchestra Camp
atInterlochen,Michigan, to conduct
the first concert on February 9,
1939.
Dr, Muddy returned each year to
conduct the orchestra in concert,
andat one time mentioned the idea
of an Allanta orchestra for young
womenand men who had finished
highschool.The idea remained Witll
MissO'Caliaghan, but nothing was
doneabout it at that time_
Outstandingyoung musicians were
encouraged,however, by scholarships
awarded to members of t.he high
schoolorchestra for traininu at Dr
Maddy's summer camp a7 Inter~
lochen,
Henry Sopkin, an outstanding
youth symphony conductor first
C A 'arneto tianla to conduct the huge
combined high school orchestra in
1934. The young people did well
underhis direction, and he returned
the follOWingyear.
Mr. Sopkin received his musical
tr.ainingin Chicago, where he studiedeano and violin under the late
bCOnSamatini. At twenty·one he
l
ecamea member of the faculty of
tIe A .meflcan Conservatory and later
head of the instrument department
~eachingorchestration and conduct:
lng.
. Throughout his career, he had been
Interested in young musicians, and
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'JlHftMue ,*<Ut't 7ee~~e!
These New Melodic Studies For Piano Will Show You How
he was very much impressed with the
work of the Atlanta high school
boys and girls.
Late in 1944 Miss O'Callaghan
enlisted the aid of Mrs. James
O'Hear Sanders, president of the
Atlanta Music Club, in organizing
the type of symphony first suggested
by Dr. Maddy. And under the spon-
sorship of t.he Music Club. the At-
lanta Youth Symphony was organ-
ized. Sopkin was asked to conduct
its fir t two concerts in the winter
und spring of 1945.
The Music Club paid the conduc-
lur's ex!' nses, and the concerts
were free. Ca pacity audiences a p-
pluuded the work of the one-hundred
young musicians.
In September, 1945, the Music
lub underwrote Sopkin's salary for
u full months' season, with four
con efts scheduled. A group of 22
interested persons and corporations
defrayed all other expenses, and
cnpacity audiences continued to at-
tend the free concerts.
Gradually, professional musicians
wer added to the orchestra until
it became the fuU-f1edged Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra. And that's
when the financial problems began.
The first subscription sale of
tickets for the 1947-48 season, re·
ulted in only nine hundred tickets
sold. Atlantians had not yet accel}ted
the Adanta Orchestra as a symphony,
They cont.inued to consider it a
young people's orchestra, and Illany
were reluctant to pay admission.
The low point was reached in the
spring of 1949. The Symphony by
then was several thousand dollars
in debt, and the prospects seemed
very gloomy.
Then, in the summer of 1949, in.
terested persons came together to
make an all-out effort to keep the
Symphony on the Atlanta scene, and
they succeeded.
Before the 1949-50 season opened,
the number of professional musicians
in the orchestra was increased to 55,
while the non-professionals num-
bered 35_ Five nationally known
artists were - slated to appear in
concert with the Symphony during
the 1949-50 season_ They wel"e
Dorothy Kirsten, Jacques Abram,
Tossy Spivakovsky. Oscar Levant
and WHliam Kapell.
The Mayor declared September 18
through 25 as Symphony Week in
Atlanta. Local stores, newspapers
and radio statjons cooperated in
the fight to keep the Atlanta Sym~
phony alive. As a result of the
concentrated campaign, more than
four thousand season tickets were
sold witbin a week. Symphony Week
was a success, and the Atlanta Sym-
phony was on the way up: .
An outstanding contnbul1on to
the Sym- (Continned on Page 64)
HOW I KEEl> MY TECHNIQUE
Book I • Book 2 • Book 3 4 il!?~ 7'tiHd
Each book is designed for the development of a .speclflc
phase of piano technique; at the same time providing the
pianist with practise material that is musically Interesting.
Price $1.25 each, at your dealer or direct
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 799 Seventh Avenue. N. y 19
PIANO TEACHERS
This is your invitation to ottend the Internationol Plene Teachers
Association 1951 Notional Convention, at the Hotel Statler, (for-
merly Hotel Pennsylvania). New York City, July 16, 17, IB, 19.
Teachers Training Course, Student Piono Ploying Exominatiorls efc.
For c.amplete information and free catalog of almost four dozen
I.P.T.A. Teacher Aids write
ROBERT WHITFORD, Founder·Presldent
18 North Perry Sqllore. Erie, Penna.
CLEARFlt:I.I),
PENNA,
Ofje,i'IO a lUi-week course illdllilill!! aU p/wscs of IliGlIO tlmil!!! GIld '61'0iri,'((/
MO&E:J'c~~1l':'~E~Is~~TM~J':I~~rfJ~~~R~~6 ~g6~'6~~A~X&~rJGI~g~VJPT~~~sIN-
The success being achieved by our graduates Is our best recommcndatlon.
"Approved for G.I. Training"
WrU.-: todalJ ior 1',tJs/l<!ctu8 /u
ROCKWELL SCHOOL OF TUNING
c. A. ROCKWELL
Phone Cleorfield 5·3931
THE ROCKWELL SCHOOL OF TUNING
315 MARKET STREET CLEARFIELD. PA.
CLASSIFIED ADS
I·L\.n ill 0 :'\l \', Composition, Ol·ches·
tration, Musical Theol'Y. Priva.te 01'
COITespondence Instruction. Manu-
scripts revised and corrected, Music
H,nunged. Frank S. Butler, a2-·lli 107
St., Corona., N. Y.
ACCORDIONISTS. Learn to read
from piano music. Learn to arrange
for the accordion. Study HARl\IONY
in 7 Thorough Lessons prepared
especially for the Accordionist. De-
scriptive pamphlet free, John M. Lei-
pold, 2i8 S. Highland Ave., Los An-
geles 36, Calif.LEA.H.'" PIA"'O '''UNING Simpli-fied, authentic instruction $4.00-Lit-
erature free. Prof. H.os!>, Hi(j Beecher
St., ElmIra, N, y,
SALES"IAN Established Publish-
ing firm wants man with cal' to sell
music library to families of music
students. Introduction from teachcr
makes it easy to sell. Knowledge of
music not necessary. Guarantee paid
white leal'ning. Liberal commis:;ion.
University Society, 468-Hh Ave.
N. Y. 16, N. Y . '
."'-CCORDION ALPH.4.BET. New SYS-
tem to overcome basses' tl'ouble by
temporarily coloring some accordion
buttons, compiled by the for'mel' N.
Y. City public school piano teachel·.
Frank Pinto, 752a Madison St., Brool.;:-
Iyn, N. Y, Short course of correspond-
encemail lessons given.
!\"B'" PIJL\"O l'[U'l'E~ 1,,1~'l'SYOU
PUA-C'I'JCE DA.Y On. l\"JGI-l'l' 'VI'l'H-
OU'I' Il)STUIUHNG O'l'HBRS. Mutes
pi,lno ubout 85%. F':asily attached 01'
detached without harming mechan-
ism. State upright, gl'and, or spinet!
Sold only on money bacl;: guarantee.
Send $5.00 for mute and full instt'uC-
tions. Hichard Mayo, Dept. 004, 1120
La.tona Stl'eet. Phila: 47, Pa.
'\~OUH. UI'nVA.NTED l'lUSIC ex-
changed piece for piece, 5¢ each;
quality matched. Burpee's SpecialtY
Shoppe, Delton, Mich,
VIOLINS FOR SALE: Fine hand
made violins. "\\Tondel'ful tone. :Made
from finest selected wood. "\Vrite for
particulars-George & Joseph Holl,
617 Bast Main St" Louisville 2, Ky.
FOR. S~\.LE. Rare records. Lists.
Collections bought, E. Hirschmann,
100 Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New
J·el'sey.
HACK POPlJLAR SHEE'L' )IUSlC
to 1850. Ballads, Ragtime, everything.
Catalog 10¢. Fore's, E3151 High, Den-
ver 5, Colorado.
H.4.ND UNIFOIUUS: 52 heavy gabar-
dine uniforms in good condition.
Hoyal blue trimmed in white, '·Vest-
po"int style. Coat, trousers, shako,
plume included. One drum major uni-
form, four twirler uniforms-white
with blue trim. Sizes range fl'om very
small to very large. A real bargain
at $350.00 for the lot. Conta('t Supt.
C. ",V. Guthrie, Coats Public Schools.
Coats, Kansas:
.<\.llU,\."NGING fOl' B,and-Orchestra.
Piano Vocals. Manuscripts corrected
and prepared fOI" publication. Words
set to music-school song·s. Send
manuscript fol' estimate. Prompt
service. Val's Arranging Studio, P.O.
Box 21G9. Daytona Beach, Florida.
,VJt,l'l'EH.S, C01UPOSERS= YOUI'
name on penny card brings pI'ice list,
:Magdalene Kuhlman, 184 South Point
Drive, Avon Lake, Ohio.
USED OPERA SCORES DOUGH'I'.
also Ballets, Music Dictionaries. Vo-
cal Anthologies, books about Opel·as.
(\Ve cannot Sllpply catalogs). RING'S,
1654 Cherokee, Hollywood 28, Cali-
fornia.S"TING PIA:"\'O BY InAIL. 30 self-
tenching lessons, $3.00. OV]~R 50
PUBLICATIONS-classical and pop-
lllar. Order '·boprhythmology." new
progl'essive piano solo $1.00. All new
work. Onlel' free samples. PHIL
BRETO~ PUBLICATIONS, P. O. Box
1402, Omalla 8, Neb., U.S.A.
FOlt SALE: Must sell two violin~,
nOReri and Cuypers. Ted Marche.tti,
1275 West·wood Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
FOR SA.I"B: Private party dis·
persing collection. No dealers. Gia,m-
bnttista Guadagnini violin. Parma
1770; Laurentius Storioni viola, 161;.\;
Joseph Guadagninl 'cello. Other in-
struments and bows. State refer-
ences. P.O. Box 35, A r!ington Heights
7f,. MA.ss.
'l'E"\.CH YO(;RSELF to play pl-
ano quiCkly, l'ight at home. Profes-
sional method, easily learned. Also
ingenious guide for teaching ch ildren
inctuded. Amazing proof free. 'Vrite
today. i\'lusic Teachers' Associates,
26N Potters Lane, Great Ned;:, N. Y.
PIAN"O ACC01UPAXUIJ.~N'"'l'S RB-
COR.D]j~J), Send music and check for
$4.20. Music returned ~!th, UN·
BRJ:::AKABLE RECORD. Vincent ~c-
cot:ding Service, P.O. Box 206, UnIOn,
N. J.
",rocAI" 'L'E.4.CHER A::'"I) CHOllt.
DIREC'I'OR wishes to locate in the
South or Southwest. Member of Na·
tional Assoctation of Teachers of
SingIng, Kiwanis Club and presby-
terian Church. Experienced and high-
ly recommended. Reply Choir Dit·ec-
t'or, Box 24, c/o Etude, Bryn Mawr,
Penna.
]<'AULTY VJOI,INS COlnU~C'l'E,J),
Practical experience of 40 years re-
veals "the secret.': Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Information free .. V. ,I--.
Schwenk, Redwood Valley, Cnllfornl;t.
'VR,ITE,SONGS: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Mr<,gaztne, 16ilO-ET Broad-
way, New Yol'1{ 19, 20¢ copy; $2.00
year.
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"BERNARD WAliNESS
ONE OF THE· BEST SCIENTIFIC
APPROACHES TO PIANO STUDY
Meets the modern demand /01' attractioe ma-
terials and rapid proqress. FREE Teacher's
Mamual« /01' Preparatori), Book 1 and Book 2
al'e auuiiable upon request.
PIANO COURSE,
PREPARATORY BOOK
430-40113 . . $.50
Individualized steps gradually
developing and correlating the
student's faculties. Opens ob-
long.
PIANO COURSE, BOOK 1
430-40114 ..... $1.00
Sensible sequence of ideas
progress through el~mentary
training. Illus trat.ivc dia-
grams, annotations, delightful
drawings.
ENSEMBLE BOOK
430-40 I09 ... $.75
For use with Book 1. Duet and
two-piano playing with se-
condo part for the teacher or
more advanced student.
EIGHT CHORDAL ATTACKS
430-40042 $.75
Recital and practice material,
discussion, photographic illus-
trations. Grade 3-4. Prelim-
inary exercises and explana-
tory texts. Valuable in any
teaching repertoire.
SOUTHERN YOUTH BUILDS A SYMPHONY
(Continued from. Page 63)
phony has been made by the Atlanta
Symphony Guild. Inc., an outgrowth
of the group which originally under-
wrote the Atlanta Youth Symphony.
In the 'summer of 1949 the
Women's Committee of the Guild
was organized, and the officials of
the orchestra give the women much
of the credit for selling the Sym-
phony. One official estimates that
the 150 women in the group have
made as many as 15.000 telephone
calls to enlist contributions and sell
season tickets to the concerts. The
service is entirely voluntary.
As a result. the Atlanta Symphony
entered the 1950-51 season "in the
black." possibly the only symphony
in the country in this condition.
Corporate gifts and large personal
donations have been part.icularlv
sought by the group. A plan o l
company sponsors is being tried for
the first time this year, and promises
to become very successful. This
program is under the direction ~f
the president of one of Atlant as
largest department stores and the
president of a leading bank. Bus.
nesses participating pledge a certain
contribution for a two-year period.
Another division of the Symphony
Guild is the Junior Division. com-
posed of younger women who assist
the Women's Committee, and serve
as hostesses at the Young People's
Concerts.
The Young People's Concerts, UIl-
dertaken first during the 1949-50
season, also have been an outstand-
ing success
This is a series of three concerts
offered for school children only.
The concerts tickets were first offered
through Atlanta schools but many
school officials in neighboring towns
have asked to participate in the pro-
gram and have been included in the
1950·51 series.
The concert series for young
people during 1949·50 was highly
successful. But the 1950-51 season
saw a landslide of dollars t.hat
bought every seat in the house
wjthin two days and left 400 chil-
dren on the waiting list for tickets.
The entjre series is sold for 51.00
per ticket. The tickets are printed
in special program booklets which
contain program notes and other
study materials to help in the pre.
paration of the students for the
concerts.
The school teachers cooperate with
the Symphony by discussinO" the
• 0
musIc to be played, playing record.
ings of various selections and teach.
ing concert etiquette.
The children also hear broadcasts
over the Atlanta school system's
radio station, WABE-FM, which in.
clude commentaries on the music
and interviews with the Concert_
master and the conductor.
\"11[. f3Till
_ ......- ....:,..
TECHNIC FUNDAMENTALS
430-40 I 12 .$.40
Presents pianistic gymnastics
to be introduced at the dis-
cretion of the teacher.
MY WEEK IN CAMP
430-40057 :$.75
Presenting definite technical
features confronting second
grade students. Interesting,
descriptive verses. For boys
and girls.
14 SKETCHES IN STYLE
430-40049 $.75
Early third year etudes in
form ·of piano pieces, varied
in style, each lying well under
hand, with both hands eqnally
considered. Just two pages in
length, with two exceptions.
FREE{ Themntic catalog of 86 1Jia,no solos h·o1nljl'(tcles 1 to 8 carefully selected and editedfor 'use with this cmwse. Each has a br'iefanalysis of study value.
PIANO COURSE, BOOK 2
430-40115 $1.00
Can follow any first grade
book. Supplies first recital
repertoire.
PIANO COURSE, BOOK 3
430-40 I 16 $1.00
Materials selected from folk
songs as well as classics,
etudes and original composi-
tions.
SECOND YEAR ETUDES
430-40110 $.75
Original and standard etudes.
Carefully graded in sequence.
Thoroughly annotated. Use
with Book 2.
THIRD 'YEAR ETUDES
430-40 III $.75
For use with Book 3. For de-
veloping style and velocity.
62 pages. 33 graded studies.
Send for your copies of:
THE BERNARD WAGNESS PIANO STUDY BOOKS
The Teacher's Manuals. The Thematic CataloCJE-3-SI
PRESSER CO.THEODORE
Retail Store
Bryn Mawr, Penna.
1712 Chestnut Street Philo.. Penna,
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The music. although classical, is
chosen particularly for its appeal
to the child ren , and an outstanding
young student musician is chosen to
a ppear as guest soloist at each
Young People's Concert. Some of
the selections used have been Sihel.
ius' "Fin landia." Rimsky.Korsakov't'
"Capriccio Espagnole," and Schu-
bert's "Unfinished Symphony."
Although the Symphony of today
is composed of mature musicians,
many of them are the former high
school bove and girls who played
in the fi;·st In-and-About Atlanta
orchestra.
Concertmaster of the Symphony is
Robert Harrison. Professor of Music
at the University of Georgia. Har-
rison is probably the youngest con-
cert master of a major symphony in
the country, but Conductor Sopkin
describes him as "the beet violinist
I've heard:'
• There is nothing in which the
power of art is shown as much as
in playing on the Fiddle. In all
other things we can do something
at first: any man will torge 0
bit of iron if you give him a
hammer: not so well cs a smith
but tolerably; and mo~e a box
though a clumsy one; but give
him a Fiddle and a Fiddle-stid,
and he can do nothing.
-Samuel Johnson
At the time that Harrison was a
student at the University of Georgia
he served as concertmaster with the
original high school orchestra. He
attended the Juilliard Graduate
School. and returned to the I'niver-
sit)' of Ceor gia as Director of Violin
Training. His wife also is a violinist
with the Symphony.
An Atlanta Symphony School is
operated for four weeks each sum-
mer to train young musicians. The
Atlanta SYI11!>honyGuild underwrites
the school. Conductor Sopkin and
a staff of SC\'eu musicians leach
jnslrumcnts~ harmony. theory and
ensemble plarjng.
A high school orchestra is con-
tinued throughout the school l·car
as a training ground for future Sym-
phony members. In all ways southern
young people are encouraged not
only to take an interest in good
music, but to aim toward the goal of
a place in a major symphony or-
chestra in tIte Soutb.
1\·lost of the professionals nO\\'
in the orchestra haye other pro·
fessions as well There are insurance
men, school teachers, music teacber5.
and others. But when the,- appear
on the stage. they are one in the
music of the AtJanta S'rmphony
Orchestra. THE E~D
ETUDE-APRIL 1951
PIANO THEMATICS AND INSTRU<:TION BOOKS
Brilliantpieces for spring recital from a collection ofoutstanding composi-
tions by EUA KETI'ERER-wodd renowned composer for the young.
_",. .... \l1."'.~
';'t"
---',,. .... c••
Grade 3
by Ella Ketterer
price, 3S cents
,',
by £110 Ketterer
Price, 3S cent"
Grade '2 \f,
----=== ~
r
BOOKS
NSTRUCTION, I young
. LAY (Melhod or ..... $ .50
LETSP 5107) .....
beginners. ~"'SIC LAND
_..;.......mE IN lY>U d' lorADV1:01"u~· d stu ies 100.. Ihods an) .....(,,,e b ginners .... A'NO
young e S IN pI .75
ADVE~~~trades 2 10~~RE
TEC TY.EtGHT MINtA .... ' .75
TWENDES (Grade 3) .' 'YEAR
E'f\J OUG'H THE de 2
ALL THRllion Pieces, Gra .' .60(Col ec .
102'h) .... THElcEYBOARD
PARTNER~~;dS' Grade 30r .60
410_41012 (Four ) ....... "NG
grownups ASSICS yOU 41 .75
SHORT Cinn: \Grade 2 10
PEOPLE F ut hands, lsI .75
SIDE BY SIDE ( r~de 1 10 2) .'
duel call lor g
410_40062
4\0--40105£110 Kettererby _ 3S cent"puce,
PETln MAZ,URKA
\\0-27163Cotol09 No. 410--40106
410_40240
410-41006
l of ~~ ~/ .~.
• '. t ... ~
~
• ----= ~/- ~
410_40254
410--40044
.thout notice.
h ge w,h-edtoeon
Prices_ su J •
----------
at WORLD'S MOST UN U 5 UA L UNIVERSITY this year
are approximately
3,000 STUDENTSfrom 47 States and
26 Foreign Countries
representing 110 Protestant Denominations
Of this number, there are almost 1100 ministerial students, 500
missionary volunteers, and 400, enrolled in the School of Education
for Teacher Training.
-
'808 __ .I0NES
!II.
BO B JON ES UNIVERSITY
COllEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES,
SCHOOLS OF FINE ARTS, RELIGION,
EDUCATION, BUSINESS, AND AERO-
NAUTICS
academy in connectionG r e e n v i I I e, Sou I h Car 0 lin a
music, speech and art without additional cost above regular academic. tuition
l
